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Executive Summary
The Environmentally Critical Areas Network (ECAN) is the strategic zonation
applied in the province of Palawan by virtue of RA 7611. This purposely targets
environmental integrity by sustainable management of resources found in each of the
zones. The sustainable management strategies are defined in each of the ECAN Resource
Management Plan (ERMP) which is formulated through participatory planning led by the
ECAN Board of El Nido municipality with the assistance of UPLB Students and PCSD
Staff. This ensures that concerns of the stakeholders are included in the Plan.
Ultimately, through the use of ECAN zoning/ecanization the ERMP hopes to
achieve the following objectives in Palawan: upgrade local capacities for environmental
management, evaluate the role of IPs in resource utilization, address unsustainable and/or
illegal practices such as dynamite fishing and kaingin, prevent the loss of species, and
resolve legal issues and conflicts regarding Palawan’s land resources.
Given the complexities of formulating an ERMP and implementing ECAN in
Palawan-and specifically in El Nido-various sets of baseline data are necessary, thus, in
order to create El Nido’s ERMP an ecological profile was created for the area with
secondary data such as municipal plans and reports. Meanwhile, threats to the
municipality were identified through key informant interviews with LGU officials and
other stakeholders (women’s groups, people’s organizations, business owners, indigenous
peoples, etc).

Ecological Profile
El Nido is located in the northernmost tip of Palawan with longitude 119°27’ and
latitude of 11° 27.’It is about 430 kilometers southwest of Manila. It is bounded on the
north by Linapacan Strait (Luzon Sea), on the east by Taytay Bay (Sulu Sea), on the
south by the Municipality of Taytay, and the west by South China Sea.
Based on its 2013 socio-economic profile El Nido is a 1st class municipality with
18 barangays where four (4) are classified urban including Maligaya, Buena Suerte,
Masagana, and Corongcorong. While the rest are classified rural, namely: Aberawan,
Bagong Bayan, Barotuan, Bebeladan, Bucana, Mabini, Manlag, New Ibajay, Pasadeña,
San Fernando, Sibaltan, Teneguiban, Villa Libertad and Villa Paz. Furthermore, the town
has a total land area of 92,326 hectares of which 20, 841.31 hectares (18.42%) is covered
by the 18 barangays of the municipality. Additionally, the barangays with the greatest
and least land area in El Nido are Manlag and Bagong Bayan with 22.95% and 0.47% of
the total municipal land area respectively.
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In terms of its topography El Nido is characterized by rugged hills and
mountainous terrain. Only small patches of lowlands are present which occurs on minor
coastal plains and some stream alluvial valleys and metamorphic rocks, that are very
resistant to weathering, characterized the imposing highlands (Forest Land Use Plan,
2015). Given the hilly and mountainous terrain of the municipality; a large portion
(33.6%) is classified as steeply sloping while 28.49% is classified as flat to gently
sloping, consequently this 28.49% of the town’s land area is considered suitable for
agricultural and urban development while the rest incur additional costs due to the terrain.
On the other hand, the islands and islets of the municipality have 36% of their land area
classified as steeply sloping and are recommended to have their forest cover maintained.
Meanwhile, the geology of El Nido is comprised mainly of sedimentary and
metamorphic rocks from the Paleozoic and Mesozoic Era and the soils in the
municipality are primarily clay loam and sandy clay loam. There were also some
geological faults identified along the boundary of Villa Libertad and Pasadeña which
gave rise to the Makinit Hotsprings (Forest Land Use Plan, 2015).With regards to El
Nido’s climate, the municipality is classified as having a Type 1 climate with a distinct
dry and rainy season, the driest month is in April while most rainfall occurs between June
to August. In relation to this, the municipality’s hydrology consists of thirteen major river
systems that drain several watersheds that are mostly located in the northern and southern
areas of the municipality.
For the municipality’s population and demographics, data from the National
Statistics Office (2010) shows that El Nido has a population of 36,191 corresponding to a
total of 7,238 households. The most populous barangay is Bucana with 846 households
(12%) while the least populous barangay is Villa Paz with 214 households (3%).
Furthermore, it should be noted that El Nido has a population growth rate of 2.96%, a
doubling time of 23 years, and a sparse population density with an average of only 39
people per hectare. The population of the municipality also has a high age dependency
ratio with 14,373 child dependents (70%) and 1,203 old-age dependents (6%) for a total
age dependency ratio of 76%.
Regarding the economic sector of the El Nido, a 2006 study by the PCSD states
that the main forms of livelihood in the municipality are farming, fishing, and tourism.
For the agricultural sector, the main cash crops are coconut, rice, and cashew, with
cashew considered as the crop with the greatest economic potential in the area. There are
also other crops planted in the municipality such as mangos, bananas and various roots
and tubers. However, irrigation systems and other infrastructure/personnel to support
agriculture are limited (i.e. roads) which contributes to the municipality not being food
self-sufficient.
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The study by PCSD also notes that El Nido is the third highest fish producing
municipality in Palawan, however, the general trend for the fisheries sector shows
declining fish catch and an increased amount of time spent fishing. Data from the CRM
Office (2014) shows that the volume of fish production in the municipality was 261.40
metric tons which is lower compared to the previous year’s volume of 432.23 metric tons
On the other hand the tourism industry of El Nido saw a significant increase in the
number of tourist arrivals starting in 2010 (37,383) and further increased to a record high
of 64,896 in 2013. The Municipal Tourism Office also categorized tourism sites into 4
main thematic areas in the municipality such as marine-based nature tourism, agritourism zones, forest-based nature tourism zones, and heritage tourism zones, these areas
are evenly distributed throughout the municipality’s mainland and islands/islets (Tourism
Framework Plan, 2014). Tourist-related businesses such as tricycles for hire and boat
rentals are also prevalent in the municipality with the municipal licensing office
recording 390 and 277 licensed tricycles and boats in 2015 (Business Permits and
Licensing Office, 2015).
However, data from the municipality’s Community-based Monitoring System
(2011) indicates that despite the benefits of tourism and other industries, which
contributed greatly to 96.22% employment rate, there is still 55.3% of the municipality’s
households who have income below the food threshold and 67.5% who have income
below the poverty threshold.
With regards to the municipality’s physical infrastructure, the total length of El
Nido’s road network is 243.77 km. However, only 70% of the 50 barangay roads are in
good condition while the rest are in poor condition and over half (57.14%) of El Nido’s
municipal roads are in either poor or critical condition. On the other hand, the three
national roads present in the municipality are in good condition (MPDC, 2015).
In terms of water supply and sanitation, more than half (54.78 – 59.45%) of El
Nido’s barangays still rely on dug wells for their water needs and the municipal water
system has not yet been implemented (NSO, 2010; Key Informant Interviews, 2015).
Furthermore, only 37.16% of households use sealed septic tanks while the rest use
relatively unsanitary means of disposing waste, it should also be noted that that there is
only one dislodging truck for the whole municipality and bidding/loans for the municipal
waste treatment plant is still on-going.
Presently, the municipality’s electrical power needs are supplied by the National
Power Corporation (NAPOCOR) and the distributor is the Palawan Electrical
Cooperative (PALECO), together they supply 24-hour electricity for 8 barangays (4
poblacion barangays and 4 urban barangays) while the remaining 10 barangays are not
covered by the power grid and thus only have electricity for 12 hours each day supplied
by solar panels or generators (Socio-economic Plan, 2013).
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For healthcare services, El Nido has 1 Rural Health Center located in the
Poblacion, 15 Barangay Health Stations, and 5 Satellite Clinics for the whole
municipality, furthermore, there are only 2 doctors and nurses available to provide
medical services for residents and tourists although they are assisted by 348 volunteer
health workers (Rural Health Unit accomplishment report, 2014). On the other hand,
education in El Nido is covered by 1 central school and 26 barangay schools for the
primary level, 8 national highschools for the secondary level, and 2 universities for the
tertiary level. Moreover, there is an initiative for alternative learning systems and
scholarships in the municipality. Finally, for security in the area there are 23 police
stationed at the Municipal Police Station which equates to a police-to-population ratio of
1:1,500 which is lower than the standard ratio of 1:1000 or the ideal ratio of 1:500.
The biological environment of the municipality is dominated mainly by 19,137
hectares of forest (35.56% of the total land area) and 2,734.12 hectares of coastal/marine
habitat. There are also 434 flora species located in the municipality however 40 of them
are classified as endangered; furthermore, the municipality also has a total of 98 observed
species of fauna of which 15 are threatened and 19 are endemic to the area.
Furthermore, the whole of El Nido is part of the El Nido-Taytay Managed
Resource Protected Area which spans 90,321 hectares of which 60% is considered
marine territory. (Salao, 2005). On the other hand, the largest ECAN zones in the
municipality are Core Zones and Traditional Use Zones at 16,898 hectares and 16,908
hectares respectively.

Integrated Threats Analysis
The threats identified per sector (Economic, Environmental and SocioInstitutional) were presented in this Plan. These were identified through secondary data
and key informant interviews with the department heads and staff of various LGU offices
in El Nido; these include the Municipal Tourism Office (MTO), Protected Area Office
(PAO), Coastal Resource Management Office (CRM), Municipal Agriculturist’s Office
(MAO), Municipal Planning and Development Office (MPDO), Sangguniang Bayan
members, and the Mayor/Vice Mayor.
Other stakeholders such as Women’s organizations, religious organizations,
business owners, farmers, small forest landowners, school faculty/students, NGOs, IP
representatives, youth, and scientific and technological communities were also
interviewed for the integrated threats analysis. The data obtained during these interviews
was compiled into an action plan and validated through the ECAN workshop facilitated
by PCSD staff with the assistance of the practicum team. Once the action plans were
validated and presented to PCSD and DCERP faculty a planning document/technical
report was created for the future use of the Municipality of El Nido.
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ECAN Zones Management Programs (2015-2020)
The ECAN Zones Management Program (EZMP) for the next five years (20152020) contained in this Plan can be utilized by the Local Government Unit of El Nido to
develop and improve the existing condition in the municipality. This EZMP consists of
two ECAN Program Components such as Environmental Management, Good
Governance and Stewardship (Component 1) and Rights-Based Socio-Economic
Development (Component 2). The prioritized threats during the ECAN Planning
workshop were then classified under these components.
The first component, Environmental Management, Good Governance and
Stewardship, aims to conserve biodiversity, protect life-support systems, and use
resources of El Nido wisely, and to encourage participation of and linkages among its
people. This includes four ECAN Program sub-components including Waste
Management, Environmental Management and Law Enforcement, Good Governance and
Law Enforcement.
The second component, Rights-based Socio- Economic Development, with the
main objective of empowering communities and develop their capacities, to achieve local
sustainable economic growth, and to ensure entity and resource access and benefits. This
includes Support to Agriculture, Infrastructure Development, Support to Health care,
Support to municipal security, Water System Development and Watershed and Support to
Education as the ECAN Program sub-components.
The unprioritized threats included in this plan were also provided an action plan
by the team with its corresponding baseline data and lead organizations.
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DepEd
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DENR

Department of Environment and Natural Resources
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Department of Health
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Department of Labor and Employment
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Department of Science and Technology
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Department of Tourism
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Department of Social Welfare and Development

DTI

Department of Trade and Industry
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Environmentally Critical Areas Network

ECC

Environmental Compliance Certificate

ENELEC

El Nido Environmental Law Enforcement Council

ETDF

Eco-Tourism Development Fee

FLUP

Forest Land Use Plan

GFI

Government Financial Institutions

GMP

General Management Plan

HLURB

Housing and Land Use Regulatory Board

IEC

Information Education Campaign
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Indigenous People

IRRI

International Rice and Research Institute

JEDAG

Joint Energy Development Advisory Group
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KALAHI-

Kapit-Bisig Laban saKahirapan – Comprehensive and

CIDSS

Integrated Delivery of Social Services

LDRRM

Local Disaster Risk Reduction Management

LGU

Local Government Unit

LPRAT

Local Poverty Reduction Action Team

MAO

Municipal Agriculturist’s Office

MDRRMC

Municipal Disaster Risk Reduction Management

MEDO

Municipal Environmental Desk Office

MEEDO

Municipal Economic Enterprise Development Office

MEO

Municipal Engineer’s Office

MENRO

Municipal Environmental and Natural Resources Office

MESWMB

Municipal Ecological and Solid Waste Management
Board

MFARMC

Municipal Fisheries and Aquatic Resources Management
Council

MHO

Municipal Health Office

MLGU

Municipal Local Government Unit

MPA

Marine Protected Area

MPDC

Municipal Planning and Development Office

MSWD

Municipal Social and Welfare Development

MTO

Municipal Tourism Office

NAPOCOR

National Power Corporation

NCCA

National Commission for Culture and Arts

NCIP

National Commission for Indigenous Peoples

NEDA

National Economic and Development Authority

NGA

National Government Agency

NGO

Non-government Organization

NHC

National Historical Commission

NIA

National Irrigation Administration

NIPAS

National Integrated Protected Areas System

NPAAD

Network of Protected Areas for Agricultural and AgroIndustrial Development

NTFP

Non-timber forest product

PALECO

Palawan Electric Cooperative

PAMB

Protected Area Management Board

PAO

Protected Area Office

PCSD

Palawan Council for Sustainable Development
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PCSDS

Palawan Council for Sustainable Development Staff

PDRRMC

Provincial Disaster Risk Reduction and Management
Council

PLGU

Provincial Local Government Unit

PNP

Philippine National Police

PO

Peoples’ Organization

PRDB

Philippine Rural Development Bank

PWD

Person with Disability

SB

Sangguniang Bayan

SCOTIA

Sustainable Coastal Tourism in Asia

SCREMP

Sustainable Coral Reef Ecosystem Management Program

SEMP

Sustainable Environmental Management Project

SEP

Socio-Economic Profile

SEP

Strategic Environmental Plan

SODIS

Solar Water Disinfection

SUC

State University and College

TESDA

Technical Education and Skills Development Authority

TKDC

Ten Knots Development Corporation

WATSAN

Water and Sanitation

ERMP

ECAN Resource Management Plan

EZMP

ECAN Zones Management Programs
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction of ECAN Resource Management Plan

1.1 Purpose and Scope of the ECAN Zoning Plan
By virtue of Republic Act 7611 (the 1992 Strategic Environmental Plan for
Palawan Act, or the SEP Law), Palawan Province is to be subdivided according to a
zoning strategy called the ECAN (Environmentally Critical Areas Network). The ECAN
is a graded system of protection and development control over the whole of Palawan. The
need for ECAN Zoning arises from Palawan‟s characteristics as an area with natural
resources of high conservation value and, increasingly, as a center of economic
development. Furthermore, Palawan‟s ecosystems are fragile and vulnerable to natural
and man-made threats like climate change, pollution, environmental degradation, and loss
of resources.
The projected increase in Palawan‟s population, due to high birth and immigration
rates, is expected to overshoot the carrying capacity of the province‟s natural systems.
There is, therefore, a need to plan ahead for the optimal use of resources and the
segregation of Palawan‟s land and water territories into zones that will sustain their land
use potential and life-support systems. This ECAN Plan shall cover the basic strategies
for the sustainable development of the Municipality of El Nido. The ultimate goal is to
proactively respond to the evolving challenges and opportunities in the municipality and
to address the issues and problems encountered by its environmental managers while
pursuing sustainable development.

1.2 Target Users of the ECAN Zoning Plan
The target users of this Plan are the municipality‟s local government unit
administrators, district environmental managers, municipal land use planners, NGOs,
academe, and other stakeholders interested in local land use planning. They are the ones
involved in implementing on-site some of the identified plans, programs, and projects in
this Plan.

1.3 Legal Bases of the ECAN Zoning Plan
The SEP is the rubric of all governmental environmental plans in Palawan.
Section 6 on “legal effects” of the SEP Law provides that the “SEP shall serve as the
framework to guide the government agencies concerned in the formulation and
implementation of plans, programs and projects affecting the environment and natural
resources of Palawan.”
To implement the provisions of the SEP Law, one of the powers and functions
(Section 19) of its administrative body, the PCSD, is to “coordinate with the local
1
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governments to ensure that the latter's plans, programs and projects are aligned with the
plans, programs and policies of the SEP.” Table 1 summarizes the relevant provisions of
the PCSD Resolution 05-250 and 06-270, which lays down the SEP Law‟s implementing
guidelines on the ECAN. These provisions serve as bases and guide for formulating the
ECAN Zoning Plan of the municipality of El Nido and other municipalities of Palawan.
Table 1. Sections of PCSD Resolution 05-250 related to the ECAN Zoning Plan
Relevant section of PCSD
Provision
Resolution 05-250
After the approval of the ECAN Map, the LGU
Section 25.
through its ECAN Board and with the assistance of the
Preparation of the
PCSDS, shall prepare an ECAN Zoning Plan taking
into consideration factors relevant to local land/water
ECAN Zoning Plan
use planning.

The ECAN Zoning Plan shall include among others
the following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Description of the
Area
Goals/Objectives
Zoning Strategy (priorities, methodologies
for marking zone boundaries)
Zone Management (activities, regulatory
measures policy directions)
Administration
Monitoring and Evaluation

Annexes (maps and references)
Section 26.
The ECAN Zoning Plan shall be prepared by the
LGU Adoption of the ECAN ECAN Board to be organized orreconstituted in each
municipality/city asprovided in Sections 37-39 of
Zoning Plan
theseguidelines. The Plan shall be presented forpublic
hearing in the respective locality beforefinal adoption
by
the
SangguniangBayan/Panglunsod
and
endorsement to theSangguniangPanlalawigan for
subsequentapproval of the Council through the
CouncilStaff.
Section 39.
The Board is vested with the following powers and
Powers and Functions of the functions:
ECAN Board
9. Through the ECAN working teams, undertake the
following:
a) Provide technical support to the LGU in
implementing the ECAN;
b) Facilitate the flow of activities, documents,
information and decision-making process
related to the efficient and effective
implementation of the ECAN;
c) Assist in data acquisition, analysis, monitoring
and evaluation of environmental conditions in
the light of SEP and ECAN targets and
2
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Relevant section of PCSD
Resolution 05-250

Provision
objectives;
d) Assist PCSD in the conduct of information and
education activities;
e) Facilitate the formulation of ECAN Zoning
Plan and its harmonization with the
Municipal Comprehensive Land and Water
Use Plan; and
Other activities in pursuance of sustainable
development objectives.

Chapter III.
Harmonization with the
Municipal Land and
Water Use Plans

Section 30. ECAN as Framework for Municipal
Planning. The ECANZoning Plan (EZP) shall serve
as
the
general
physical
plan
of
everymunicipality/city. It shall be the basis ofother
planning activities such as landuse planning, tourism
master planningand resource management planning
asa whole. The Comprehensive Land andWater Use
Plans of the respectiveLGUs shall be anchored on the
ECANZoning Plan.
Section 31. Integration/Harmonization of ECAN
Zoning Plan with the Municipal Comprehensive
Land and Water Use Plan. The implementation of
the ECANZoning Plan which may include
policyformulation, legislation, setting up ofpermitting
system, monitoring and otherrelated activities, as
hereinafterprovided, shall be the joint responsibility
of the Local Government Units and the Council
Staff through the Municipal ECAN Board. To attain
this objective, the Planmay be integrated into or
harmonizedwith the Municipal ComprehensiveLand &
Water Use Plan.

Table 2 summarizes the national laws and local issuances relevant to coming up
with a local land use and sustainable development planning in San Vicente Municipality
and other areas of Palawan.

Table 2. Laws and Issuances Related to Local Land Use and Development Planning
Law/Issuance
Description/Related provisions
1987 Constitution,
Section 1 – The state shall regulate the
Article 3
acquisition,
ownership,
use
and
disposition of property and its
increments.
Section 3 – Lands of the public domain
are classified into agricultural, forest or
timber, mineral lands and national parks.
Agricultural lands of the public domain
may be further classified by law
according to the uses to which they may
be devoted. Alienable lands of the public
domain shall be limited to agricultural
lands.
3
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Law/Issuance

RA 7160 (Local
Government Code)

Description/Related provisions
Section 5 – The State shall protect the
rights of indigenous cultural communities
to their ancestral lands to ensure their
economic, social, and cultural well-being.
Vests upon the LGUs the responsibility
of land use planning and regulation in
their capacity as “promoter” of the
general welfare Mandates the provincial,
city and municipal legislative bodies of
the LGUs to adopt their respective
comprehensive land use plan and enact
the same through zoning ordinances (for
city and municipal levels)
Sec. 20(c) – The local government units
shall, in conformity with existing laws,
continue to prepare their respective
comprehensive land use plans enacted
through zoning ordinances which shall be
the primary and dominant bases for the
future use of land resources: Provided,
That the requirements for food
production, human settlements, and
industrial expansion shall be taken into
consideration in the preparation of such
plans
Sec. 3(i) – Local government units shall
share with the National Government the
responsibility in the management and
maintenance of ecological balance within
their territorial jurisdiction, subject to the
provisions of this Code and national
policies.

EO 72

RA 7586
RA 7942
RA 7381
PD 705
RA 6657
RA 8435
RA 9729
RA 10121

CLWUP and Zoning Ordinance (LGC
Sec. 20, 447, 458, 468) Comprehensive
Development Plan (CDP) and Local
Development Investment Plan (LDIP)
(LGC Sec. 109)
Provides for the preparation and
implementation of the Comprehensive
Land Use Plans of LGUs pursuant to the
Local Government Code
National Integrated Protected Areas
System (NIPAS)
Mineral Resources Development Act
Indigenous Peoples Rights Act
Revised Forestry Code
Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Law
Agriculture and Fisheries Modernization
Act
Climate Change Act of 2009
Philippines Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management Act of 2010
4
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1.4 Existing Land Use Planning and Regulatory Frameworks in Palawan
At the provincial level, the planning situation in Palawan is a preponderance of
overlapping and interconnected mandates, institutions, and plans governing land use. A
flowchart showing the relationship of the several planning documents is shown in Figure
1. It shows multi-objective plans being implemented by multi-level institutions. The
ECAN Plan is shown on the left side of the City/Municipal (C/M) CLWUP. The ideal
case is for the two plans, the ECAN Plan and the CLWUP, to be “horizontally
integrated” with each other.

Figure 1.Hierarchy and linkages of plans (HLURB 2006, modified).
The red boxes and lines show the City/Municipal (C/M) ECAN
Zoning Plan, its linkage and horizontal integration with the C/M
CLWUP and its vertical integration with the Provincial ECAN
Zoning Plan. The Provincial ECAN Zoning Plan is likewise linked
and horizontally integrated to the Provincial CLWUP.

5
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CHAPTER 2
Ecological Profile

2.1 History of El Nido, Palawan
The town of El Nido was formerly called Bacuit during the Spanish occupation.
Bacuit was a barrio of the Municipality of Taytay and was formerly known as “Talindak”
since its inception in 1892. It remained part of Taytay until 1916 when it formally
became an independent municipality. By virtue of Republic Act 1140 in 1954, the
municipality was established and named “El Nido” after the rare species of the swallow
called Swift or Nido (Collocalia fuciphaga) which produces edible birds‟ nest, a Chinese
delicacy (PCSD Participatory Coastal Resources Assessment of the Municipality of El
Nido, 2006).
Since El Nido was quite remote from most of the inhabited islands in the
Philippines, its pristine beauty was hidden to the world until 1979 when a sea accident
happened in Bacuit Bay. As the story goes, "a tuna line disabled a dive boat's propeller in
the middle of the night forcing it to drop anchor in an islet. The following morning, the
divers woke up to an amazing scenery of skyscraping dark cliffs, thick green forest, white
sand beach, sparkling water and, rising above it, a series of magnificently sculpted jade
islands."
El Nido today is noted for its beautifully striking cliffs, rolling hills, exotic
beaches and rivers lined with nipa palm. It is a showcase of the Philippines' geological
and biological diversity. In recognition of the importance of its unique ecosystem, the
Philippine government made the entire area of El Nido first to a turtle sanctuary in 1984,
then to a marine reserve park in 1991, and finally in 1998, to that of a managed resource
protected area (El Nido, Philippines).

2.2 Geo-Physical Environment
2.2.1 Geographic Location
El Nido is located in the northernmost tip of Palawan with longitude 119°27‟ and
latitude of 11° 27‟.It is about 430 kilometers southwest of Manila. It is bounded on the
north by Linapacan Strait (Luzon Sea), on the east by Taytay Bay (Sulu Sea), on the
south by the Municipality of Taytay, and the west by South China Sea (see Figure 5).
El Nido is a 1st class municipality with 18 barangays where four (4) are classified
urban including Maligaya, Buena Suerte, Masagana, and Corong-Corong. While the rest
are classified rural, namely: Aberawan, Bagong Bayan, Barotuan, Bebeladan, Bucana,
Mabini, Manlag, New Ibajay, Pasadeña, San Fernando, Sibaltan, Teneguiban, Villa
Libertad and Villa Paz.

6
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Figure 2. Geographic Location Map of El Nido Municipality (Source: PPDO, 2015)

2.2.2 Political Boundaries
Based on its draft Forest Land Use Plan (FLUP) of 2015, the municipality of El
Nido has a total land area of 92,326 hectares. Additionally, the 20,841.31 hectares or
18.42% of the total land area of El Nido covers the four (4) urban and fourteen (14) rural
barangays.
As shown in Table 3, Barangay Manlag recorded the largest land area covering
25,971.03 hectares or 22.95% of the total land area of El Nido, while Barangay Bagong
Bayan was recorded to have the smallest land area of 431.3826 hectares or 0.47% of the
whole land area of the municipality.
7
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Figure 3 shows the boundaries of the barangays and the municipal water
comprising the municipality of El Nido.

Table 3. Existing land area per barangay of El Nido
Municipality (Source: DENR IV-B, 2015)
Barangay
El Nido
Urban Barangays
Maligaya, Zone 1
Buena Suerte, Zone 2
Masagana, Zone 3
Corong-Corong, Zone 4
Rural Barangays
Aberawan
Bagong Bayan
Barotuan
Bebeladan
Bucana
Mabini
Manlag
New Ibajay
Pasadeña
San Fernando
Sibaltan
Teneguiban
Villa Libertad
Villa Paz

Land Area (hectares)
92,326.00

% Distribution of Total
Land Area
100

7,120.20
3,277.09
2,201.16
8,242.86

7.71
3.55
2.38
8.93

3,129.35
431.3826
2,605.76
5,676.61
2,129.52
3,753.25
25,971.03
5,565.29
6,047.30
2,182.88
4,191.28
3,749.30
2,631.13
3,418.60

3.39
0.47
2.82
6.15
2.31
4.07
28.13
6.03
6.55
2.36
4.54
4.06
2.85
3.70

8
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Figure 3. Territorial Jurisdiction Map of El Nido Municipality (Source: PPDO, 2015)
2.2.3 Topography
2.2.3.1 Elevation
El Nido is characterized by rugged hills and mountainous terrain. Only small
patches of lowlands are present which occurs on minor coastal plains and some stream
alluvial valleys. On the other hand, metamorphic rocks that are very resistant to
weathering characterize the imposing highlands (FLUP, 2015).
Coastal boundary of the municipality extends 11km offshore. The municipality‟s
highest elevation is 630 meters above sea level which is the Peak of Inupawan Mountain
in Barangay Pasadeña. The Elevation Map of the municipality (Figure 4) shows that

9
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areas with highest elevation are located on the northern and southern sides of the
municipality (PCSD 2006a).

Figure 4. Topography Map of El Nido Municipality (Source: PPDO, 2015)

2.2.3.2 Slope
As shown in Figure 5, El Nido has steep slopes (marked with red color) that pose
a physical limitation on the municipality in terms of expanding its development area for
purposes of economic growth (DENR IV-B, 2015). Based on the CLWUP (2003-2012),

10
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the slope categories present in the municipality of El Nido are shown Table 4.

Figure 5. Slope Map of El Nido Municipality (Source: MPDO, 2015b)
Table 4. Slope Categories and thier Description (Source: CLUP, 2003-2012)
Slope
0-3%

3-8%

Description
Level to nearly level, mainly corresponding to relatively small alluvial
plains and valleys, few mangroves areas and sandy coastal alluvial
fringes.
Nearly level gently sloping undulating such as areas bordering the
plains and valleys, upper portion of stream valleys and lower foot
slopes of low hills, although limited in extent, lands belonging to this
category possess economic value.

11
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8-18%

Undulating to rolling moderately steep mostly corresponding to the
lower hill slopes, including the upper reaches of stream valleys. The
utilization of land within this slope category is relatively more difficult
and may induce severe erosion if used for cultivation of seasonal food
crops without employing proper conservation practices.

18-36%

Rolling to hilly, steeply sloping in many directions representing mainly
portions of hills and mountain slopes. There is no extensive contiguous
area of this group in the municipality due to abruptly rising slopes of
hills and mountains.

Above 36%
(including
36-50% and
>50%)

Very steeply sloping in many directions such as the high hills and
mountains, lands within this slope group are hardly accessible.

A large portion (33.6%) of the total land area of El Nido is steeply sloping while
and portion of it (28.49%) has flat to gentle slopes (see Table 5). These flat to gently
sloping areas (28.49%) are suitable for urban and agriculture development while the rest
of the municipality comprises upland areas which may pose some risks or entail
additional costs when developed for settlements and agriculture. About 89% of the
combined total land area of the small islands and islets of El Nido is above 36% slope or
steeply sloping and is better left with their forest cover intact in order to avoid land
degradation and siltation of the coastal waters.
Table 5. Slope Classes in El Nido, Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2015)
Slope type
Area (has.)
Percentage (%)
0-3% (Flat)

10,994

20.18

3-8% (Gentle)

4,526

8.31

8-18% (Moderate)

5,959

10.94

18-36% (Rugged)

14,693

26.97

6-50% (Steep)

10,391

19.07

>50% (Above broken)

7,913

14.53

2.2.4 Geology
The geology of El Nido is composed mainly of sedimentary and metamorphic
rocks of the Paloezoic and Mesozoic era. Some geological faults were identified in the
south-to-north faults on the Villa Libertad – Pasadeña boundary which gave rise to the
Makinit hot springs.
Also, there are five (5) rock formations in El Nido: the Bacuit formation, Miniloc
limestone, Liminangcong chert, Kapoas diorite intrusive and the alluvium. The only
geologic hazard that has been established is the continuous weathering of limestone that
endangers infrastructures adjacent to the cliffs (FLUP, 2015).

12
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2.2.4.1 Soils
Soil types present in the municipality of El Nido are mostly of the clay loam and
sandy clay loam type (shaded with green and orange, respectively) as shown in Figure 6.
There are eight types of soils identified in the municipality, these soil types are as follows
(see Table 6):

Figure 6. Soil Texture Map of El Nido Municipality (Source: PPDO, 2015)
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Table 6. Types of soil in El Nido Municipality (Source: DENR IV-B, 2015)
Soil Type
Characteristics
San Manuel Clay Loam

Aborlan Loam

Tapul Clay Loam

Tagburos Clay

An alluvial soil found in the stream alleys in the
northern part of the municipality. Generally, this soil
type has deemed profile, well drained and easy to
cultivate. It is generally known as soil with reasonably
high inherent productivity.
Also occurs as relatively extensive polder alluvial
terraces in the northwest. This soil is typically poor in
nutrients, has composed subsoil and tends to be acidic.
Although the slope is not limiting (i.e less than 18%),
inherent problems, or this soil make it less suitable for
crop production.
Identified on the low foothills on the Midwestern side
of the municipality. This soil type is deep, well
drained, has good structure and permeability. Its
distinguishing feature is its reddish brown color. This
soil type occurs mainly as an upland soil subject to
erosion if cultivated.
Another soil identified only on limited areas adjacent
to Tapul soil. It is fairly deep with brown to dark
brown profile. Erosion hazard is high due to higher
amount of surface run-off than that can be absorbed by
the soil.

Coron Clay Loam

The most extensive soil type in El Nido. Revived
mainly from hard metabolic rocks, this soil is shallow.
The clay loam to clayey soil is brown to dark brown,
well drained with occasional rock fragments. This soil
occurs mostly on steep to vey steep slopes of hills.

Hydrosol

This is a miscellaneous type representing the
mangrove covered tidal flats. Only four spots of
hydrosol occur in El Nido. This land is mostly flooded
due to tidal intrusion. This poorly drained soil has
quite variable texture.

Beach Sand

Another miscellaneous soil type occurring in small
patches along some portions of the coasts. It consists
mainly of sandy deposits accumulated by wave action.
The highly permeable soil is loose and deficient in
nutrients.

Rough Mountainous Land

Another miscellaneous type of land occurring in the
central portion of the municipality. The highland
divides the area into western and eastern sides. The
soils are undifferentiated, but mostly shallow and
eroded.

2.2.4.2 Land Management Unit
Table 7 below shows the different land management units present in the
municipality of El Nido. Among the listed land management units, metamorphic hill low
relief occupied the highest area (29.01%) followed by metamorphic hill high relief
(25.24%). This indicates a moderate to marginal land suitability for annual and perennial
14
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or tree crops due to slope gradient, erosion hazard, shallow depth of soils, and low
fertility resulting to other crops not being economically viable for the area. It should also
be noted that, enclosed valleys cover the smallest land area (0.20%) in El Nido. Figure 7
is a map that shows the coverage of each land management unit in the municipality.
Table 7. Soil Type-Land Suitability and Capability Matrix in
El Nido Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2015)
Land
Land suitability and capability
Area (ha)
Management
Units
Beach
Coconut is moderately suitable in the
1,383
ridges/swales
area. Rice and other diversified crops
are rated marginal to unsuitable due to
coarse soil texture, drought, and
salinity.
Broad alluvial
The land is highly to moderately
3,449
valley
suitable to agricultural crops. It is
limited by low fertility, possible
toxicity of micro-nutrients and
moderate flooding hazard.
Infilled valley
Agricultural crops are highly to
3,883
moderately suitable in these areas.
Moderate fertility is due to low fertility
and possible toxicity of micro-nutrients
and flooding hazard in some depression
areas.
Mangrove/nipa
The area is highly suitable for fishpond
2,542
development but limited by high
salinity.
Metamorphic hill Tree or perennial crops are marginally
13,736
high relief
suitable in the area due to very steep
slope, shallow soils, erosion hazard,
and low fertility. Other crops is not
economically suitable.
Metamorphic hill The land is moderately to marginally
15,790
low relief
suitable to both annual and perennial or
tree crops due to slope gradient, erosion
hazard, shallow depth of soils, and low
fertility
Narrow alluvial
This land is highly to moderately
784
plain
suitable to agricultural crops. It is
limited by low fertility, possible
toxicity of micro-nutrients, and
moderate flooding in some areas.
Residual terrace
1,881
Enclosed valley
107
Karstic limestone
2,709
mountain rocky
Low meta
188
volcanic
mountain
Metavolcanic hill
6,010
high relief
Metavolcanic hill
1,962

%

2.54

6.34

7.13

4.67

25.24

29.01

1.44

3.46
0.20
4.98
0.35

11.04
3.61
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Land
Management
Units
low relief

Land suitability and capability

Area (ha)

%

Figure 7. Land Management Unit Map of El Nido Municipality
(Source: PCSD, 2015)
2.2.5 Hydrology
El Nido has thirteen (13) major river systems which drain several watersheds in
the municipality. Table 8 shows the names and locations of these river systems as well as
their source and drainage.
Due to El Nido‟s limited water sources, the local government of El Nido has
proposed to utilize other watersheds in the area such as: Barok river and Garo river in
16
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Barangay Mabini; Madurian Falls in Barangay San Fernando; Manlag River and
Bulalacao waterfalls in Barangay Pasadeña; Siwangwang falls in Barangay Sibaltan;
Magwawa falls and Cataban Falls in Barangay Villa Paz; and also the Buyong falls
located in the municipality of Taytay.
Majority of the watersheds in the municipality are located in Northern and
Southern part of El Nido, the green portion in the map indicates the specific areas where
watershed can be located (see Figure 8).

Table 8. Major Rivers and Watersheds in El Nido Municipality
(Source: ENTMRPA-PAO, 2015; PCSD, 2006a)
Name of
Location
Influenced
Source
Drainage
River
Area
Kaparayan
Aberawan (S)
Aberawan
Aberawan
Camago Point
Watershed
Peak
Aberawan
Aberawan (S)
Aberawan
Aberawan
Camago Point
Watershed
Peak
Manlag
Manlag (S)
Manlag
Manlag
Manlag Bay
Watershed
Watershed
Manlalic
Manlag (S)
Manlag
Manlag
Manlag Bay
Watershed
Watershed
Danat
Manlag (S)
Danat
Danat
Dagal-dagal
Watershed
Watershed
Bay
Lio
Villa Libertad
Villa Libertad Villa Libertad Bacuit Bay
(N)
Watershed
Watershed
Quinawangan
Pasadeña (N)
Bulalacao
Bulalacao
Bacuit Bay
Watershed
Watershed
Nagkalitkalit
Pasadeña (N)
Bacuit
Sincocan Bay Quinawagan,
Watershed
Bacuit Bay
Barotuan
Barotuan (N)
Bucana
Sincocan Bay Bucana Bay
Watershed,
Barotuan and
happy valley
Taberna
Bucana (N)
Maranlao
Maranlao
Bucana Bay
Watershed
Watershed
Teneguiban
Teneguiban
New Ibajay
New Ibajay (N) Cagbanaba
Sincocan Peak New Ibajay,
Watershed
Villa Paz
Batakalan
Villa Paz (N)
Villa Paz
Sincocan Peak Villa Paz sea
Watershed
Sibaltan
Sibaltan (N)
Sibaltan
Sibaltan
Sibaltan sea
Watershed
Watershed
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Figure 8. Watershed Map of El Nido Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2006a)
2.2.6 Climate
The climate of El Nido belongs to the Type 1 climate which has two distinct
seasons: the dry season from December to May and the wet season from June to
November. The driest month is April, while the rainiest is August.

2.2.6.1 Wind Direction
The two prevalent winds are buffeted by stronger northwest monsoons which
blow from June to November and hits the municipality‟s north-south axis at an
approximate angle of 12 to 20 degrees with softer northeast monsoon winds approaching
the municipality at an approximate angle of 12 to 20 degrees from the same reference
axis that blows generally in the months of November through February to provide cooler
weather. From late March to early October, sea voyage is most favourable since the seas
are generally calm during this period (DENR IV-B, 2015).
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2.2.6.2 Temperature
Figure 9 shows the average annual temperature of the municipality ranges from
seasonal flows dipping between 20°C to 25°C in July, while high rise in temperature
occur in May and April with 24°C to 32°C and 25°C to 32°C, respectively.

Figure 9. AverageTemperature per month in El Nido, Palawan
(Source: worldweather.online)
2.2.6.3 Rainfall and Precipitation
The months of June, July and August bring the highest of rainfall for El Nido. In
relation to that, the precipitation in the municipality occurs in the months of June (351
mm), July (435 mm) and August (375 mm) which is the same with the months having the
most rainfall events (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Precipitation per month in El Nido, Palawan
(Source: worldweather.online)
2.2.7 Natural Hazards/Constraints
2.2.7.1 Erosion
Soil Erosion may be due to various factors, some of which are;, topography in
which slope is the dominant factor, soil, climate, vegetation cover, and land management
practices. These factors are dynamic and interrelated. The phenomenon of soil erosion
requires attention as it reduces land productivity and causes pollution in water bodies.
Table 9 shows that out of the 18 barangays in El Nido, which cover 42,007.515
ha, there are 14,617.465 hectares which are free from erosion. These are considered to be
a good area for establishing settlement areas, in particular New Ibajay (2,403.541 has.),
Mabini (1,446.745 has.), and Bebeladan (1,251.483 has.). On the other hand, 22,978.05
hectares are susceptible to moderate erosion and 19,029.47 hectares are slightly
susceptible.

Table 9. Erosion Susceptibility per barangay in El Nido Municipality
(Source: DENR IV-B, 2015)
Barangay
No apparent Slight Erosion
Moderate
Total
Erosion (ha)
(ha)
Erosion (ha)
(ha)
El Nido
14,617.47
19,029.47
22,978.05 42,007.52
Urban Barangays
Maligaya, Zone 1
47.806
27.81
12.212
40.022
Buena Suerte, Zone 2
58.728
41.936
1,248.17 1,290.10
Masagana, Zone 3
Corong-Corong, Zone 4
Rural Barangays
Aberawan
Bagong Bayan

13.169
390.177

151.498
633.388

1.247
1,163.81

152.745
1,797.20

1,001.58
636.476

970.807
600.968

828.734
1,220.57

1,799.54
1,821.53
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Barangay
Barotuan
Bebeladan
Bucana
Mabini
Manlag
New Ibajay
Pasadeña
San Fernando
Sibaltan
Teneguiban
Villa Libertad
Villa Paz

No apparent
Erosion (ha)
946.112
1,251.48
653.966
1,446.75
1,146.39
2,403.54
1,018.72
309.16
676.857
722.016
745.719
1,148.82

Slight Erosion
(ha)
994.613
2,069.50
994.289
864.812
1,289.05
2,154.49
1,368.60
1,117.30
1,344.97
2,666.66
855.99
882.787

Moderate
Erosion (ha)
910.598
2,617.04
469.558
1,685.77
2,344.11
1,438.39
2,651.84
807.036
1,888.73
1,312.65
797.067
1,580.53

Total
(ha)
1,905.21
4,686.54
1,463.85
2,550.58
3,633.16
3,592.88
4,020.44
1,924.34
3,233.70
3,979.31
1,653.06
2,463.31

2.2.7.2 Landslide
Landslides may be slow tectonic movements, deep slides on mountainsides,
earthquake-driven slide complexes, shallow slides following heavy rainfall, small slides
on unstable road cuts, or gradual hillside soil creep. This phenomenon is common in
steeper upland landscapes. Figure 11 shows the areas (red shade) which are highly
susceptible to landslide in El Nido.
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Figure 11. Landslide Susceptibility Map of El Nido Municipality
(Source: MPDO, 2015b)
Table 10 shows that among the total land area of 18 barangays in the municipality
of El Nido, 16,907.4 hectares has a low landslide susceptibility while 18,504.73 hectares
are highly susceptible to landslide including barangays Pasadeña (2,527.182 has.),
Sibaltan, (1,980.599 has.), and New Ibajay (1,643.607).
Table 10. Landslide Susceptibility per barangay in El Nido Municipality
(Source: MPDO, 2015a)
Barangay
High
Moderate
Low
Total
(ha)
(ha)
(ha)
(ha)
El Nido
18,504.73
20,964.104
16,907.4
56,106.234
Urban Barangays
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Barangay
Maligaya, Zone 1
Buena Suerte, Zone
2
Masagana, Zone 3
Corong-Corong,
Zone 4
Rural Barangays
Aberawan
Bagong Bayan
Barotuan
Bebeladan
Bucana
Mabini
Manlag
New Ibajay
Pasadeña
San Fernando
Sibaltan
Teneguiban
Villa Libertad
Villa Paz

High
(ha)
55.465
967.871

Moderate
(ha)
275.454

Low
(ha)
31.077
61.141

Total
(ha)
86.542
1,304.466

21.255
959.004

93.461
740.675

51.19
479.116

165.906
2,178.795

252.152
238.583
933.27
1,317.831
308.149
1,351.375
1,133.989
1,643.607
2,527.182
948.743
1,980.599
1,406.898
827.264
1,631.49

1,178.589
1,647.459
1,016.106
3,089.736
905.867
1,588.097
2,423.71
1,535.32
1,555.459
706.208
923.065
2,052.091
612.681
620.124

1,365.129
571.012
901.957
1,422.504
954.55
1,054.904
1,206.553
2,805.497
951.943
569.497
998.538
1,168.815
958.566
1,355.411

2,795.87
2,457.054
2,851.333
5,830.071
2,168.566
3,994.376
4,764.252
5,984.424
5,034.584
2,224.448
3,902.202
4,627.804
2,398.511
3,607.025

2.2.7.3 Flooding
Among various kinds of disasters, flooding is unique in the sense that it has a very
high degree of predictability, both in the short term, as well as long term. Hence, with the
effects of climate change, it is important to monitor the flood occurrence in the
municipality since it is surrounded by water bodies, and it is equally important to develop
evacuation areas for settlements located near flood prone areas.
In terms of flood susceptibility in the municipality of El Nido, Table 11 shows
that 552.4 hectares have low susceptibility to flooding and 4,349.734 hectares of the
locality have high susceptibility to flooding including Barangays Bebeladan (665.261
has.), New Ibajay (638.372 has.) and Manlag (495.833 has.).
Table 11. Flood Susceptibility per barangay in El Nido Municipality
(Source: MPDO, 2015a)
Barangay
High
Moderate
Low
Total (ha)
Susceptibility Susceptibility Susceptibility
(ha)
(ha)
(ha)
El Nido
4,349.734
1,500.847
552.4
6,402.981
Urban Barangays
Maligaya, Zone 1
Buena Suerte, Zone 2
Masagana, Zone 3
Corong-Corong,
Zone 4
Rural Barangays

5.881
8.224
9.482
258.097

7.003
0.521
6.176
36.461

3.363
10.234

12.884
8.745
19.021
304.792
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Barangay

Aberawan
Bagong Bayan
Barotuan
Bebeladan
Bucana
Mabini
Manlag
New Ibajay
Pasadeña
San Fernando
Sibaltan
Teneguiban
Villa Libertad
Villa Paz

High
Moderate
Low
Susceptibility Susceptibility Susceptibility
(ha)
(ha)
(ha)
303.12
137.772
47.659
94.146
14.268
4.152
191.333
94.635
9.53
665.261
206.169
76.694
249.934
137.16
56.803
418.523
111.593
46.567
495.833
159.55
69.312
638.372
193.868
69.742
158.212
47.556
12.278
81.37
45.76
41.804
183.071
77.332
28.839
161.35
93.15
34.081
84.24
63.247
17.705
343.285
68.626
23.637

Total (ha)

488.551
112.566
295.498
948.124
443.897
576.683
724.695
901.982
218.046
168.934
289.242
288.581
165.192
435.548

Figure 12 shows that majority of the area in the municipality is moderately
susceptible to flooding (shaded with green) and small portion of the total area of El nido
is low and high susceptible to flooding (shaded with yellow and red, respectively).
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Figure 12. Flood Susceptibility Map of El Nido Muncipality
(Source: MPDO, 2015a)

2.3 Land Use Profile
2.3.1 Land Cover
Table 12 shows that majority (35.56%) of the land area of the municipality of El
Nido is identified as forest land (both open and closed forest), approximately 11.65% is
covered by agricultural land, and less than 1% is covered by built-up area or human
settlements. Mangrove forest covers 4.83% of the total land area.
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Table 12. Land Cover classification in El Nido Municipality
(Source: PCSD, 2015)
Land Cover
Area (ha.)
Percentage (%)
Closed Forest
47
0.09
Open Forest
19,090
35.47
Shrubs
16,819
31.25
Wooded grassland
7,974
14.82
Grassland
469
0.87
Perennial Crop
1,524
2.83
Annual Crop
4,749
8.82
Built-up areas
480
0.89
Open/Barren
5
0.01
Mangrove Forest
2,597
4.83
Inland Water
69
0.13
As seen in Figure 13, four types of terrestrial natural forests and one coastal
(mangrove) forest are found in El Nido. The terrestrial natural forest are the following:
(1) Lowland evergreen rainforest which is comprised of old growth and secondary
growth forests which are found in the hills and mountains of the municipality‟s mainland;
(2) Semi-deciduous forest type located on the more gentle slopes; (3) Forest over
limestone is composed of plants species highly adaptive to both acidic and basic soils and
exposed to dry and windy conditions; lastly, (4) Beach forest found on the sandy fringes
of the small islands.
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Figure 13. Land Cover Map of El Nido Municipality
(Source: PCSD, 2015)
2.3.2 Existing General Land Use
Table 13 shows the existing land use distribution in the municipality. It shows
that the total land area is divided into three main existing uses – Forestland, Agriculture,
and Built-up area. 31.79% of the total land area comprises of forestland. There are five
types of forest identified – mangroves, old growth, mossy forest, residual forest, and
marginal forest. The other 33.73% is used for agriculture. Cashew, the leading
commercial crop in the municipality which occupies 3, 300 hectares allotted for
agriculture. Barangay Sibaltan is the major producer of cashew. Aside from cashew,
other agricultural crops planted include coconut, corn, mango, and banana. Meanwhile,
rice lands cover 19.44% of the municipality‟s agricultural land and are usually located on
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lowlands along major roads. Furthermore, 17.1% of total land area is used for human
settlements or built-up area. The remaining 15.16% is characterized as “other land uses”.
This includes roads, idle lands, and other vacant lands (PCSD 2006).

Table 13. Existing Land Use Distribution of El Nido
Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2006a)
Land Use Category
Area (ha)
Land Area (%)
Forestland
29,352.52
31.79
Agriculture
31,139.06
33.73
Mangrove
1,740.50
1.89
Built-up
15,766.29
17.1
Tourism
330.61
0.323
Others (Roads, Idle Lands,
13,997.03
15.16
and Vacant Lands)
Total

92, 326

100

2.3.3 Proposed General Land Use
As compared to the existing land use of El Nido, the proposed land use as shown
in Table 14 is more specific. Majority of the total land area will be allotted to forestlands
(73.98%) followed by agriculture (11.59%) then production forest (10.50%). On the other
hand, the least usage will be allotted to special use (0.04%).

Table 14. Proposed Land Use in El Nido Municipality (Source: MPDO, 2014)
Land Use Category
Area (ha)
Percent (%)
Agri-Tourism
274
0.49
Agriculture
6,539
11.59
Commericial
56
0.10
Forest
41,728
73.98
Government Center
269
0.48
Institutional
33
0.06
Light Industrial
168
0.30
Parks
17
0.03
Parks and Recreation
48
0.09
Production Forest
5,924
10.50
Settlement
972
1.72
Special Use
25
0.04
Tourism/Commercial
350
0.62
The proposed land use of El Nido is mainly agri-tourism, agriculture, commercial
uses, forest, government center, institutional, light industrial, parks, parks and recreation,
production forest, settlement, special use, and tourism or commercial as shown in Figure
14. Also, it can observed that majority of the areas in the municipality are surrounded by
forestland. Hence, the protection of these areas are needed to preserve the present species
and resources within the area.
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Figure 14. Proposed Land Use Map of El Nido Municipality (Source: MPDO, 2014)
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2.3.4 Protected Areas
In 2000, Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) classified
48.8% of El Nido‟s total land area as protected area. This shows the importance of
focusing on environmentally vulnerable ecosystems that need protection from harmful
human activities, much of which are livelihood-oriented. Table 15 shows the protected
area coverage per barangay in the Municipality of El Nido (PCSD 2006a).
Table 15. Protected Area Coverage of El Nido Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2006a)
Barangay
Total area (ha)
Area within PA
Total (%)
(ha)
El Nido
50, 940
29, 641
58.18
Urban Barangays
Maligaya, Zone 1
166
166
100
Buena Suerte, Zone 2
214
214
100.0
Masagana, Zone 3
231
231
100.0
Corong-Corong, Zone 4
2, 691
2, 331
86.6
Rural Barangays
Aberawan
2, 805
2, 805
100.0
Bagong Bayan
487
487
100.0
Barotuan
2, 166
876
40.4
Bebeladan
4, 476
4, 476
100.0
Bucana
2, 399
1, 354
56.4
Mabini
3, 360
1, 253
37.3
Manlag
4,836
4, 831
99.9
New Ibajay
4, 878
778
15.9
Pasadeña
4, 028
3, 843
95.4
San Fernando
2, 194
485
22.1
Sibaltan
3, 859
1, 162
30.1
Teneguiban
4, 450
0
0.0
Villa Libertad
4, 197
2, 657
63.3
Villa Paz
3,503
1, 692
48.3
In particular, six barangays are classified as protected areas (see Figure 15).
These are Aberawan, Bagong Bayan, Bebeladan, Buena Suerte, Maligaya, and Masagana.
The other four barangays – Bucana, Corong-Corong, Manlag, Pasadeña, have at least half
of their total barangay land area within protected areas. All these barangays are situated
along the borders of Bacuit Bay, except for Bucana and Pasadeña. Thus, these barangays
have great influence on the ecological integrity of the bay‟s coastal habitats. By
regulating the activities done in these upland areas, it is already a way of protecting the
Bacuit Bay itself. (PCSD 2006a)
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Figure 15. Protected Area Map of El Nido Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2015)
2.3.5 ECAN Zones
Three ECAN zones were delineated in the municipality (PCSD 2006a), these are
core zone, buffer zone (restricted use, controlled use zone, traditional use zone), and
multiple use zone. Summarized below are the ECAN zones and their total areas (see
Table 16). Also, the delineation of each ECAN Zone within the jurisdiction of the
municipality is shown in Figure 16, it can be seen that the majority of the areas are under
the core zone which indicates intact forests and traditional use zone where traditional
land use is already stabilized or is being stabilized.
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Table 16. ECAN Zones for El Nido Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2006a)
ECAN Zones
Core Zone
Buffer Zone
Restricted Use
Controlled Use Zone
Traditional Use Zone
Multiple Use Zone

Area (ha)
16, 898
8, 398
970.00
16, 908
11, 929

Figure 16. ECAN Zones Map of El Nido Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2015)
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The breakdown of ECAN zones per barangay were shown (see Appendix I). This
helps in knowing the important information that is useful for planning and management
of the ECAN zones:

2.3.5.1 Core Zone
Core zones refer to lands that need maximum protection and needs to be strictly
protected and maintained free from human disruption. For the municipality of El Nido,
Barangay Bebeladan has the largest part of the core zone area which is about 15.13%,
followed by New Ibajay (9.79%), and Manlag (4.03%). On the other hand, barangays
such as Maligaya, Bucana, Buena Suerte, Teneguiban, and Barotuan only have a very
small area of core zone which is less than 2% of the total core zones of El Nido.
Meanwhile, Barangay Masagana has no core zone area.
Through mapping, it has been identified that out of the 35 small islands and islets,
12 are delineated as core zones. These islands are Bolog, Calitan, Caverna, Comocutan,
Diapila, Entalula, Inambuyod, Inatulaa, Maatag, Malapacao, Tagbao, and Turtle.
Meanwhile, seven islands have more than 90% of their total land area delineated as core
zone. These islands are Miniloc (99%), Tapiutan (98%), Cauayan (96%), Piocoton
(92%), Matinloc (92%), Inabayatan (91%), and Lagen (90%).

2.3.5.2 Multiple Use Zone
Multiple use zones refer to the available lands for human settlements and
agriculture development. For the municipality of El Nido, Barangay Bagong Bayan
(10.64%) has the largest delineated areas as multiple use zones. This is followed by
Teneguiban (9.94%), Bucana (9.77%), New Ibajay (9.48%), Barotuan (8.70%), and
Sibaltan (7.98%). In total, it comprises of about 56.51% of the municipality‟s total area
for multiple use zones.
Ten islands have been delineated as multiple use zones due to the presence of
human settlements. These islands are Cadlao, Daracotan, Dilumacad, Lagen, Lalutaya,
Malpacao, Matinloc, North and South Guntao, and Tapiutan.

2.3.5.3 Buffer Zone
Buffer zone refers to areas that have regulated use. It is divided into subzones –
controlled use, traditional use, and restricted use. Controlled use zone refers to the outer
protective barrier that encircles the core and restricted use areas (SEP 1993). Barangay
Teneguiban (23.09%) has the largest areas of land delineated. This is followed by
Barangays Bucana and New Ibajay that is 9.48% and 8.70% respectively. Extraction of
natural resources may be allowed in these areas. On the other hand, traditional use areas
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refer to edges of intact forests where traditional land use is already stabilized or is being
stabilized (SEP 1993). Barangay Teneguiban (15.16%) tops the list followed by New
Ibajay (14.76%). Lastly, restricted use zone refers to inner barriers that surround the core
zones. Activities held in here are limited and non-consumptive. Barangay Pasadeña
(20.61%) ranked first under restricted use zone followed by Bebeladan (11.98%).

4.4 Biological Environment
4.4.1 Flora
For this report, the status and conditions of the terrestrial and coastal/marine
ecosystems and resources of El Nido were assessed using the data from the Sustainable
Environmental Management Plan in Northern Palawan (SEMP-NP) of 2006 which
utilized the data acquired from extensive field surveys and research studies. The study
sites covered as much as possible a range of barangays of the municipality and preselected islands and islets (see Table 17).
The floral survey recorded a total of 434 flora species which translates to an
overall biodiversity index of 4.831. In addition, the distribution index is 0.795 which
indicates a high diversity index. The flora biodiversity clusters can be seen in Figure 17,
the red areas in the map indicates the flora biodiversity hotspot, in which there is a need
to protect these areas from human activities that may destroy the richness of flora
biodiversity in the municipality.

Table 17. Biodiversity Indices per selected areas in El Nido Municipality
(Source: PCSD, 2006c)
Areas
Biodiversity Indices (H)
Evenness Index (J)
Cadlao
4.007
0.902
Aberawan
4.186
0.841
Bagong Bayan
3.926
0.799
Bebeladan
3.716
0.894
Corong corong
3.951
0.868
Beach Forest
2.832
0.962
Danat
4.003
0.908
Manlalik
3.816
0.797
Pasadeña
4.108
0.817
Villa Libertad
3.998
0.84
Tarau
3.503
0.91

1

4.83 means avery high floral diversity index
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Figure 17. Flora Biodiversity Map in El Nido Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2006a)
The most dominant species in El Nido are: carabao grass (Axonopus compressus),
Euphorbia Sp., Hagonoi (Chromolaena odorata), nito (Lygodium flexuosum),
malatungaw (Melastoma malabathricum), apitong (Dipterocarpus haseltii), cogon
(Imperata cylindrica), kalumpang (Sterculia foetida), bikal (Dinochloa acutiflora),
Neotriwia sp., tagbak (Alpinia elegans), siksik (Calamus sp.), dao (Draconto melondao),
amugis (Koordesio dendronpinnatum), and a rattan species (Calamus sp.).
The top 5 dominant species are all pioneer species thriving in open areas and
shrubland. As indicators, this means that much of El Nido is either open areas or shrubs
such as malatungaw (Melastoma malabathricum).
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The local apitong (Dipterocarpus hasseltii), a dipterocarp species, dominates the
forest ecosystem in El Nido. Grasses and shrubs are also found in the landscape such as
cogon, bikal, siksik and rattan species. These plants are indicators of open canopy and
disturbed forest. Based on the PCSD Flora Survey in 2004, threatened species recoreded
are either listed in the IUCN and DAO 07-01 are the following:
Table 17. List of Threatened Species Recorded in the Municipality (PCSD, 2006c)
Common Name
Scientific Name
Conservation Status
Vu*
Antipolo
Artocarpus blancoi
CR*
Apitong
Dipterocarpus grandiflorus
Vu*
Balakat gubat
Sapium luzonicum
LC*
Batino
Alstonia macrophylla var mollis
Vu*
Duguan
Myristica philippensis
Guijo
Cr*
Shorea guiso
Hairy leafed Apitong Dipterocarpus (philippinensis) alatus
En*&**
CR*, Vu**,
Hasselt‟s Panau
Dipterocarpus hasseltii
Vu*, EN**
Ipil
Intsia bijuga
Vu*
Ficus ulmifolia
OWS**, Vu*
Katmon
Dillenia philippinensis
OTS**, Vu*
Malakatmon
Dillenia luzoniensis
Vu*, En**
Molave
Vitex parviflora
Vu*, En**
Narra
Pterocarpus indicus
Vu*, Vu**
Nato
Palaquium luzoniense
Panau
CR*, Vu**
Dipterocarpus gracilis
Sakat
Vu*
Terminalia nitens
Vu*
Macaranga grandifolia
Vu*
Ardisia squamulosa
Vu*, OTS**
Tangalin
Adenanthera intermedia
* Listed in the IUCN, ** Listed under DENR Admin. Order 07-01; Threatened Category: Vu =
Vulnerable, EN = Endemic, CR = Critically Endangered, OTS = Other Threatened Species

4.4.2 Fauna
The fauna survey conducted in the municipality of El Nido recorded a total of 98
species of vertebrate fauna; these include 19 mammals, 66 birds, 8 reptiles and 5
amphibians. Among them, there are 15 species that are threatened and 19 that are
endemic as shown in Table 18.
Table 18. Observed, Threatened, and Endemic Species in El Nido
Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2006c)
Vertebrate Group
Observed
Threatened
Endemic
Mammals
19
4
6
Birds
66
10
12
Reptiles
8
Amphibians
5
1
1
Total
98
15
19
Source: PCSD Fauna Survey Report for El Nido Municipality
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2.4.2.1 Species richness and diversity
In terms of mammal species diversity and richness, Table 19 shows that Mt.
Ynantagung has the highest mammal species richness index value of 2.16. Also, it ranked
second in the reptilian group and had the highest index in amphibians with a value of
1.34. Next to Mt. Ynantagung is Mt. Nagbaklaw with a richness index of 1.76. Mt.
Cabengkukay is third with the value of 1.48. Mt. Ynantagung also had the highest
mammal species diversity index value of 0.98. Mt. Nagbaklaw is second and
Cabengkukay third with 0.91 and 0.90 respectively.
Table 19. Species Richness (R) and Species Diversity (H) of Mammals, Birds, Reptiles
and Amphibians in El Nido Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2006b)
Mammals
Birds
Reptiles
Amphibians
Location
(R)
(H)
(R)
(H)
(R)
(H)
(R)
(H)
Cadlao Island
0.89
0.22
2.29
1.27
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Mt. Cabengkukay
1.48
0.90
3.19
1.54
1.38
0.00
0.77
0.52
Mt. Pita
1.38
0.68
3.15
1.41
1.89
1.41
1.07
1.41
Mt. Suso
1.35
0.89
3.13
1.46
1.13
0.42
1.03
0.55
Mt. Ynangtagung
2.16
0.98
2.54
1.50
1.63
0.54
1.34
0.41
Mt. Nagbaklaw
1.76
0.91
3.44
1.51
1.51
0.50
0.83
0.34

2.4.2.2 Species endemism and conservation status
Survey results indicate a relatively high species endemism among the sampled
sites in the municipality of El Nido. With the exception of Cadlao Island, endemic
mammal species recorded in the area are: Palawan tree squirrel (Sundasciurus juvencus),
Palawan stink badger (Mydaus marchei), and Malayan pangolin (Manis culionensis)
Endemic birds in the area range from 33 % to 44 %. Endemic species of birds in
these sites are: Palawan peacock-pheasant, white-vented shama (Copsychus niger),
Palawan blue flycatcher (Cyornis lemprieri), Palawan scop‟s owl (Otus fuliginosus),
yellow-throated leafbird (Chloropsis palawanensis), Palawan peacock pheasant
(Polyplectron emphanum), Palawan tit (Parus amabilis), blue-headed racquet-tailed
parrot (Prioniturus platenae), and Palawan Hornbill (Anthracocerus marchei).
For reptilian species diversity and richness, Mt. Pita recorded the highest reptilian
species diversity with an index value of 1.41 and Cadlao Island had the lowest value of
1.00.
In terms of amphibian species diversity and richness, Mt. Pita has the highest
amphibian species diversity index value of 1.41. Endemic species include the Philippine
toad.
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2.4.3 Coastal and Marine
Coastal/Marine Habitats are composed of Mangrove forest (2,645.10 ha.), Coral
Reef (30.73 ha.), Seagrass dense (42.75 ha.), Seagrass sparse (15.55 ha.). Thus, the total
area for Coastal/Marine Habitats is 2, 734.12 ha.
Based on Table 20, the barangays with the highest mangrove cover include:
Bebeldan (562 ha.), New Ibajay (415 ha), Manlag (152 ha.), Mabini (260 ha.) and Villa
Paz (267 ha.) (PCSD, 2006a).
Table 20. Coastal/Marine Habitats per barangay in El Nido Municipality
(Source: PCSD, 2006a)
Barangay/Site Mangrove Coral Seagrass Seagrass
Total
%of
Forest
Reef
dense
Sparse
Area
Municipal
(ha.)
(ha.)
(ha.)
(ha.)
(ha.)
Total
Urban Barangays
Maligaya,
5.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.14
0.19
Zone 1
Buena Suerte,
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Zone 2
Masagana,
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Zone 3
Corong-Corong,
145.97
0.00
3.40
0.30
149.67
5.47
Zone 4

Rural Barangays
Aberawan
128.87
Bagong Bayan
221.61
Barutuan
45.61
Bebeladan
562.20
Bucana
112.91
Mabini
260.27
Manlag
151.72
New Ibajay
414.76
Pasadeña
27.92
San Fernando
29.97
Sibaltan
158.63
Teneguiban
86.26
Villa Libertad
26.52
Villa Paz
266.74
Total
2,645.10

0.00
0.00
0.00
15.44
8.71
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.53
4.80
0.60
0.64
0.00
0.00
30.73

0.02
2.71
0.00
6.92
12.38
0.59
2.94
3.22
0.00
0.00
3.62
3.39
1.47
2.09
42.75

0.00
0.12
0.00
7.50
2.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
2.77
2.65
0.00
15.55

128.89
224.44
45.61
592.06
136.18
260.86
154.66
417.98
28.48
34.77
162.85
93.06
30.64
268.83
2,734.12

4.71
8.21
1.67
21.65
4.98
9.54
5.66
15.29
1.04
1.27
5.96
3.40
1.12
9.83
100.00

2.4.3.1 Mangrove
Seventy eight percent (78%) of the total area of mangroves or about 2,645.10 ha.
are classified to be of sparse and open canopy, composed of regenerating trees. There are
also observed cuttings of poles and piles for household use and domestic consumption
and reported cases of clear cutting for charcoal making is considered as the primary cause
of mangrove depletion. Table 21 shows the existing mangrove forests which are found in
the following barangays: Villa Libertad, Pasadena, Bucana, Teniguiban, Sibaltan, Coroncorong, Manlag, Villa Paz, Mabini, New Ibajay, and Bebeladan (PCSD 2006d).
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Mangrove species recorded belong to the genus Rhizophora, Bruguiera,
Excoecaria, Xylocarpus and Aegiceras. Commonly found species within the mangrove
area also include Acrostichum, Buchanania, Licuala and Oncosperma.

Table 21. The distribution of Mangrove per barangay in
El Nido Municipality (Source: PCSD 2006d)
Barangays
Number of Mangroves in
Percentage (%)
hectares
Urban Barangays
Maligaya, Zone 1
Buena Suerte, Zone 2
Masagana, Zone 3
Corong-Corong, Zone 4
251.42
9.39
Rural Barangays
Aberawan
469.19
17.52
Manlag
409.26
15.29
New Ibajay
390.92
14.60
Mabini
311.7
11.64
Villa Paz
250.13
9.34
Bucana
195.89
7.32
Sibaltan
167.43
6.25
Teneguiban
87.69
3.28
Bagong Bayan
69.3
2.59
San Fernando
29.96
1.12
Pasadeña
17.17
0.64
Barutoan
14.74
0.55
2.4.3.2 Coral Reef
In a rapid resource assessment covering twenty-five sites, the highest hard coral
cover recorded was 35% located at the eastern side of Mabolo Island and the lowest was
9.56% at Dibulan Island (DENR IV-B 2015).
Based on Figure 18, majority (55.4%) of coral reef present in El Nido had fair
coral cover, 5.6% had good coral cover, 3% had very good coral cover, 38% had poor
coral cover and no reported cases of excellent coral cover (PCSD, 2014). The poor
condition of most coral reefs on the western side is postulated to be due to the presence of
built-up areas and tourism resorts which discharges effluents and disposes solid wastes in
sea waters. The Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) is currently
implementing the Coral Reef Ecosystem Management Program (SCREMP) to conduct a
strategic, sustainable and ecosystem-based approach in protecting and rehabilitating the
coral reef ecosystem in El Nido Managed Resource Protected Area (DENR IV-B 2015).
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Figure 18. Coral Reef status in El Nido Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2014)
2.4.3.3 Seagrass
Sea grass beds occur mainly in intertidal or shallow, inshore beds over sand, mud,
and coral-sand substrates (DENR IV-B, 2015). They are significant breeding, spawning
and nursery grounds for fish species as well as an important habitat for dugongs and
some species for marine turtle. Dugongs, sea turtles and cetaceans are important
mammals found in El Nido which are becoming critically endangered species. According
to the NIPAP (2000) report, four types of marine turtles were sighted in the municipal
waters of El Nido the whole year round. These are: hawksbill turtle (Eretmochelys
imbricata), the green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas), the olive ridley sea turtle (Lepidochelys
olivaceae) and the leatherback sea turtle (Dermochelys coriacea). Nesting of sea turtles
occurs during the months of February to May except for hawksbill turtle which nest the
whole year round. Turtle Island is the major marine turtle nesting habitat in El Nido.
A good cover of sea grass meadows was extensively found in the eastern portion
of the municipality‟s coastal waters from New Ibajay to Sibaltan and on inner Bacuit Bay
(Bebeladan) while narrower beds were observed in San Fernando, Corong-Corong and
North West Bacuit Bay. Other coastal barangays such as Mabini, Aberawan, Manlag,
Lalutaya Island, Bucana and Teneguiban have sparse distributions of sea grass because of
heavy siltation and strong wave action in these areas (PCSD 2006a)

4.5. Population and Social Profile
4.5.1 Population Trend
Based on the National Statistics Office (2010), the population of the Municipality
of El Nido rose from 4,075 in 1960 to 36,191 in 2010 (see Figure 19). This shows that
the population increased 9 fold in the span of 50 years. Furthermore, the population trend
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also signifies an average of 803 people added yearly to the population since 1960. It can
be seen in the graph that the population of El Nido increased significantly from 1980 to
2010.

Figure 19. Population Trend of El Nido Municipality (Source: NSO, 2010)

2.5.2 Population Growth Rates and Projection
Table 22 shows the population growth rates of the municipality of El Nido from
1960 to 2010. It can be seen that the highest population growth rate can be observed from
1960 to 1970 with 6.09% increase until it later decreased to 2.96% from 2000 to 2010.
However, even though there was a lower population growth rate in 2010, the population
of El Nido is still growing at a very high rate. For the projected population for the coming
20 years, from 2015-2035, a rate of 2.96% was utilized, assuming that the population will
grow with the same rate as in the year 2010.
For the years of 2000 through to 2010 the population of the Municipality of El
Nido had a growth rate (2.96%) which was above the average growth rate for the
Philippines as a whole (1.90%). This means that the municipality has a higher doubling
time (23 years) than the rest of the country.
The projected population for each barangay of El Nido Municipality for the
period of 2015-2035 was also computed and can be seen in Table 23.

Table 22. Population Growth Rate (2000-2010) in El Nido
Municipality (Source: NSO 2010)
1960 –2010
(NSO)

2010 – 2035
Projected Population

Census year

Population

r (%)

Year

Population

r (%)

1960
1970

4,075
7,358

6.09

2015
2020

41,875
48,450

2.96
41
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1980
1990
2000
2010

11,657
18,832
27,029
36,191

4.71
4.91
3.68
2.96

2025
2030

56,057
64,860

2035

75,044

Table 23. Projected Population size by barangay of El Nido
Municipality for 2015, 2020, 2025, 2030, and 2035
Barangay
Population
PR
Projected Population
(2010)
(Growth Rate: 2.96%)
2015
2020
2025
2030
El Nido
36,191
1
41,874 48,450 56,057 64,860
Urban Barangays
Maligaya, Zone 1
1,142
0.032 1,340
1,550
1,794
2,075
Buena Suerte, Zone 2
2,512
0.069 2,889
3,343
3,868
4,475
Masagana, Zone 3
1,666
0.046 1,926
2,229
2,579
2,984
Corong-Corong, Zone 4
1,846
0.051 2,136
2,471
2,859
3,308
Rural Barangays
Aberawan
1,305
0.036 1,507
1,744
2,018
2,335
Bagong Bayan
1,216
0.034 1,424
1,647
1,906
2,206
Barotuan
2,085
0.058 2,429
2,810
3,251
3,762
Bebeladan
2,224
0.061 2,554
2,955
3,419
3,957
Bucana
4,231
0.117 4,899
5,669
6,559
7,589
Mabini
1,262
0.035 1,466
1,696
1,962
2,271
Manlag
1,882
0.052 2,177
2,519
2,915
3,373
New Ibajay
2,938
0.081 3,392
3,924
4,541
5,254
Pasadeña
1,584
0.044 1,842
2,131
2,467
2,854
San Fernando
1,796
0.050 2,094
2,423
2,803
3,243
Sibaltan
1,505
0.042 1,759
2,035
2,354
2,725
Teneguiban
4,067
0.112 4,690
5,426
6,278
7,265
Villa Libertad
1,858
0.051 2,136
2,471
2,859
3,308
Villa Paz
1,072
0.030 1,256
1,454
1,682
1,946

2035
75,044
2,402
5,179
3,453
3,828
2,702
2,552
4,353
4,578
8,781
2,627
3,903
6,079
3,302
3,753
3,152
8,405
3,828
2,252

2.5.3 Population Density
Table 24 shows that the gross population density of 39 person/hectare for the
municipality. This reflects a crude density since not all lands are livable. Further, zoning
of settlements should be conformable to the ECAN Zones.
Among the 18 barangays, Barangay Bucana has the highest density with 199
people per square kilometer, Teneguinan with 108 people per square kilometre, and San
Fernando with 82 people per square kilometre. While Barangay Maligaya has the lowest
density at 16 people per hectare
Table 24. Population Density per barangay of El Nido Municipality
(Source: *NSO, 2010; **FLUP, 2015)
Barangay
Population
Land Area
Density
(2010)*
(sq.km)**
(person/sq.km)
El Nido
36,191
923.26
39
Urban Barangays
Maligaya, Zone 1
1,142
71.20
16
Buena Suerte, Zone 2
2,512
32.77
77
Masagana, Zone 3
1,666
22.01
76
42
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Barangay
Corong-Corong, Zone 4
Rural Barangays
Aberawan
Bagong Bayan
Barotuan
Bebeladan
Bucana
Mabini
Manlag
New Ibajay
Pasadeña
San Fernando
Sibaltan
Teneguiban
Villa Libertad
Villa Paz

Population
(2010)*
1,846

Land Area
(sq.km)**
82.42

Density
(person/sq.km)
22

1,305
1,216
2,085
2,224
4,231
1,262
1,882
2,938
1,584
1,796
1,505
4,067
1,858
1,072

31.29
43.13
26.05
56.76
21.29
37.53
25.97
55.65
60.47
21.82
41.91
37.49
26.31
34.18

42
28
80
39
199
34
72
53
26
82
36
108
71
31

2.5.4 Household Distribution
Number of households in the municipality of El Nido was based on the National
Statistics Office (2010) showing that the total population of 36,191 corresponds to total
of 7,238 households.
Barangay Bucana is the most populous among the 18 barangays with a total
number of 846 (12%) households. This is followed by Barangay Teneguiban with 813
(11%) households and Barangay New Ibajay with 588 (8%) households. On the other
hand, the three barangays with the least number of households are Barangay Mabini (252
households), Maligaya (228 households), Villa Paz (214 housesholds) and Bagong Bayan
(243 households),

these barangays have just 3% share each in the distribution of

households (see Figure 20). Average household size for the municipality is 4.99 or
nearly 5 members in one household.
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Figure 20. Household distribution per barangay in El Nido
Municipality (Source: NSO, 2010)
2.5.5 Population Pyramid
2.5.5.1 Population per age group
Majority of the population of the municipality of El Nido belongs to age group
10-14 while a smaller portion of the population belongs to the age of 60-64 (Figure 21).
This shows a wide base tapering to the top. It is an expansive type of population pyramid
which means that the population has a high fertility rate and that there will be a high
demand for employment for the next 10 to 15 years.

2.5.5.2 Sex Ratio
Using the same figures, the sex ratio is calculated to be 106 males for every 100
females as of year 2010.
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Figure 21. Population Pyramid of El Nido Municipality (Source: NSO, 2010)
2.5.5.3 Dependency Ratio
Table 25 shows that the child dependency in the municipality accounted to 70%
which indicates that for every 100 economically active residents of El Nido, there are 70
child dependents. On the other hand, old age dependency ratio is lower since the
population shows a relatively young population this translates to 6 old age dependents for
every 100 economically active residents. All in all, this results in a 76% dependency
ratio; wherein for every 100 working residents there are 76 dependents who rely on them
for support in daily needs.
Table 25. Age Dependency Ratio of El Nido Municipality (Source: NSO, 2010)
Groups
Frequency
Ratio (%)
Child Dependency (0-14)
14,373
70
Old Age Dependency (65
1,203
6
and over)
Age Dependency
15,576
76

2.5.6 Ethnicity
Table 26 shows the existing ethnic groups in the municipality of El Nido.
Majority (53.65%) of the people in El Nido are Cuyunons while others are Akeanon
(11%), Bikolano (2.19%), Cebuano (7.19%), Hiligaynon (3.01%), Masbatenon (4.19%)
and Tagalog (18.73%).
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Table 26. Ethnic Groups in El Nido Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2006a)
Ethnic Group
Frequency
Percent (%)
Akeonan/Aklanon
2,813
11.00
Bikol
562
2.19
Cebuano
1,838
7.19
Cuyunon
13,710
53.65
Hiligaynon, Ilonggo
771
3.01
Masbatenon
1,073
4.19
Tagalog
4,787
18.73
Total
25,554
100.00
2.5.7 Religious Affiliation
Majority of the residents in the municipality of El Nido are Roman Catholic with
a total of 22,389 while there is a total of 1,550 residents who are Evangelist (see Table
27).
Table 27. Religious Affiliation in El Nido Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2006a)
Religious
Both Sexes
Male
Female
Affiliation
Evangelist
1,550
810
740
Roman Catholic
22,389
11,786
10,603
Total
27,029
14,201
12,828
2.5.8 Present status of well being
2.5.8.1 Health and Nutrition
i. Health Personnel and Facilities
Table 28 shows the medical establishments and personnel in El Nido. It shows
that the municipality has one (1) Rural Health Center located at the Poblacion, fifteen
(15) Barangay Health Stations and five (5) Satellite Clinics. Further, the municipality has
2 Physicians, 2 Nurses (regular and casual), 10 regular and casual Midwives, 2
Nutritionist (regular and casual), 2 regular and casual Medical Technologists, 1 Sanitary
Inspector (regular and casual), 348 Active Community Volunteer Health Workers
(CVHW‟s), 1 Aide (nursing, dental and laboratory), 8 RN Heals Nurse/NDP, and RN
Heals Midwife (RHMPP) (Rural Health Unit accomplishment report, 2014). There is also
1 Private Dentist and 1 Private Physician. There is also a proposal to hire additional 4
casual midwives for 2015 (Rural Health Unit accomplishment report, 2014).
Table 28. Medical Establishments and Personnel in El Nido
Municipality (Source: RHU, 2014)
Indicators
Number
Male
Female
Total
Barangays
18
Barangay Health
15 / 5
Stations / Satellite
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Indicators
Male

Number
Female

Total

1
0
0

1
0
2

2
0
2

0

10

10

0

2

2

0

2

2

0
0

0
1

0
1

9

339

348

0

1

1

-

-

8

-

-

2

Clinic
Doctors
Dentist
Nurses (Regular
and Casual)
Midwives (Regular
and Casual)
Nutritionist
(Regular and
Casual)
Medical
Technologists
(Regular and
Casual)
Sanitary Engineers
Sanitary Inspectors
(Regular and
Casual)
Active Community
Volunteer Health
Workers (CVHWs)
Aide (Nursing,
Dental and
Laboratory)
RN Heals Nurse /
NDP
RN Heals Midwife
/ RHMPP
ii. Morbidity
It is reported that Bronchitis, Pneumonia, and UTI are the leading causes of
morbidity. For every 1,000 people in the municipality there are 37 who suffer from
bronchitis, 21 from pneumonia, and 12 from UTI (RHU 2014).
Other causes of morbidity in the locality include wound/injury, pulmonary
tuberculosis, sepsis, influenza, acute peptic ulcer, tonsilitis, parasitism, bronchial asthma,
arthritis, acute viral infection, acute conjunctivitis, diabetes mellitus, angina, dermatitis,
neuritis, nephritis, allergy, acid peptic disease, otitis media, hypertension, abrasion, acute
gastritis, and amoebiasis. The corresponding number of cases and percentage for each
causes of morbidity are shown Table 29.
Table 29. Leading causes of Morbidity in El Nido
Municipality (Source: RHU report, 2014)
Causes of Morbidity
Number of cases
Rate/1,000 population
Bronchitis
1,311
37.15
Pneumonia
UTI

759
454

21.51
12.87
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Causes of Morbidity
Home Parenteral Nutrition
(HPN)
Senility
Dengue Fever
Hepatitis- A
Animal Bite
Upper Respiratory Tract
Infection (URTI)
Hypertension
Others

Number of cases
235

Rate/1,000 population
6.66

211
205
113
84
53

5.98
5.81
3.20
2.38
1.50

52
191

1.47
5.41

iii. Mortality
The leading causes of death in the municipality are heart disease, pneumonia and
stroke. For every 100,000 people there are 45, 42 and 25 people who die annually from
heart disease, pneumonia and stroke, respectively.
Other causes of mortality in the area include cancer, suicide, pulmonary
tuberculosis, home parenteral nutrition, carcinoma, drowning, fetal disease, respiratory
disease, stab wound, assault, shock, head injury, acute tubular intestinal, nephritis, postoperation complications, high blood calcium or hypercalcemia, chronic gastritis, maternal
death, maltreatment syndrome, and physical assault. The corresponding number of cases
and percentage for each causes of death are shown Table 30.

Table 30. Leading causes of Mortality in El Nido Municipality (Source: RHU, 2014)
Causes of Death
Number of cases
Rate/100,000 population
Heart Disease
16
45.34
Pneumonia
15
42.51
Stroke
9
25.51
Accident
4
11.34
Asthma
3
8.50
Kidney Failure
3
8.50
Brain Disease
2
5.67
Sepsis
2
5.67
Dementia
2
5.67
Hypertension
2
5.67
Others
18
51.01
iv. Nutrition Status
Malnutrition status of children ages 0-5 years old in the Municipality of El Nido is
relatively low at 6.01% (MPDO 2011). Barangays of Teneguiban, San Fernando, Villa
Paz and Pasadeña have the highest portion of malnourished children with 18.70%,
11.85%, 10.91%, and 10.04% respectively. On the other hand, barangays Barotuan, and
New Ibajay have an outstanding record of 0 cases of malnourished children as shown in
Table 31.
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Malnourishment is being addressed through supplemental feeding for second and
third degree malnourished children (with ages 18 months and below) in all Sitios and
Barangays which is being provided and facilitated by the Day Care Workers of the
municipal government (MPDO 2013).
Table 31. Malnourished children 0-5 years old by barangay in El Nido
Municipality (Source: MPDO, 2011)
Barangay
Number of
Malnourished Percent share
children 0-5
children 0-5
(%)
years old
years old
El Nido
5,454
328
6.01
Urban Barangays
Maligaya, Zone 1
116
3
2.59
Buena Suerte, Zone 2
314
1
0.32
Masagana, Zone 3
228
4
1.75
Corong-Corong, Zone 4
287
15
5.23
Rural Barangays
Aberawan
200
14
7.00
Bagong Bayan
216
3
1.39
Barotuan
294
0
0
Bebeladan
355
10
2.82
Bucana
678
32
4.72
Mabini
187
2
1.07
Manlag
284
13
4.58
New Ibajay
393
0
0
Pasadeña
259
26
10.04
San Fernando
270
32
11.85
Sibaltan
203
8
3.94
Teneguiban
722
135
18.70
Villa Libertad
283
12
4.24
Villa Paz
165
18
10.91

2.5.9 Education
2.5.9.1 Literacy Rate
Community-based monitoring system (CBMS) data in 2011 shows that 97.23% of
the population (ages 10 years old and above) is literate.The female population is slightly
more literate than the male population with literacy rates placed at 98.83% and98.64%,
respectively.

2.5.9.2 Enrolment
Enrolment data by barangay in El Nido depicts that Barangay Bucana has the
highest enrolment population for both elementary (13.55%) and high school (13.48%)
followed by Teneguiban with 12.91% for elementary and 10.61% for high school. On the
other hand, Barangays, Maligaya (2.56%) and Bagong Bayan (2.58%) have the lowest
elementary enrolment population and barangays, Villa Libertad (1.89%) and Villa Paz
(2.65%) have the lowest high school enrolment population (see Table 32).
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Table 32. Enrolment by barangay in El Nido Municipality (Source: MPDO, 2011)
Barangay
Elementary
High School
Enrolment
%
Enrolment
%
El Nido
5476
100
2,225
100
Urban Barangays
Maligaya, Zone 1
140
2.56
80
3.60
Buena Suerte, Zone 2
272
4.96
143
6.43
Masagana, Zone 3
240
4.38
110
4.94
Corong-Corong, Zone 4
242
4.42
131
5.88
Rural Barangays
Aberawan
193
3.52
85
3.82
Bagong Bayan
141
2.58
67
3.01
Barotuan
300
5.48
117
5.26
Bebeladan
357
6.51
106
4.76
Bucana
742
13.55
300
13.48
Mabini
207
3.78
143
6.43
Manlag
276
5.04
134
6.02
New Ibajay
438
8.00
183
8.22
Pasadeña
292
5.33
108
4.85
San Fernando
287
5.24
140
6.29
Sibaltan
236
4.31
105
4.72
Teneguiban
707
12.91
236
10.61
Villa Libertad
214
3.91
42
1.89
Villa Paz
192
3.51
59
2.65
2.5.9.3 Educational Facilities
i. Primary School
The municipality has one (1) Central School and 26 barangay schools. Most of the
barangays have elementary schools except for barangay Buena Suerte, Corong-Corong,
Maligaya, and Masagana. It has a total of 129 teachers with 2 District Supervisors, 3
Principals and 3 Head Teachers (Socio-Economic Profile, 2013). Also, El Nido has 2
private schools, namely: Potter‟s Place School Inc. (Brgy. Masagana) and Christian Love
Learning Center Inc. (Brgy. Bucana).
ii. Secondary School
El Nido has 8 National High Schools which are located in barangays, CorongCorong (El Nido National High School), Teneguiban, New Ibajay, Barotuan, San
Fernando, Sibaltan, Bucana, and Bagong Bayan.
iii. Tertiary School
There are 2 universities in the municipality: the Western Philippines University
(WPU) formerly known as the Palawan National Agricultural College (PNAC) located at
the Barangay Villa Libertad and Palawan State University (PSU) which is temporarily at
the Multi-Purpose hall of the legislative building at Brgy. Maligaya.
In spite the presence of two (2) universities, since school year 2009–2010, the
LGU was adopting or implementing the “One Town One Scholar” scholarship program.
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This is in response to the Presidential Memorandum dated November 14, 2008,
Department of Interior and Local Government (DILG) Memorandum Circular # 2009 –
31 dated March 12 2009 and Commission on Higher Education Department (CHED)
Memorandum Order # 04 series of 2009, as well as the educational program being one of
the LGU‟s priorities. Alternative Learning System (ALS) also implemented in the
locality.

2.5.10 Housing
Based on the National Statistics Office (2010) there are 7,401 households in the
municipality of El Nido. Houses are commonly single-storey and are made of light
materials such as nipa and bamboo, the rest are made of wood, concrete and galvanized
iron (Socio-Economic Profile, 2013).

2.5.10.1 Tenure status of housing units
As shown in Figure 22, out of the 7,401 households, most of the houses in El
Nido (84.46%) are built on lots which are either owned or currently being amortized.
Second most common situation is that houses are suituated on lots which are free of rent
but where the occupier has the consent of owner (8.63%). However, there are still 1.34%
houses built on lots that were not classified and on rent-free lots without consent of
owner (1.04%). This indicates that there is still portion of the population who are
informally settled in the municipality.

Figure 22. Households in Occupied Housing Units by Tenure Status of the
Housing Unit in El Nido Municipality (Source: NSO, 2010)
4.5.10.2 Mode of acquisition of Housing Units
Given the data for the tenure status of the housing unit, it was reported previously
that there are 6,251 houses built on lots owned or being amortized. Out of these, Figure
23 shows that most of the houses were owned by purchase (78.05%) and by inheritance
(14.33%).
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Figure 23. Owner-households in cupied housing units by mode of acquisition of housing
unit in El Nido Municipality (Source: NSO, 2010)

2.5.10.3 Informal Settlers
In 2011, CBMS recorded a total of 335 households informally settled within the
locality as shown in Table 33. Barangay Masagana has the highest informal settlers with
48 households while Villa Libertad has the lowest reported cases of 1 household
informally settled within the area as reported in El Nido.
To address this problem in the municipality, the national government and other
charitable institutions are implementing programs in the locality like the Gawad Kalinga
program providing assistance for the informal settlers by providing proper housing away
from hazardous areas where their houses are currently located (Socio-Economic Profile
2013).
Table 33. Informal settlers per barangay in El Nido
Municipality (Source: MPDO, 2011)
Barangay
Informal Settlers
Frequency
Percentage (%)
El Nido
335
97.29
Urban Barangays
Maligaya, Zone 1
2
1
Buena Suerte, Zone 2
3
0.66
Masagana, Zone 3
48
13.52
Corong-Corong, Zone 4
19
4.88
Rural Barangays
Aberawan
5
2.03
Bagong Bayan
19
7.57
Barotuan
14
3.03
Bebeladan
43
9.64
Bucana
26
3
Mabini
4
1.38
Manlag
8
2.23
New Ibajay
2
0.35
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Pasadeña
San Fernando
Sibaltan
Teneguiban
Villa Libertad
Villa Paz

12
2
6
29
1
92

3.05
0.56
1.99
3.5
0.24
38.66

2.5.10.4 Sewerage Facilities
Sewerage facilities have been a problem of the municipality. This can be attested
by the Figure 24 wherein it shows that only 37.16% of the households in the
municipality is water-sealed with sewer septic tank, this includes both exclusive use and
shared use tanks. The majority (62.84%) of households are using unsanitary means of
disposing of human waste such as: water sealed with other depository (11.43%), closed
pit (13.34%), no toilet facility (10.13%), open pit (8.36%), and pail system (6.07%)

Figure 24. Household toilet facilities in El Nido
Municipality (Source: National Statistics Office, 2010)

2.5.10.5 Solid Waste Management
El Nido has a controlled dumpsite and its conversion into a sanitary landfill is ongoing with the assistance of Sustainable Coastal Tourism in Asia (SCOTIA), it is located
at Barangay Villa Libertad with an area of almost four (4) hectares.
Meanwhile, most households (39.02%) are still practicing a burning system of
solid waste management (Figure 25). Next prevailent is feeding to animals (34.27%),
followed by dumping in individual pit (13.21%), collected by garbage truck (6.72%),
burying (3.68%), composting (2.99%), and others (0.14%). For managing the wastes in
the municipality, the Local Government Unit is implementing the solid waste
management program with a theme “TapatKoLinisKo” in the town proper. A strong
campaign for this program has already been made in all barangays.
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Figure 25. Households by usual manner of garbage disposal in
El Nido Municipality (Source: NSO, 2010)
2.5.10.6 Water Supply
There are 3 among the 4 Poblacion barangays availed the level II water system of
the municipal government, the exception is Barangay Corong-Corong wherein only 10%
of the populace can be reached by the level II water supply (MPDO 2013). Due to some
interventions or interruptions, the construction of level III water system for Poblacion
barangays is still ongoing and under negotiation.
As shown in Figure 26, a large proportion of the barangays (54.78 – 59.45%) are
still dependent on the dug wells and spring for drinking and for cooking respectively
while the construction of their level II water system is ongoing. Barangay Sibaltan
benefits the service of Barangay Environmental Sanitary Project (BESP) of the Provincial
Government of Palawan with Level III Water System. Barangay Bagong Bayan and
Pasadeña were provided by Level II water system. Solar Water Disinfection (SODIS) is
practiced by some residents through the assistance of Helvetas Philippines.
For the supply of potable water, the municipality has two (2) refilling stations,
Aquabest located at Brgy. Masagana and Nido life located at Brgy. Maligaya.Among the
barangays, 18 have easy access to these two refilling stations while the other 14
barangays need transport vehicles going to the Poblacion to avail this service.
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Figure 26. Households by main source of water supply in
El Nido Municipality (Source: NSO, 2010)
2.5.10.7 Energy Source
Electrivity is supplied by the National Power Corporation (NAPOCOR) which is
distributed by Palawan Electric Cooperative (PALECO). Electricity is supplied 24 hours
to the four (4) barangays in poblacion (Maligaya, Buena Suerte, Masagana, CorongCorong) and four (4) urban barangays (Villa Libertad, Pasadena, Barotuan and Bucana).
The remaining ten (10) outlying barangays (Aberawan, Bagong Bayan,
Bebeladan, Mabini, Manlag, New Ibajay, San Fernando, Sibaltan, Teneguiban, and Villa
Paz) use generators and solar power for the 12 hours electric power service within their
area (MPDO 2013).

2.5.10.8 Fuel for Lighting
Figure 27 shows that most households (60.33%)

in the municipality use

Kerosene (Gas) as their fuel for lighting, followed by electricity at 33.24%. And there is
still 0.27% of the population who have no fuel source for lighting.
This data was reported in the year 2010, and in 2014 that the municipality was
provided a 24-hour supply by the National Power Corporation (NAPOCOR) distributed
by Palawan Electric Cooperative (PALECO). However this only serves the 4 barangays
in poblacion (Maligaya, Buena Suerte, Corong-Corong, Masagana) and 4 rural barangays
(Villa Libertad, Pasadena, Barotuan and Bucana).
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111

344 20
2,460
Electricity
Kerosene (Gas)
Liquified Petroleum Gas (LPG)
Others
None

4,465

Figure 27. Households by kind of fuel for lighting in
El Nido Municipality (Source: NSO, 2010)
2.5.10.9 Fuel for Cooking
The majority of the households (64.67%) use fuelwood for cooking, followed by
charcoal (28.12%) (Figure 28). Even though burning is prohibited in the municipality, it
is still practiced due to low purchasing power of the locals to access other fuel source for
cooking.

5

45 252

379
Electricity

1933

Kerosene (Gas)
Liquified Petroleum Gas
(LPG)
Charcoal
Wood

4786

None

Figure 28. Households by kind of fuel for cooking in
El Nido Municipality (Source: NSO, 2010)
2.5.11 Employment and Income
2.5.11.1 Employment
As shown in Figure 29, fishing, farming and forestry work are the primary
sources of livelihood in the municipality, comprising 61% of the total gainfully employed
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workers of 15 years old and over. The next prevalent forms of employment are laborers
and unskilled workers at 12%.

Laborerers and Unskilled
Workers

12

Plant and Machine Operators
and Assemblers

3
6

Trade and Related Workers

3
2
2
5

61

Professionals
Technicians and Associate
Professionals
Clerks
Services Workers and Shop and
Market Sales Workers
Farmers, Forestry Workers and
Fishermen

Figure 29. Gainful Workers Age 15 Years Old and Over by Major
Occupation Group in El Nido Municipality (Source: NSO, 2010)
2.5.11.2 Employment Rate
Based on CBMS (2011), the employment rate of the municipality is 96.22% while
the unemployment rate is 3.78%. Since El Nido is considered as a tourist destination,
different establishments like pension houses, hotels and restaurants provide employment.
Barangay Maligaya has the highest employment rate with 98.89% out of the total
population of the labor force in the barangay. On the other hand, barangay Mabini was
recorded to have the highest unemployment rate of 9.36% among the 18 barangays (see
Table 34)

Table 34. Employment and Unemployment rate per Barangay in
El Nido Municipality (Source: PPDO, 2011)
Barangays
Members of Employed members
Unemployed
the labor
of the labor force
members of the
force
labor force
Frequency
%
Frequency
%
El Nido
9,859
9,227
96.22
362
3.78
Urban Barangays
Maligaya, Zone 1
360
356
98.89 4
1.11
Buena Suerte, Zone 2
736
702
95.38 34
4.62
Masagana, Zone 3
461
448
97.18 13
2.82
Corong-Corong, Zone 4 345
340
98.55 5
1.45
Rural Barangays
Aberawan
368
347
94.29 21
5.71
Bagong Bayan
365
357
97.81 8
2.19
Barotuan
493
475
96.35 18
3.65
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Barangays

Bebeladan
Bucana
Mabini
Manlag
New Ibajay
Pasadeña
San Fernando
Sibaltan
Teneguiban
Villa Libertad
Villa Paz

Members of
the labor
force
504
1,069
406
448
609
277
929
353
1,064
558
244

Employed members
of the labor force
Frequency
484
1,011
368
439
588
262
911
341
1,015
553
230

%
96.03
94.57
90.64
97.99
96.55
94.58
98.06
96.6
95.39
99.1
94.26

Unemployed
members of the
labor force
Frequency
%
20
3.97
58
5.43
38
9.36
9
2.01
21
3.45
15
5.42
18
1.94
12
3.4
49
4.61
5
0.9
14
5.74

2.5.11.3 Poverty Incidence
Table 35 shows that the municipality has 4,109 (55.3%) households with income
below food threshold while a total of 5,014 (67.5%) households with income below
poverty threshold.
In particular, Barangays Bucana, Aberawan and Bagong Bayan have the highest
proportions of households with income below poverty threshold, at 86.1%, 85.8% and
85.3%, respectively. On the other hand, Barangays Bucana (78.4%), Aberawan (77.6%)
and Bagong Bayan (77.3%) have the highest proportions of households with income
below food threshold. This indicates economic hardship despite the benefits that the
tourism industry has brought to the municipality.
Table 35. Households with income below poverty and food threshold in
El Nido Municipality (Source: MPDO, 2011)
Barangay
Households with income
Households with income
below food threshold
El Nido
Urban Barangays
Maligaya, Zone 1
Buena Suerte, Zone 2
Masagana, Zone 3
Corong-Corong, Zone 4
Rural Barangays
Aberawan
Bagong Bayan
Barotuan
Bebeladan
Bucana
Mabini
Manlag
New Ibajay
Pasadeña

below poverty threshold

Frequency
4,109

%
55.3

Frequency
5,014

%
67.5

16
128
21
54

8
28.3
5.9
13.9

29
164
67
88

14.4
36.3
18.9
22.6

191
194
332
216
679
217
177
377
180

77.6
77.3
71.9
48.4
78.4
74.8
49.4
66
45.8

211
214
378
285
746
244
232
458
233

85.8
85.3
81.8
63.9
86.1
84.1
64.8
80.2
59.3
58
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Barangay

San Fernando
Sibaltan
Teneguiban
Villa Libertad
Villa Paz

Households with income

Households with income

below food threshold

below poverty threshold

Frequency
192
176
516
235
208

%
54.2
58.5
62.2
55.4
87.4

Frequency
280
235
642
290
218

%
79.1
78.1
77.4
68.4
91.6

2.5.12 Protective Services
The municipality of El Nido with a projected population of 41,874 for 2015
(NSO, 2010) has 23 police officers. With this, the current police to population ratio is
approximately 1:1,820. With the standard ratio of 1:1,000, there is shortage of police
manpower. Moreover, the municipality has only 1 fire station and 1 fire truck located in
the Poblacion area.
The office of Muncipal Social Welfae and Development (MSWD) provides
assistance to the victims of crimes and other natural disasters either in the form of cash or
in kind. This is the commitment of LGU that aims to balance the protection of its natural
resources with the provision of a better quality of life for the indigent families in terms of
security, livelihood, and socio economic welfare as embodied by the Filipino bayanihan
spirit (cost sharing).
2.6 Local Economy
2.6.1 Major Economic Activities
One of the aims and development goals of the municipal leadership of El Nido is
to enhance the economic growth of the municipality. Based on the draft Comprehensive
Land Use Plan from the MPDO (2015), one of its strategies is to intensify agricultural
endeavours and encourage agricultural development, industry and tourism linkages.
Table 36 shows the barangays which are dependent primarily in farming, fishing and
tourism.
Table 36. Main Livelihood of 18 barangays in El Nido
Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2006a)
Barangay
Main Livelihood
Urban Barangays
Maligaya, Zone 1
Tourism
Buena Suerte, Zone 2
Fishing
Masagana, Zone 3
Tourism
Corong-Corong, Zone 4
Farming/Fishing
Rural Barangays
Aberawan
Farming
Bagong Bayan
Farming
Barotuan
Farming
Bebeladan
Farming/Fishing
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Bucana
Mabini
Manlag
New Ibajay
Pasadeña
San Fernando
Sibaltan
Teneguiban
Villa Liberatad
Villa Paz

Fishing
Farming/Fishing
Farming
Farming
Farming
Farming/Fishing
Farming/Fishing
Farming/Fishing
Farming
Farming/Fishing

2.6.2 Agriculture
2.6.2.1 Agricultural Crops/Products
The top three agricultural products of the municipality are coconuts, rice and
cashew. Coconut is planted over 2,624 hectares with an average yield of 591 kg/ha. Rice
is planted in 2,354 ha of the municipality‟s land area. The average yield was 103 sacks
per hectare, up from 64 cavans per hectare in 1999. Cashew, on the other hand is El
Nido‟s top cash crop covering 2,425 ha of land, said to be competing with the
municipality of Roxas. The average yield is 29 sacks per hectare with a yearly produce
valued at Php 30 million at least (Villareal 2015, pers. com.). Mr. Villareal also noted an
increase in cashew production of 20% over ten years from 1990-2000 also attributed to
the increased land area devoted to cashew trees. Because of this, it is believed to have
greater industry potential than mangoes. The municipality also produces corn; roots and
tubers; and fruits such as mangoes and bananas. Area yield and value of production is
shown in Table 37.
According to the MAO, there are four thousand and nine (4,009) individuals who
are registered as farmers in the municipality. El Nido‟s ricelands are rainfed. The limited
irrigation facility is cited as the leading factor limiting local agricultural development.
There are reportedly 14 rice mills in El Nido, most of which are found in Barotuan.

Table 37. Area yield and value of production in El Nido
Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2006a)
Major Crops
Area (Has.)
Total Production
Value (P)
Rice
2,354
242,782 cavans
85,000,000
Corn
23
120 kilos
800,000
Coconut
2,624
1,550,990 kilos
155,000,000
Mango
3
68,000 kilos
680,000
Cashew
2,425
69,240 cavans
49,000,000
Root Crops
1
2,500 kilos
11,000
Banana
1,224
2,728,532 pcs
1,900,000
Assorted Fruit
2
8,000 kilos
160,000

2.6.2.2 Livestock/Poultry
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Other than the agricultural crops, various livestock and poultry are produced in
the municipality of El Nido as shown in Table 38, this adds value to the economy of the
municipality. Poultry with a population of 23,697 was the highest contributor tolivestock
production (DENR IV-B 2015).
Table 38. Livestock and poultry, number of farms reporting, and population in El Nido
Municipality (Source: DENR IV-B, 2015)
Livestock/Poultry
Number of Farms
Population
Reporting
Carabao
1,122
1,676
Cattle
826
2,086
Horse
9
14
Hog
1,989
5,294
Goat
160
652
Chicken
2,056
23,697
Duck
95
908
Other Poultry
5
195

2.6.2.3 Agricultural Infrastructure and Support
There is a notable lack of capital and rural financing institutions for local farmers
and entrepreneurs (especially for the maintenance and processing facilities of cashew
nuts). This leads to informal loans from family members or friends, local traders, or
private sector institutions to obtain capital for their businesses. As mentioned earlier,
another limitation to local agricultural development is the lack of an irrigation system for
local farms.
This is coupled with the lack of technical assistance where the MAO is the only
institution that provides assistance in crop production, fishing, and livestock raising with
only five agriculturists. The El Nido Foundation also occasionally conducts projects on
resource management and agricultural technology transfer. There are three other NGOs in
the municipality that are concerned with farmer‟s needs.
The municipality of El Nido is hardly self-sufficient in common commodity
requirements and is generally dependent on outside sources. The production of these
commodities is limited by physical and topographical constraints and local cultural
practices. El Nido farm production generally supplies only household requirements with
only a small surplus going to the local market.

2.6.3 Fisheries
About 2,628 individuals in the municipality are registered for fishing activities
(MAO, 2015). The municipal waters, or 15-km buffer area from shore, covers
approximately 147,546 has. Of this area, there is a 2,887.299 has. of Marine Protected
Areas (1.96%).
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According to PCSD (2006a), El Nido ranks as the third highest fish producing
municipality in Palawan and 57.2% of its households (6,927) rely on fishing as their main
source of income. Fishing is also a year-round activity in El Nido unless the weather
makes it dangerous for fisherman to head out to sea. The general trend in the fishery
industry of the municipality is decreasing despite an increasing fishing effort.
The study notes from the Coastal Resource Monitoring (CRM) in 2014 data
showed that the total fisheries production of the municipality is 261.40 metric tons. This
has decreased compared to the fish volume in 2013 which is 432.23 metric tons. This
decline could be attributed to commercial fishing vessels encroaching on municipal
waters, lack of materials for fishing and illegal fishing activities such as dynamite and
cyanide fishing. In addition, the volume of and kind of fish catch changes with varying
weather conditions and wind directions throughout the course of the year. While many
species are seasonal, some are caught year-round.

2.6.4 Tourism
2.6.4.1 Thematic Areas
Major tourist attractions in the municipality are the various islands of the bay
which have unique geological formations, white sand beaches; clear marine waters,
hidden lagoons and sinkholes. Tourist activities include beach hopping, island tours, and
snorkelling. The Bacuit bay alone there are 30 diving spots.
The tourism program of the municipality is divided into four thematic areas:
Marine-based Nature Tourism, Agri-Tourism, Forest-based Nature Tourism Zone and
Heritage Tourism Zone. Each thematic area has its own unique tourist attractions that are
shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30. Thematic areas and tourist attraction in El Nido
Municipality (Source: MTO, 2015)
Tourism sites are widely distributed in the municipality. Some of which are
located in the mainland, while the others are found on the municipality‟s component
islands. The total area used for tourism is identified to be 270.596 hectares
(Comprehensive Land Use Plan 2003-2012).
El Nido is also noted for its world known resorts; the Lagen Island Resort,
Malapacao Island Resort and Miniloc Island Resort situated at Lagen, Malapacao and
Miniloc Islands respectively,. These are owned and operated by Ten Knots Development
Corporation (TKDC). Other existing resorts are Dolarog Beach Cottages and Las
Cabañas at Barangay Corong-Corong and El Nido Cove Resort at Sitio Lamoro,
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Barangay Pasadeña. Numerous resorts, inns and hotels have recently opened for business
in the Poblacion area to cater both local and foreign tourists. Other small and medium
enterprises include restaurants and souvenir shops.
There are many scenic spots as additional attractions strategically located at
different parts of the municipality. Worth mentioning are the following: Bulalacao
Waterfalls, El Nido Waterfalls, Nagcalitcalit Waterfalls and Tabangca Hot Spring at
Barangay Pasadeña, Kuyawyaw Waterfalls at Bagong Bayan, Makinit Hot Spring and
Peng Hot Spring at Barangay Barotuan, Singkokan Waterfalls and a widespread naturally
grown mangroves at Barangay Villa Paz, Macangit and Estar caves at Barangay New
Ibajay, SantikanViewdeck at Barangay Corong-Corong and the Roman Catholic Church
in Poblacion.
Other tourist spots and activities found in the locality are the towering marble
cliffs of El Nido town and the white sand beaches in the islands. Barangay Barotuan
celebrates its fiesta every third (3rd) Sunday of January in honor of Senior Santo Niňo, it
is highlighted with a traditional Ati-atihan of the province of Aklan due to the majority
population of the barangay are Aklanos. New Ibajay also celebrates its festival and trade
fair every last week of January while poblacion celebrates every March, it is an almost
month long town fiesta in honor of Saint Joseph, it is highlighted with street dancing, a
search for Miss El Nido, field demonstration, a food festival and various other activities..
The municipality is also known for having several archaeological sites, one of
which is Elli Cave, located at Barangay New Ibajay, approximately 22 kilometers
northeast of poblacion. It was investigated by Dr. Robert Fox in the mid 60‟s and was
reinvestigated by a group of researchers led by Dr. Wilhelm G. Solheim II in 1998. Since
then, a group of international researchers from University of the Philippines
Archaeological Studies Program, the National Museum and Solheim Foundation have
excavated the site. The group has discovered several burials. Most important were the
prehistoric finds which was carbon-dated with an age of 10,000 years old. Potteries and
animal remains were also discovered along with the first recorded remains of a tiger in
the Philippines. The discovery of Elli Cave archaeological site has contributed a lot of
information pertaining to the prehistory not only of Palawan but the entire Philippines
and its neighboring countries.
El Nido is also noted for its edible bird‟s nests production which commands a
high price and is considered as the „white gold‟ of the area. Although gathering such
nests in caves is dangerous, this does not deter the gatherers from this activity because it
provides a source of income.
The municipality of El Nido also started developing agri-tourism areas located in
four barangays namely: Pasadena, Barotuan, Bucana and Teneguiban. These four
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barangays have a total land area of 14,530 with a combined population of 12,509 (MPDO
2011).
Identified potential tourist destinations include Mabengeten Falls, Makangit
Waterfalls, Ille Cave, Imoringue Cave, KubongBato, BalayCuyuno, TagbanuaKatuldan,
Teneguiban Bell, Dewil River, Makangit Underground River, Makinit hot springs, the
Bulalacao, Nagkaletkalet and Kuyawkaw waterfalls, beaches and mangrove forests.
There are also areas which may be ideal for wildlife watching like the dugong, fireflies as
well as sea snakes.

2.6.4.2 Tourist Arrival
According to the Municipal Tourism Office (2014), El Nido has had an increasing
trend of tourist arrival from 1994 to 2013. It can be observed in Figure 31 that in 2010,
there was a significant increase in annual tourist arrivals (37,383 tourists) and recently in
2013 tourist arrivals reached 64,896.

Figure 31. Annual Tourist Arrivals for the period of 1994-2013 in
El Nido Municipality (Source: MTO, 2014)
Based on the data above, year 2013 recorded the highest tourist arrivals. In the
same year, tourist arrivals were highest during the months from January to May. which is
also the case in 2012 tourist arrivals (see Figure 32).
There is an increase in low and middle-end tourists which signals a market shift -from few high spending and long staying visitors to high-volume low-spending and shortstaying ones. This can be validated when in year 1996, the tourists‟ average stay was
recorded to be 5 days but this is cut down to 3 days in 2011.
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Figure 32. Monthly Tourist Arrivals in El Nido Municipality (Source: MTO, 2014)
2.6.4.3 Tourism Services and Establishments
The Poblacion Tourism Development Area comprises of the following barangays:
Corong-Corong, Maligaya, Masagana, Buena Suerte, and Villa Libertad. Together these
barangays encompass 23,471 hectares with a population size of 8,088 (MPDO, 2011).
As the center of urban activities and services of the municipality, major economic
activities found in poblacion are food establishments, accommodations, tour boat rental
services, tricycle for hire, and services from massage spa, dive shops and tour guides (see
Table 39). These cater to the needs of the tourism sector. On the other hand, there is only
one bank in the municipality that is the First Consolidated Bank. In addition to this, there
are Palawan Express, Palawan pawnshop, H Lhuillier, M Lhullier, and Cebuana Lhuillier
to cater money transfers.

Table 39. Tourist Services and Establishment with Permits in El
Nido Municipality (Source: BPLO, 2015)
Tourism Services
Frequency
Accommodations
145
Food establishments
75
Booking offices
115
Tourist Boat Rental Services
277
Tour Guides
137
Financial Institutions
6
Massage Shops
13
Dive Shops
16
Tricycle for Hire
390
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2.7 Physical Infrastructure
2.7.1 Existing Roads
The municipality of El Nido needs improved road conditions for transport and
trade. National highway provides access to the 18 barangays especially going to
Barangay Poblacion where most of the services are located. The condition of roadways
greatly affects the economic activities of the municipality since this can be a limiting
factor for the development of an area compared to others. It can be observed that
barangays with easy access or good road conditions are generally more developed than
the outlying barangays. Table 40 summarizes the existing road inventories in the
municipality of El Nido.

Table 40. Road Inventories of El Nido Municipality (Source: MPDO, 2015c)
Classification
No. of road
Total length
Average
Road Density
sections
(km)
width/ section
(km/sq.m)
(m)
Barangay
50
37.32
6
0.039
Roads
Municipal
14
63.1
5.71
0.068
Roads
Provincial
5
29.5
6
0.032
Roads
National Roads
3
115
6
0.124
Other Roads
Total
72
243.77
5.93
0.263
There are four administratively classified types of road networks in the
municipality of El Nido, namely: Concrete, Asphalt, Gravel and Earth. According to the
Municipality of San Vicente ECAN Zones Management Plan (2015-2020) as cited from
Palafox Associates, all the gravel roads are eroded and unsafe and only cemented roads
are considered safe for all weather conditions for daily activities.
It can be concluded from Table 41 that the roads are predominantly eroded and
unsafe in the municipality, such as gravel roads (56.42%) and earth roads (38.07%).
These can be hazardous for the travellers that enter and exit the municipality. On the
other hand, at present, there is only 13.5 km (5.54%) of concrete roads present in the
municipality. Thus, there are more hazardous roads than safe roads in El Nido.

Table 41. Summary of Municipal Road Network by Administrative Classification,
Length and Condition in El Nido Municipality (Source: MPDO, 2015c)
Name
Length (km)
Concrete
Asphalt
Gravel
Earth
Total
National
10
105
115
Provincial
29.5
29.5
Municipal
3.5
3
56.6
63.1
Barangay
36.17
36.17
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Name
Others (NIA
Roads)
Total

Concrete
-

Asphalt
-

Length (km)
Gravel
-

13.5

-

137.5

Earth
-

Total
-

92.77

243.7

Besides safety, reliable and good road conditions help to improve access to
markets and social services. Without proper roads, marginalized communities living in
rural areas will have limited access to markets to buy and sell their produce and goods.
El Nido has a total of 50 barangay roads, 14 municipal roads, 5 provincial roads,
and 3 national roads. These roads are shown in Figure 33. In particular, out of the 50
barangay roads identified, the majority (70%) of these are classified with good condition,
and the rest are identified to have poor road condition. For the municipal roads, most
(57.14%) of the roads are known to be in poor condition and in critical condition
(21.43%). For the 5 provincial roads present in the locality of El Nido, all of these roads
are classified to be in critical condition. Lastly, out of the 3 national roads present in the
municipality, the majority (66.67%) are in good condition.
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Figure 33. Road Network Map of El Nido Municipality (Source: PPDO, 2015)
2.7.2 Transport Facilities
Table 42 shows the major forms of transportation in the municipality where
boats, bicycles, tricycles, and motorcycles are 47.10%, 2.56%, 10.92%, and 10.24%,
respectively. The residents generally use these modes of transport within the Poblacion
and adjacent barangays. Boat Rentals are recorded to be the most prevalent form of
transport because El Nido‟s tourism activities mainly involve island hopping via boat
(MPDO 2015a; BPLO 2015).
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Types of
Vehicles
Trucks
Motorcycles
Tricycles
Trailer
Jeepney
Bicycles
Boat Rental
Services
Total

Table 42. Inventory of Transport Vehicles in El Nido
Municipality (Source: BPLO 2015)
Private
Public Utility
Government

Total

5
50
5
10
155
-

59
15
-

1
10
-

6
60
64
10
15
155
276

225

74

11

586

The local population also uses public utility vehicles like jeepneys and buses to
commute from the Poblacion to distant barangays, adjacent municipalities, and even to
the capital city of Puerto Princesa. Transportation from El Nido going to Puerto Princesa
City) and vice-versa is generally via buses and shuttle vans which depart from El Nido
from 4:00AM to 10:00PM daily with a travel time of four to six hours travelling a
distance of two hundred sixty nine kilometers (269 km) from the capital city (MPDO
2013).
Some business people & tourist passengers travel to and from Manila on wooden
ships which sail three times a week from El Nido. There is also a private airplane owned
by Ten Knots Development Corporation that serves local residents and tourists and has
daily flights from Manila to El Nido and vice-versa. Alternatively residents and visitors
can fly with a number of commercial airlines from Manila to Puerto Princesa City and
then take buses and shuttle van going to El Nido for a minimum fare. Pump boats are also
available with a daily trip from El Nido to the municipality of Coron and vice versa
(MPDO 2013).
Though few in number, public utility transport facilities conduct scheduled
regular trips to bring residents from one point to another within the municipality, thereby
allowing the movement of people and goods through the area without much difficulty.

2.7.3 Communication Facilities
Despite the remote location of the municipality, its external access through
communication is excellent. Smart and Globe, the two leading companies in mobile
phone service in the Philippines, are available in the municipality. Moreover, Treasure
Cable Television Inc. is present in the municipality to provide cable service among the
households in the area. Availability of communication facilities enables and allows the
local government to facilitate the growth of the municipality.
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At the moment some barangays are already using Smart link telephone facility
generally located at the barangay centers. The presence of this facility permits the rural
residents to communicate with the Poblacion and other areas of the country thereby
increasing their access to information and services (MPDO 2015a).
The Philippine Postal has an office in El Nido town for mail and documents.
Cargo can be sent via airfreight with A.Soriano and larger cargo can be sent by boat.
National newspapers and magazines are brought in by A.Soriano Aviation, Inc. as well as
by jeeps and boats that come from Puerto Princesa (FLUP 2015).

2.8 Ecological Footprint
Based on the computed ecological footprint, the findings for El Nido
Municipality are shown in Table 43. It presents the deficit and reserve areas, (in
global hectares) of forests for water source, cropland for food, forest for wood, built up
area, fishing ground, and grazing lands.
The major findings from the Ecological Footprint computations in El Nido,
which can be used in land use decisions for the year 2020 include:
i.

The need to allocate an additional 10,200 ha for cropland

ii.

Forest area for water is estimated to be sufficient for the municipality

iii.

There is a reserve of forest for wood consumption,

iv.

Current estimates indicate that fishing grounds are sufficient for the area

v.

The need to allocate 1,550 has. more for built up areas,

vi.

Grazing land is currently sufficientfor the municipality‟s needs
The computed ecological footprint values should not be treated as absolute

indicators of the sufficiency or insufficiency of material requirements. The ecological
footprint is only a broad, static estimate of land use capability. It does not take into
account technological innovations and rate and efficiency of resource use.
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Table 43. Ecological Footprint of El Nido Municipality (Source: Palawan Council for Sustainable Development Land Cover, 2010)
Year/ Ecological footprint variable (gha)
2015

Cropland requirement for food
Required forest for water
Required forest for timber and fuelwood
Required fishing ground
Required built-up area
Required grazing area
Carbon dioxide uptake of forests

Requirement
2020
2025

15,913
419
3,769
2,931
2,512
837
13,400

18,411
485
4,361
3,392
2,907
969
15,504

21,302
561
5,045
3,924
3,363
1,121
17,938

2015

Deficit/Reserve
2020

2025

(10,185.77)
23,202
19,852
144,621
(1,538)
20,625
12,866

(12,683.77)
23,136
19,261
144,161
(1,933)
20,493
10,762

(15,574.77)
23,060
18,576
143,628
(2,389)
20,341
8,328
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Fraction of municipal land area
2015
2020
2025

0.18
0.41
0.35

0.22
0.41
0.34

0.28
0.41
0.33

0.03
0.36
0.23

0.03
0.36
0.19

0.04
0.36
0.15
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CHAPTER 3
The ECAN Zoning Strategy

The ECAN zoning is the central strategy of the SEP Law. It is a zoning system
that encompasses the whole province. It has similar configuration as the biosphere
reserves of UNESCO. Zoning of biosphere reserves is aimed at the protection of
environmentally critical habitats, the zoning scheme being typified by concentric circles
(see Figure 34).

Figure 34. Configuration of biosphere reserve zones
Generally, the core area is strictly protected to meet conservation objectives.
Around the core area, the buffer zone is delimited for non-extractive uses, while the
transition area is where sustainable development activities with local communities are
organized (Batisse 1992). A network of such reserves is often created inside a
management or conservation unit called a corridor, an ecoregion, or a protected landscape
and seascape.
An ECAN zoning map is produced from biophysical and socio-economic criteria
that include the elevation of the land, its slope, forest cover, watershed properties, and
presence of habitat of threatened species, land classification, and the existing land uses.
As with biosphere reserves, the management zones range from the Core Zone or the
maximum area of protection, the Buffer Zone surrounding the Core Zone, and the
Multiple Use or multi-purpose zone. All 23 municipalities of Palawan and the City of
Puerto Princesa have adopted their ECAN zones maps for their respective planning and
regulatory agenda.
The adoption of the zoning maps is done through the approval of local
government resolutions. The Palawan ECAN zones, aside from being an on-ground
implementation of Palawan BR, serve as the blueprint for the province‟s sustainable
development since the municipal Comprehensive Land and Water Use Plans (CLWUPs)
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are to be aligned with the ECAN map. The regulatory function of the map is evident as
each zone, from the Core Zone to the Multiple Use Zone, is prescribed with allowable
and prohibited activities.
3.1 The ECAN Zones as a Management Unit
The designation of the ECAN zones as a management unit is implied by the use
of the ECAN zones map as the basis for finding suitable sites for plans, programs, and
projects that will be introduced in Palawan. It is expected that a locality which adopts its
own scientifically prepared ECAN Map and implements its development objectives based
on it will be better guided in developmental planning and decision making.
The process of ECAN management in Palawan is called “ecanization,” which is
defined as “the process of delineating and marking the boundaries of the different zones
in both land and sea, the identification of prescribed activities and resource use for each
zone, together with the enforcement of regulatory measures to prevent practices that are
destructive of the environment” (PCSD Resolution 94-44). To that end, the Palawan
Province has come up with the following ECAN Map (see Figure 35).
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Figure 35. Terrestrial ECAN Zones map of Palawan Province
(Kalayaan Municipality is not shown)
3.2 Components of the ECAN Zones
The ECAN zoning strategy has three (3) components: the Terrestrial component,
the Coastal/Marine component, and the Tribal ancestral zones (SEP Law, Sections 8-11).
The Terrestrial component: This component covers the mountains, low hills,
and lowland areas of the whole province. It shall be further divided into three ECAN
management zones: Core zone, Buffer zone, and Multiple use zone. The Buffer zone is
further subdivided into three sub-zones: Restricted use area, Controlled use area, and
Traditional use area. The zoning of this component is guided by the criteria in the SEP
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Law and in PCSD Resolution 05-250 or the Revised Guidelines in Implementing the
ECAN.
Coastal/Marine component: This component covers the whole coastline up to
the open sea. A simplified zoning scheme is used in the management of this component
due to its geographical characteristics, critical nature, and patterns of resource use. This
component is divided only into two zones: Coastal/Marine Core zone and Coastal/Marine
Multiple use zone. The latter is further subdivided into Transition/Buffer zone and
Sustainable/General use zone. The zoning of this component is guided by the criteria in
the SEP Law and PCSD Resolution 05-250.
Tribal Ancestral zone: This last component is a special zone in the land and sea
that is allotted for indigenous cultural communities. This special zone will fulfill the
material and cultural needs of the indigenous peoples (Young, et al.). It shall be
delineated according to the criteria for terrestrial and coastal/marine components. Hence,
the tribal ancestral zone may transcend all ECAN zones. The only difference is the strong
emphasis on cultural considerations.
The identification and delineation of this component is guided by Joint NCIPPCSD Memorandum Circular No. 2005-01 (“Harmonization of the Implementation of the
Indigenous Peoples Rights Act (IPRA) and the Strategic Environmental Plan for Palawan
Act”), as amended.

3.3 Criteria and Parameters in the Delineation of the ECAN Zones
The following tables (Tables 44 and 45) are a summary of criteria and
parameters used in the delineation of terrestrial and coastal/marine ECAN zones. A
parameter is a distinct geographic, biological, or physical feature of the area. Examples
are elevation, slope, and land cover. A criterion is a specific range of quantitative values
or qualitative descriptions of the area. Thus, for the parameter of elevation, the criteria
can be “above 1,000 meters”, “below 300 meters”, etc.

Table 44. Parameters and Criteria in the Delineation of Terrestrial
ECAN Zones (PCSD, 2014b)
ECAN
Zone
Core zone

Description Elevation Land cover
Area of
maximum
protection

> 1,000 m Virgin
forest or
primary
growth
forest

Slope
> 50 %
(> 26.57
degrees)

Habitat

Others

Critically
threatened/end
angered
habitats and
habitats of
rare
endangered
species or
habitat of
Palawan local
endemic

Other
areas
which
may be
identified
and
designate
d by the
Council
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Description Elevation Land cover

Slope

Habitat

Others

species of
flora and
fauna
Buffer zone Generally
- Restricted surrounds
the Core
use
zone and
provides a
protective
barrier;

500 to
1,000 m

Critical
watersheds
which were
identified,
classified or
declared as
such by the
government

Buffer zone
Controlled
use

Encircles
300 to
and provides 500 m
the outer
barrier to the
Core zone
and
Restricted
use zone

Buffer zone
Traditional
use

Edges of
intact forests
where
traditional
land use is
already
stabilized is
being
stabilized

Multiple
use zone

Areas where
the
landscape
has been
modified for
different
forms of
land use
such as

Poor,
stunted and
sparse
stands of
semideciduous
forest which
has a low
regeneration
capacity

36-50 %
(19.8026.57
degrees)

19-35 %
(10.2019.80
degrees)

Open,
brushland or
grassland
areas that
are still
classified as
timberland
or public
land with
elevation
below 300
meters
Built-up or
settlement
areas
located in
lowlands
(less than
18% slope)

> 18%
slope
(> 10.20
degrees)
AND
below
300
meters
elevation

< 18%
slope
(< 10.20
degrees)
AND
below
300
meters
elevation

Areas
designated as
biodiversity
hotspots and
highly
threatened by
human
activities
based on
scientific
studies

In areas
where the
criteria of
elevation,
slope, or
critical
watershed
do not
apply, a
200meter belt
in the
mainland
and 100meter belt
in the
islands
surroundi
ng the
Core zone
Areas
within the
criteria of
the
Restricted
use zone
where
there is a
communit
y
All other
areas with
elevation
below
300
meters

Areas
classified
as
Alienable
and
Disposabl
e lands
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Description Elevation Land cover

Slope

Habitat

Others

intensive
timber
extraction,
grazing and
pastures,
agriculture
and
infrastructur
es
development

Table 45. Parameters and criteria in delineating coastal/marine
ECAN zones (PCSD, 2014b)
General
ECAN Zone
Criteria
description
This area shall be
i.
Coral reefs with good to excellent coral cover
Coastal/
condition or 50%-100% coral cover
Marine core zone designated free
from any human
ii.
activity. This iii. Coralline sites containing at least 50% of coral
includes
genera found in the management unit of live coral
sanctuaries for
cover ranging from 25-50%
rare and
iv.
endangered v.
Seagrass beds serving as link habitat of the coral
species, selected
core zones and/or providing habitat to rare,
coral reefs,
threatened and endangered species
seagrass and vi.
mangrove vii.
Seagrass beds with at least 50% cover of more than
ecosystem
one species of seagrass
reserves.
viii.
ix. Seagrass beds with sightings or feeding tracks of
Dugong dugon
x. Coastal/marine habitat of endangered species
declared by IUCN or CITES, DA or DENR or the
PCSD
xi.
xii. Primary growth mangrove areas and all areas with
standing mangrove forest cover except areas
allocated for MSA, CBMFMA, ISF and FLA
xiii.
xiv. Fish sanctuaries, spawning areas, nursery areas,
breeding/feeding grounds, etc., identified/declared
by PCSD, Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic
Resources (BFAR) or under local government
zoning ordinance
The multiple use zones are other coastal/marine areas outside of the core
Coastal/Marine
multiple use zone areas where compatible resource uses may be carried out. The multiple
use zone shall further be subdivided into two major sub-zones (described
below): the buffer zone and the sustainable (general) use zone.
Coastal/Marine
i.
Uninhabited islands or undeveloped portions thereof
multiple use zone not subject to private rights shall be classified as
transition zone except when identified/declared as
Transition/Buffer ancestral coastal/marine waters
zone
ii.
iii.
Uninhabited islands or islets with an area of less
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ECAN Zone

General
description
iv.
v.
vi.

vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.

Coastal/Marine
multiple use zone
- Sustainable/
General use zone

Criteria
than 500 hectares
Degraded small islands with an area of less than 500
hectares
Released areas for fishpond development which
were utilized and abandoned including those not
utilized for 5 years from the date of the release
Degraded habitats of endangered marine species
Denuded mangrove forest
Areas identified as contributing to important
ecological processes such as spawning, nursery
areas, breeding/feeding grounds that otherwise
could have been classified as coastal-marine core
zone but during the approval of these guidelines,
these areas are occupied or have been released by
virtue of existing laws or due to inappropriate
management of local coastal marine areas. These
areas shall be maintained for their existing use or a
phase-out strategy shall be implemented in these
areas reverting them to their natural state or for their
appropriate uses. No further development, growth or
expansion shall be allowed in these areas to
encourage habitat enhancement or maintenance of
the resource to increase production level or
ecosystem maintenance
It is the development area of the coastal/marine zone
where different compatible and sustainable
development activities may be carried out. The zone
shall cover all coastal/marine areas not
classified/delineated as core zone, buffer zone and
ancestral coastal/marine waters. The LGU, if it so
desires, may further classify/divide this zone into
the following sub-zones: Communal Fishing
Ground, Tourism Development Area, Visitor Use
Area, Sustainable Development Area and etc.

3.4 Allowable Activities in the ECAN Zones
The allowable uses of ECAN zones (see Table 46) are identified according to the
level of impact of activities and the appropriateness and suitability of the activity to the
zone. The Core zone and the Restricted use area, or the “protection zones,” are limited to
non-consumptive and soft-impact activities, with the indigenous peoples given special
consideration. The principle behind limiting a specific activity in a zone follows the SEP
philosophy of sustainable development that maintains life-support systems, restores
exploited areas, and supports developmental growth.
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Table 46. Activities allowed in the ECAN Zones (PCSD, 2014b, PCSD, 2014c)
Component
ECAN zone
Allowable activities within the management zone
Terrestrial
None, except for:
Core zone
(i) traditional uses of tribal communities for minimal and
soft impact gathering of forest species for ceremonial
and religious purposes, and
(ii) ecotourism activities as per PCSD Resolution 06270.
Limited and non-consumptive activities which include:
Buffer zone Restricted use
 gathering of wild honey;
 almaciga tapping;
 soft-impact recreational activities (hiking, sightseeing, bird watching);
 research;
 sustainable activities of indigenous peoples;
 ecosystem restoration or rehabilitation; and
 ecotourism activities as per PCSD Resolution 06270.
Buffer zone  Strictly controlled mining;
Controlled use
 strictly controlled logging which is not for profit
(i.e., communal forest, CBFM, etc.);
 almaciga tapping;
 tourism development;
 research;
 grazing;
 gathering of honey, rattan, and other minor forest
products.
Buffer zone  Upland stabilization program;
Traditional use
 catchment management;
 hillside farming;
 industrial tree plantation;
 reforestation;
 integrated social forestry;
 community-based forest management.
Multiple use
 Timber extraction with community-based forest
zone
management;
 grazing and pastures;
 agriculture;
 infrastructure and industrial development;
 recreation;
 education;
 research; and
 other sustainable activities.
Coastal/Mari Coastal/Marine
None, except for:
ne
core zone
 navigation purposes of the local fishing
communities where there are no alternative routes;
 emergency situations such as navigational routes to
save life and property;
 researches previously authorized by PCSD; and
 ecotourism activities as per PCSD Resolution 06270.
Coastal/Marine
 Habitat
restoration,
rehabilitation
and
multiple use zone
enhancementactivities;
–
 soft-impact activities (swimming/snorkeling; nonTransition/Buffe
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Component

ECAN zone
r zone

Coastal/Marine
multiple use zone
–
Sustainable/Gene
ral use zone
Tribal
ancestral
lands

Allowable activities within the management zone
motored boating (row boats, kayaks, canoes, wind
surfing, etc.);
 guided scuba diving;
 fishing using highly-selected gears (i.e., hook &
line and gill net) with specification to be
determined by studies;
 pre-approved visit or educational activities;
 installation of environmental information boards);
and
 resource enhancement activities.
All sustainable human activities, with certain
development endeavors subject to the EIA system and to
other policies regulating development projects.

Activities based on the material and cultural needs of the
indigenous peoples.

The PCSD Resolution 06-270 (PCSD, 2014c) further expands the allowable
activities in the Core zone and Restricted use buffer zone by including ecotourism projects.
The rationale behind this are enumerated in the resolution, to wit: (i) ecotourism can be a
tool for environmentally managing ecologically sensitive areas; (ii) ecotourism is believed
to be compatible with environmental protection considering that its activities are generally
non-consumptive and therefore do not pose environmental hazard; (iii) ecotourism is a
growing industry in Palawan which can generate alternative sources of livelihood; and (iv)
in order to promote and develop ecotourism industry in the province, ecotourism activities
may be permitted in ecologically sensitive areas subject to strict monitoring and regulation.
It should be noted that certain “sustainable development” activities to be allowed in
the Buffer zone and Multiple use zone may be subjected to the EIA System and to other
laws and rules which regulate development projects. As part of the EIA System and the
SEP Clearance System, necessary environmental precautions (such as periodic multipartite
monitoring) are imposed on these activities.

3.5 Delineation of the ECAN Zones using GIS
The mapping of ECAN zones in Palawan has been the responsibility of the GIS
Unit of the ECAN Policy and Knowledge Management Division (EPKD) of PCSDS. Aside
from the GIS staff, technical project consultants have been hired to make mapping studies,
to develop methods for ECAN zoning implementation, and to train the PCSD Staff (Ofren
1999; Cabrido 2003; Vinluan 2004). The latest mapping guidelines on ECAN zoning were
instituted in 2005 through PCSD Resolution 05-250. Several versions of the ECAN map
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were produced through the years, each version using updated and groundvalidated ECAN
parameters.
GIS and remote sensing technologies were now routinely used in the mapping of
ECAN zones. Various spatial and non-spatial datasets are needed to perform the task (see
Table 47). Spatial datasets include thematic layers derived from thematic mapping and
used as input layers in producing ECAN maps. Thematic mapping is the process of
preparing the required map layers for ECAN overlay analysis and presenting them using a
standard mapping system. The most dynamic of these layers is the land cover-land use (LCLU). Mapping land and coastal habitat types had direct contribution to the configuration of
ECAN zones. They formed the major resource base of PCSDS geographic information.

Table 47. Spatial and non-spatial data sources related to ECAN mapping
Date acquired,
Data source
Type
Description
produced, or
written
ECAN zones

spatial

in various editions (preliminary,
revised, updated, refined)

1993, 1998,
2001,
2004, 2005-06

Satellite images

spatial

Landsat TM, Landsat ETM+,
Spot 5, and IKONOS color
images

c.1998,
20022006

Land and
coastal cover

spatial

based on commercial satellite
images; produced by JAFTA,
PTFPP and SEMP-NP

c.1998,
20032006

Relevant
thematic
layers and
thematic maps

spatial

elevation, slope, habitat of
endangered species, land
classification, land use

1950 onwards

Literature

non-spatial

reports, books and articles by
staff and consultants of PIADP,
SPIADP, PCSDS, PTFPP, and
SEMP-NP

1983-2006

The spatial data are geo-referenced information in the map projection UTM Zone
50, Luzon Datum, Clarke Spheroid 1866. They are available in hardcopy and in digital
format in the PCSDS database.
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CHAPTER 4
Major Steps in the ECAN Zoning Plan Preparation

4.1 The ECAN Zones Management Planning Process
The formulation of the ECAN Plan necessitates an expert appraisal of all the
available information. It includes participatory planning (consultations with all concerned
stakeholders), GIS analyses (thematic mapping), and the selection of relevant sustainable
development indicators (ecological footprints, land cover/land use, land use suitability
assessments, etc.).
The details on the planning process are given in the document “General Strategy
for Horizontal Integration of SEP ECAN Zoning Plan with CLWUP” prepared by the
PCSD Staff. The document contains a suite of methods for executing each step in the
ECAN Zoning Plan preparation, including the integration of EZP with local land use
plans. The adaptive approach (i.e., adjusting methods and procedures based on lessons
learned and what worked well) is followed in the planning process.
The ECAN Zoning Plan is designed to be flexible and practical in its proposed
guidelines and programs on identified ECAN zones use and strategies. It is envisioned to
be a repertoire of comprehensive strategies that will be responsive to the current situation
of the municipality.
Planning for ECAN zoning is divided into three major parts: (i) ECAN Zoning
Plan development through primary and secondary data collection, preparation, and
processing; (ii) municipal integrated threats analysis and strategic planning, and (iii)
ECAN Zoning Plan writing. These successive steps (details are provided in the next
section) are the central activities in the ECAN planning process-framework.
Primary data include field data acquired through a variety of sources, such as key
informant interviews, ecosystem baseline and monitoring surveys, field studies, and GIS
overlay analyses. Secondary data include previously published or unpublished researches
about the area, thematic maps, and public reports.
During the stage of ECAN Zoning Plan Development, the following thematic
data, maps, and plans (see Table 48), at the minimum, can be consulted in formulating
the ECAN zones management strategies and land use options.

Table 48. Data requirements for ECAN zones management planning
Thematic maps
Description
Source of data
ECAN zones

graded system of protection
and development control

PCSDS and LGU-El Nido

Soils

land use suitability and
capability; land management
unit

DA-Bureau of Soils and
Water Management
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Thematic maps

Description

Source of data

Geo-hazards

vulnerability and exposure of
land to physical processes

DENR-MGB, NAMRIA,
PCSDS

Ecological footprint

ecosystem goods production;
carrying capacity

PCSDS

SAFDZ (optional)

Sustainable Agriculture and
Fisheries Development Zones

DA, MAO

Socioeconomic
information

Socioeconomic data from
Community-Based
Monitoring System (CBMS)

PPDO

Latest CLWUP

Comprehensive Land and
Water Use Plan

MPDO

Latest FLUP

Forest Land Use Plan

LGU-El Nido

4.2 Guide in the Development of a Detailed Ecan Zoning Plan
The following are the recommended steps in developing a detailed
local/municipal EZP. The performance of the steps may require a combination of ad hoc,
Delphi process (round table discussions), GIS analysis, and the use of decision support
systems. A major step of EZP is the conduct of an integrated threats analysis which will
be the basis for the drafting of beneficial, timely, responsive, and adaptable courses of
action to be implemented in the municipality.
4.2.1

Build

a

sustainable

development

planning

database

(ECAN

Data

Infrastructure Development).
The objective of this undertaking is to produce a database of sustainable
development indicators of the area. With the ECAN map as a provincial/municipal road
map, the said database will be used to come up with local sustainable development plans
through the synthesis of all the available information (ecological, physical and socioeconomic infrastructures and other attributes). This activity will ensure continuous flow
of up-to-date quality information in ECAN management planning.
The following is a checklist of primary and secondary data needs to be collected
in hardcopy or softcopy if available.
4.2.1.1 Physical Environment (Municipal profile)


Municipal and barangay areas



Geology



Soils



Climate



Oceanography



Geologic hazards



Infrastructure – roads, schools, ports, churches, bridges, etc.
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4.2.1.2 Biological Environment


Forest resources



Wildlife resources and biodiversity – biodiversity hotspots (habitat of

endangered species, KBAs, priority wetlands, wetlands of international
importance under the Ramsar Convention)


Water bodies/wetlands



Coastal and marine resources (including coastal resource assessments) - coral

reefs, reef fish, marine mammals and sea turtles, seagrass, invertebrates,
mangroves


Fish cages



MPAs (fish sanctuaries)



Municipal waters



Communal fishing grounds (areas)



Offshore energy service contracts (SCs)

4.2.1.3 Socioeconomic Profile


Population – population and demographic characteristics, urbanization and

migration patterns


Social condition – dependency ratios, religious affiliation and ethnicity,

health and nutrition, educational status (literacy rate), housing and basic utilities


Economic condition – poverty incidence, employment, agriculture, fisheries,

trade and industry, tourism


Mining applications (large scale and small scale mining, quarry)



Tourism projects (resorts, bathing establishments)

4.2.1.4 Land use profile (map and statistics)


Land classification



FLUP



CLWUP zones – existing land use (urban and forest land use) and proposed

land use


Land/sea cover classification



Watersheds (priority watersheds; critical watersheds)

4.2.1.5 Special Management Areas (with declarations or proposed)


Ancestral domains/CADC/tribal lands



CBFM, CBMFM, ISF, communal forest, other forest-related tenurial

instruments


Almaciga and rattan concessions



Watershed reserves or forest reserves



Habitats/sanctuaries of rare and endangered species
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Areas of cultural, historical, geological, and anthropological interest

(including significant caves)


Tourism development areas (TDAs) – potential tourism sites (locations)



NIPAS areas



Municipal parks (terrestrial and coastal)

4.2.2 Determine the exact boundaries of ECAN zones and administrative
boundaries.
With the assistance of the GIS Unit, the planning team and the PCSDS District
Management Office (DMO) will determine the extent of ECAN zones of three
components (terrestrial, coastal/marine, and Tribal Ancestral Zones).
4.2.3 Identify “Special Management Areas” (SMAs)
Prior to actual planning, the site managers/planners should identify first the
“special management areas” in their area of operation. These areas are still subject to
ECAN zonation but their management may entail “special treatment” owing to specific
management plans and management authorities intended for the areas.

These special areas may include the following:
4.2.3.1 Habitats of rare and endangered species
Selected areas in Palawan were already designated as habitats of endangered
species by virtue of local resolutions. Examples are portions of El Nido Island and
Barangay Culasian (Rizal) for the critically endangered Philippine Cockatoo
(Cacatuahaematuropygia).
4.2.3.2 Legitimate areas for tribal ancestral zones
Selected areas in Palawan were declared as ancestral zones for indigenous peoples
by virtue of any of the following instruments.
- Tribal Ancestral Zone (TAZ) through PCSD Administrative Orders (see Figure 37)
- Certificate of Ancestral Domain Title (CADT) and Certificate of Ancestral Domain

Claim (CADC)
- Certificate of Ancestral Land Title (CALT) and Certificate of Ancestral Land Claim

(CALC)
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Figure 36. Palawan Tribal Ancestral Zones (TAZ) proclaimed by PCSD
4.2.3.3. Areas of cultural, historical, geological, and anthropological interest
Areas of historical and anthropological significance include the Tabon Cave
Reservation in Lipuun Point, Quezon; the Tau‟tBato Reservation in Singnapan Valley,
Barangay Ransang, Rizal; the Ile Caves in El Nido; the walled fortresses in Balabac,
Cuyo, Linapacan, Taytay, Agutaya, etc.; and other similar sites.
4.2.3.4 Tourism development areas
This refer to the areas allocated for tourism purposes which were described in
section 2.6.4.
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4.2.3.5 NIPAS Areas
These refer to protected areas declared under the National Integrated Protected
Areas System (NIPAS). Table 49 shows the list of large-scale protected areas in
Palawan.
Table 49. NIPAS areas of Palawan Province
Protected Area
Municipality
Location
Calauit Game Preserve and
Wildlife Sanctuary
(CGPWS)

Busuanga

Calauit Island

Coron

Coron Island

El Nido-Taytay Managed
Resource Protected Area

El Nido, Taytay

Portions of El Nido and
Taytay Municipalities

Malampaya Sound
Protected Landscape and
Seascape

Taytay

Taytay

Tubbataha Reefs Natural
Park

Cagayancillo

Sulu Sea

Puerto Princesa
Subterranean River
National
Park (PPSRNP)

Puerto Princesa City

Northwestern Puerto
Princesa City

Palawan Flora, Fauna and
Watershed Reserve
(PFFWR)
/ Irawan Watershed
Reserve

Puerto Princesa City

Barangay Irawan

Narra

Rasa Island

Quezon, Rizal, Española,
Brooke‟s Point, Bataraza

Mantalingahan Mountain
Range

Bataraza

Ursula Island, Sulu Sea

Coron Island Protected
Landscape

Rasa Island Wildlife
Reserve
Mount Mantalingahan
Protected Landscape
(MMPL)
Ursula Island Bird
Sanctuary
4.2.3.6 Other management units
i. Terrestrial zone

a. Watershed reserves or forest reserves
b. Municipal parks (terrestrial)
c. Community Based Forestry Management Area (CBFMA)
d. Communal Forest areas
e. ISF and other forest-related tenurial instruments
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ii. Coastal/Marine zone
a. Marine Protected Areas (MPAs), marine parks, fish sanctuaries, or marine
ecosystem reserves – may cover different benthic habitats, such as coral reefs,
seagrass, and mangroves
b. Communal fishing grounds
c. Municipal waters – covering the 15 kilometer limit from the shoreline
d. Community Based Mangrove Forest Management Area (CBMFMA)
e. Sanctuaries of rare and endangered species – e.g., turtle nesting sites

Planning for these Special Management Areas cannot be monopolized by one
agency or one group of stakeholders. A consultative and participative planning process is
advised for SMAs in order for the plan to gain total acceptance by the affected
communities and management authorities.
4.2.4 Develop thematic and integrated planning modules and indicators.
Method: GIS mapping overlays, spatial and non-spatial modelling
Input: GIS layers and files, baseline data on environment and socio-economic
Output: Thematic maps and indicators
An integrated development planning analysis necessitates a consolidation of
essential planning elements. Hence, there is a need to look at the actual condition of the
area prior to laying out the land use plans and designating activities. To do this, the
planners need to produce several thematic and cross-cutting determinants of physical
geography, ecology, and socio-economics.
The logical next step after defining the planning area is a systematic collation of
scientific information about a site, area, or community needs to be undertaken. A
framework for a possible combinatory analysis of all collected information – the multicriteria evaluation – is described in Step 6 below.
This step then is mainly the multi-processing/analyses part of ECAN Plan
development to come up with “integrated thematic planning modules”. It primary
includes studies on land use suitability, capability, and sustainability mapping using GIS
overlay analyses. It will also develop land use profiles and biophysical/baseline/thematic
maps in order to ascertain the economic development potentials of the land.
The intensity of data collection and data processing will depend on the situation of
a municipality or site. Some areas already have “advanced” materials and data and will
only require the validation of the integrity of the information.
Table 50 shows the broad classification of thematic planning modules and
indicators and the respective examples for each. Each thematic planning module has its
own data processing design and data needs focus, but collectively their interconnection is
expected to reveal broad patterns of resource use and consumption.
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Table 50. Thematic planning modules for use in ECAN planning
Sustainable
Development
Source or
Planning
Sample
Description
Reference
Determinant /
Indicator
1. Biophysical
determinants

Precipitation Map

Map showing the amount of
rainfall in mm in selected
areas in Palawan

PCSDS,
PAGASA

Geological
Prospectivity of
Palawan Island

Map showing that the total
area that is considered
prospective for metallic
mineral resources

DENR-MGB

ECAN Resource
Map

Map showing the distribution
of natural resources in
Palawan

survey;
community
mapping

Land Management Broad classification of soils,
BSWM
Unit (LMU)
slope, and landforms, and land
capability
2. Socio-cultural
determinants

3. Economic
determinants

4. Governance and
institutional
determinants

5. Integrated
determinants

Population Density Map showing the population
Map and
density and growth rate per
Population Growth municipality of Palawan
Rate Map

NSO

ECAN Threats
Map;
Climate Change
Hotspots

various

Map showing natural and
anthropogenic threats to the
integrity of ecosystems

ECAN Livelihoods Map showing the population‟s survey;
Map
existing and potential sources community
of income
mapping;
secondary
literature
Infrastructure Map Map showing the location of
of Palawan
roads, ports, airports, schools,
markets, hospitals, and the
like

survey;
community
mapping;
secondary
literature

CBFM Areas

survey

Map showing the areas
allotted for community forest
management

Ancestral domains Maps showing the habitation
and domain of indigenous
peoples

IPRA Law

ECAN zones map

SEP Law

A graded system of
sustainable development over
Palawan
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Sustainable
Development
Planning
Determinant /
Indicator

Sample

Ecological
footprint

Description

Source or
Reference

The area (global hectares) of
Wackernagel and
productive ecosystems outside Rees 1996
a city that is required to
support life in the city (Odum
and
Barrett 2005)

The biophysical determinants are the site‟s biological and physical resource maps.

Socio-cultural determinants pertain to socio-economic and demographic information of
the municipality or site.

Economic determinants pertain to existing and potential sustainable economic
industries.

The governance and institutional determinants refers to the political and institutional
situation of the municipality or site.

The integrated determinants are the interfacing or overlap of any of the above
determinants. They are usually produced from a combinatory processing or overlays of
the above. Land management units and ecological footprint are two examples of
integrated land use determinants. The next table is a list of thematic planning modules in
terms of major development sectors (see Table 51). The GIS layers, data sources, and
spatial

objectives

are

also

indicated.
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.

Development
Sector

Table 51. A sector-based list of spatial data needs for sustainable development planning
(adapted from Loterte-Avillanosa, unpub.)
Minimum Needs and
General Spatial
Security
Spatial Data
Thematic Layers
Data Sources
Objectives
Demands

Issue Addressed

Agriculture and
Fisheries

essential food, arable
land

Crops
Suitability

Agricultural area

NGA, LMU,
soil fertility
map

Suitability to
food security
agricultural production

Water

clean water (surface,
groundwater,
rain)

Hydrology

River
Network,
Coastlines

Hydrology, LMU,
topography

Access to water supply Sustainable water
supply

Sanitation

drainage, wastes
disposal

Topography

Elevation, Slope

Topography, LMU

Least risk terrain and
variations

Health issues

Energy

fuel, power
supply , power grid

Vegetation

Vegetation

Satellite image
(land cover),
PALECO

Suitability/ Proximity
to woods for fuel

Energy
sufficiency

Infrastructure

shelter/housing, roads, Settlement,
schools, health centers, Development
technology
Projects

Built-up
Area, Road
Network,
Development
Projects

Land cover/land
use,
Infrastructures
survey

Proximity to Markets
or rural center

Provision of basic
services

AGUILA, C.P. | GAPAY, I. | NONATO, Q.I. | SIMPAO, A.D. | TIROL, R.P.
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Development
Sector

Minimum Needs and
Security
Demands

Spatial Data

Thematic Layers

Data Sources

General Spatial
Objectives

Issue Addressed

Environment and
natural Resources

clean air, healthy
ecosystems, stable
uplands

Climate,
Geology,
Geo-hazard,
Forest cover

Rainfall,
Soils,
Geo-hazard,
Protected Areas,
Land use/cover

PCSDS,
Suitability/ Proximity
DENRMGB, LMU to natural benefits ;
flow of ecological
goods and services

Ecological
viability /
environmental
integrity

Health

clothing, remedies,
relief
goods

Service
Distribution

Health Stations

Infrastructure
survey

Proximity to basic
social services

Mortality and
morbidity

Education and
social welfare

school supplies, books, Service
skills trainings, values Distribution
formation

School
Facilities

Infrastructure
survey

Proximity to markets or Social articulation
rural center

Income and
livelihoods

crop cultivation,
Vegetation
handicrafts, subsistence

Vegetation,
Road
Network

Land cover, LMU,
vegetation,
interview

Availability of
insensitive raw
materials

Employment

Cultural heritage
and tourism

folklores, customs,
patrimony, folk arts

Heritage sites

Ancestral Domains,
cultural zoning

CADC/T, ECAN

Define domain
boundaries and secure
land titles

Culture,
aesthetics, and
income source

Fiscal

financial assistance,
credits, revenue shares

Administrative

Basic layers

Basic geographical
layers

Proximity to the fiscal
and
government centers

Eco-governance;
responsiveness
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Development
Sector

Minimum Needs and
Security
Demands

Spatial Data

Thematic Layers

Data Sources

General Spatial
Objectives

Issue Addressed

Legal

recognition of tenurial
rights, security of
tenure, territorial
provisions

Political
boundaries/
Taxation

Basic layers

Basic geographical
layers

Proximity to
Justice
sociopolitical and legal
services

Community
organization

participation:
consensus building,
mobility,
cohesion, resource
stewardship, women
empowerment

Demography

Population Census

NSO, Palawan
CBMS, CBFM

Proximity to
sociopolitical and
government
services
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4.2.5 Take stock of local environmental governance initiatives
This step takes into account the considerations in the preparation of the ECAN
Zoning Plan, as enumerated in Section 25 of PCSD Resolution 05-250. The data can be
collected from local planners through a questionnaire (see Annex H).

4.2.6 Develop an ECAN-based land use spatial optimization algorithm using MultiCriteria Analysis (MCA) (Optional)
Algorithm: ECAN Planning for Land Use Sustainability (ECAN-PLUS)
Method: Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
Input: Thematic and integrated planning modules
Output: Best land use options for each ECAN zone
This is an optional step as this may be too complicated and technical depending
on availability of resources. The main objective of the ECAN-based MCA method is to
develop a spatial multi-objective decision support system (Looijen et al., 1995)for land
and water use management in Palawan. Given that decision makers currently face
conflicting interests arising from existing and potential activities in each ECAN zone, the
MCA will allow for an objective assessment of various land use options or activities and
the determination of the most suitable option or activity for each zone.

4.2.7 Perform integrated threats analysis.
An integrated threats analysis is a comprehensive investigation and analysis of
various existing and projected problems confronting a locality. It is thus one way of
analyzing the complex problems and issues within the area. It is also one priority-setting
mechanism that can aid planners and decision makers in: (1) identifying the type of
project intervention to be introduced and (2) allocating resources to invest in a priority
area.
Chapter 5 provides the theoretical framework, methods, and the results of
municipal threats analysis.

4.2.8 Formulate ECAN Resource Management Plan
Method: Planners‟ planning workshop
Inputs: Results of municipal integrated threats analysis; latest CLWUP and
FLUP
Outputs: ECAN Management Plan with zonal and suprazonal (cross-cutting)
actions
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This final stage of planning is concerned with determining the sustainable
development actions in the ECAN zones and resources therein. The planning framework
will be guided by the tripartite features of SEP (ecological viability, social acceptability,
and integrated approach) and the ECAN guidelines, as well as the strategies/actions in the
CLWUP and the findings of the integrated threats analysis. The workshop facilitator has
to reiterate that the core philosophy or principle of the planning activity is “sustainable
development” and the primary strategy is ECAN Zoning. Note that some steps are
optional due to the additional level of analysis that may be required to satisfy them.

4.2.8.1 Agree on a set of sustainable development core themes (or systems of
interest) and prepare log frame for each
The core themes can be ecosystems, resources, or sectors present in the
municipality. It can also be the ongoing threat (problems and issues) identified in the
integrated threats analysis. As an alternative, the planners may decide to focus on the
ECAN zones as the systems of interest and disaggregate the resources found in each
zone. The following is a sample log frame for the forestry sector, from the Philippine
Council for Sustainable Development (Phil-CSD) (see Table 52)
Table 52. Sample log frame for the forestry sector (Phil-CSD 2013)

The themes can be further classified into three clusters (see Table 53):
Environment, Socioeconomic, and Governance. The following is a sample set of core
themes for Palawan at the provincial level.

Table 53. Sample core themes for sustainable development planning
Cluster
Core theme/ecosystem/resource/sector
Environment
Fisheries (including CRM, pearl farms, LRFF)
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Cluster

Core theme/ecosystem/resource/sector
Forest Environment (including Catchment Management and
Development)
Mining and Mineral Resources Development
Water Resources
Agriculture, Land, and Soil (Lowland Resources Development)
Wildlife and Biodiversity
Cave and Cave Resources
Boundary Delineation of Core Zones on the Ground
Ecosystem Rehabilitation
Socioeconomic
Ecotourism Development and Visitor Management
Power and Sustainable Energy (including offshore/oil and gas,
renewable energy)
Urbanization (Sustainable City and Urban Centers)
Sustainable Industries (including ICT, green jobs creation)
Ancestral Domains
Basic Services Delivery (Food, Health, Education, Housing,
Work/Employment)
Infrastructure (Water, Transport, Communication)
Solid Waste Management
Population and Migration
Sustainable Livelihood Development
Governance
Climate Change Adaptation
Disaster Risk Reduction and Management
Institutional Arrangements for SD and GE
Partnerships/Linkages/Participation (how to maximize)
Law Enforcement
Sustainable Financing
Institutionalization of ECAN Zoning and Management Guidelines
Policy Reforms
Mechanisms: (cross-cutting across all four clusters)
Environmental Education / IEC / Institutional Capacity Building Environmental
Monitoring and Evaluation R & D

4.2.8.2 Identify applicable (i) SEP criterion (optional) and corresponding (ii)
objectives and (iii) strategies for each core theme
This step makes sure that the actions for each core theme are compliant to the SEP
as the overarching planning framework. The minimum sustainability criteria for projects
in Palawan, as defined in the SEP Law, are ecological viability, social acceptability, and
integrated approach.
Additional criteria can be introduced to enhance the SEP criteria and make it
compliant to a desirable goal (e.g., fulfillment of the requirements for a smooth transition
toward a green economy). The following is a list of criteria and corresponding indicators
that can be used in the ECAN planning process (see Table 54). The first three are
required while the next three are recommended for inclusion.
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Table 54. Possible sustainability criteria for projects in Palawan
Criteria (how to make sure the core theme actions are compliant to principles of
SEP and Green Economy)
1. Ecological viability (intact physical and biological cycles, enhanced/restored natural
capital and environmental stock and quality; sustainable resource stock)
2. Social acceptability (participatory; commitment; equity in
access/distribution/benefits)
3. Integrated approach (holism; coordination and sharing; political will)
4. Rights-based development (poverty alleviation; protection, fulfillment, and respect
for social and economic rights)
5. Climate-smart (reduced carbon emissions; enhanced carbon stock; decreased
vulnerability to climate change impacts; efficiency in production and resource use)
6. Good governance (increased knowledge and capacity for environmental stewardship;
transparency and accountability)
4.2.8.3 Identify (i) courses of action, (ii) coverage (municipality, barangay,
sitio, or any applicable management unit), and (iii) indicators for each
criterion/objective/strategy
The courses of action per criteria are policy covers, plans, programs and projects
(PPPP). They may be existing actions, partially implemented, or proposed. Indicators, on
the other hand, are objectively verifiable and measurable.
Below is a sample of the arsenal of PPP for the establishment of a green economy
in the sector of forest and biodiversity (see Table 55). The selected principles are given
as the heading of columns 2 to 4.
Table 55. Possible courses of action in the forest and biodiversity sector (Phil-CSD 2013)
Resource/
Stock Restoration,
Equity and Poverty
Production
Sector or
Sustainability
Alleviation
Efficiency
Ecosystem
Forest
Environment,
Biodiversity
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Delineation of forest
protection (no-go) areas
(headwater, rich
biodiversity, others) (Pi);

Full recognition and
provision of ancestral
domain rights (PI)

Institution of sustainable
yield harvesting (Annual
Allowable Cut); (Ex)
Implement National
Biodiversity
Strategic Action Plan (Ex);
the
National Action Plan for
the Sustainable Use and
Protection

Institution of
communitybased or
common property
management system;
(Ex, PI)
Establishment of
community-managed
ecosystem; (PI)

Valuation of
forest land
use based on
alternative
economic
products and
ecosystem/
watershed
services; (PI)
Institution of
forest
resource and
damage
charges; (PI)
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Resource/
Sector or
Ecosystem

Stock Restoration,
Sustainability

of Peat lands (PI)
Implement the National
Wetlands Action Plan (Pr)
Wildlife collection quota
(Ex)
Imposition of damage
charge; %age of excess
profit (rent) for forest
maintenance and
rehabilitation; (PI)
Setting of moratorium on
resource use to rehabilitate
and restore degraded
ecosystem,
and recover threatened
species;
(PI)
Effective management of
PAs, restricting access and
particular extractive landuse practices
(Ex)

Equity and Poverty
Alleviation

Promotion of
cooperative marketing
of processed forest,
wood, non-timber
products; (PI)
Setting of environment
and resource use &
damage charges to
revert back to the
sector, the local forest
area, and community
(not to the General
Fund) for
environmental
maintenance and
livelihood; (PI)
Forest and biodiversity
protection and
conservation
supported by
the international
community and
multilateral agencies.
(PI)

Production
Efficiency

Collection of
fees for
environmental
services;
(PI)
Promotion of
ecotourism;
(Ex, PI)
Payments for
carbon
sequestration
(application
of REDD+);
(PI)
Institute
sustainable
wildlife
resource
schemes for
the wild life
industry
(Ex)

Prevention of the entry of/
eradication of alien species
that
could threaten the
ecosystem;
(Ex)
Payments for forest
services conservation. (PI)
Specify the particular
targets for production and
ecological services (Pr)

4.2.8.4 Identify applicable ECAN zone for each course of action.
This is applicable for zonal actions only, which are actions that fall on one or
several specific ECAN zones in the terrestrial, coastal/marine, or tribal ancestral
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component. The assignment of ECAN zones will be based on allowable and prohibited
uses per ECAN zone as specified in the ECAN policies and guidelines.

4.2.8.5 Identify the (i) implementation schedule, (ii) budgetary requirement,
and (iii) agencies responsible / funding source for each course of action
The results of the municipal integrated threats analysis can be interfaced or
integrated with this step. The peculiarities of intervention per coverage/site may be
discussed further in the plan.
The following is a matrix summarizing the steps taken to come up with a detailed
local

ECAN

zones

management

plan.

Budgetary

requirement,

schedule

of

implementation, funding source, and agencies responsible per course of action may be
added as columns of this matrix (see Table 56).
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Sector (SocioInstitutional,
economic
environment

Action

Result

Table 56. Possible courses of action in the municipality
Leadand
ECAN
Support
Geographic
Timetable
ZOone
Organization

Core theme/ Problems and issues/ Ecosystem/ Resource
Action 1
Action 2
Action 3
Core theme/ Problems and issues/ Ecosystem/ Resource
Action 1
Action 2
Action 3
* These fields are optional and require further time to conduct participatory workshop with municipal stakeholders

AGUILA, C.P. | GAPAY, I. | NONATO, Q.I. | SIMPAO, A.D. | TIROL, R.P.
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CHAPTER 5
Integrated Threats Analysis

An integrated threats analysis is a comprehensive investigation and analysis of
various existing and projected problems confronting a locality. It is a tool for analyzing
the complex problems and issues in a chosen area. Threats analysis may reveal subtle
patterns and causes of issues and problems. The results of the analysis can aid in
desicion-making and priority-setting of planners. For instance, planners are able to
identify the type of project intervention required and allocate the type of resources
needed in a priority area. Furthermore, the results can guide the course of project actions
as well as offer optimal solutions to identified the problems (PCSD ECAN Zone
Management Plan for the Municipality of San Vicente, 2014).

5.1 Objectives of Threat Analysis
The general objective for the threats analysis is to identify potential high impact
and cost-effective programs and projects for the local area of interest. The programs and
projects are expected to contribute to sustainable development of the target localities,
both the barangay and municipal levels. These programs are recommended for the
concerned stakeholders to pursue in the municipality for the next five years. The specific
objectives of the analysis are:
a. To be able to identify the threats/problems in the target locality;
b. To be able to analyze threats relationships (problems/opportunities);
c. To be able to formulate possible solutions to address the identified
threats/problems; and
d. To be able to serve as a basis of ECAN guidelines, programs, and projects in this
plan.
5.2 Framework of Integrated Threats Analysis
The identified threats/problems all lead to the „biodiversity‟ as their target.
The operational definition of “threat” can be historical, potential, or existing
danger, stress or pressure to a target in the environment. The target of the threat is any
one of a species, an area, or a macro-level area. In this study, the target is the entire
municipality. The propagation of threat gives injury or harm to the target coastal
community or to its aspiration toward sustainable development (PCSD ECAN Zone
Management Plan, 2014).
The following definitions are relevant to this study. Although these terms pertain
to „biodiversity‟ as the general target of threat, they can also be generalized to the
„Sustainable development‟ of the locality:
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Direct threats: The proximate human activities or processes and natural events
that have caused, are causing, or may cause unsustainable development and/or the
destruction, degradation, or impairment of biodiversity.

•

Contributing factors: The ultimate factors that enable the occurrence or
persistence of proximate direct threats.

•

Contributing factors or underlying causes are subdivided into indirect threats
and opportunities in situational analysis.

•

Sustainable development actions: Interventions undertaken by project staff or
partners designed to reach the project‟ s objectives and sustainable development
goals.
The general framework used to ascertain the threats to local sustainable

development is the "cause-and-effect analysis”. The normative causation of threat usually
propagates from the domain of the environment to social, economic, and political arenas.
Careful planning and intervention for project success can be integrated into the
causal chain by directly specifying activities/actions and monitoring their outcomes. A
general model of a project intervention chain must recognize that the action to solve or
address threats can be applied not only to the direct threats but also to underlying causes
and to the targets themselves (PCSD ECAN Zone Management Plan, 2014).
Figure 37 shows the framework used for the integrated threats analysis. In this
model, “conservation actions‟ are generalized as “sustainable development actions‟ in
order to highlight not only the role of the conservation but also of economic development
in providing concrete solutions to address the identified problems and threats. Also, the
biodiversity target is generalized into the entire ECAN of the target locality and all
resources therein.

Figure 37. A proposed general model of a sustainable development project
(Source: PCSD, 2016a)
The determination of solutions, strategies, or new projects to break the
hierarchical chain of threats requires a situational analysis. The framework entails the
following assumptions:
1. Threats are the same as the problems and issues in the community.
2. The needs and priorities of the community are the combination of threats and
opportunities existing in that community.
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3. Identifying threats/problems/issues in a community and evaluating them side
by side with needs/priorities and opportunities will lead to the identification of
new projects that could address them.
4. Actions and solutions that are presented in the desired new projects should be
sustainable. These are expected to give high impact and cost-effective, and
economically viable, socially acceptable and holistic in approach, according to
the Strategic Environmental Plan for Palawan Act (SEP Law).

5.3 Methods
The table below (see Table 57) summarizes the major steps that are involved in
conducting the integrated threats analysis.
Step
1
2

3

4
5

6
7
8
9

Table 57. Major steps of threats and solution analysis
Action
Instrument
Outputs
Interview with the department heads,
KII
Threats
staff, and locals.
Reviewed the different plans in the
FGD
municipality. The threats in each
plan are also listed.
Consolidated
all
the
threats
FGD
Threats analysis
identified in the interview and
review of plans.
Categorized the identified threats
FGD
Presentation for the
into three sectors and sub-sectors.
workshop
Gathered the baseline data for the
KII
Municipal Profile,
identified threats.
Baseline data for
Threats table
Validated the data gathered
ECAN
Prioritization of
workshop
threats
Integrated the revisions made in the
FGD
workshop
Analyze the relationships of the
FGD
Processed problem
identified threats
trees
Prepare the generic list of problems
FGD
Solutions matrix

In conducting the integrated threats analysis, key informant interview was done. A
questionnaire was prepared. One is allotted for stocktaking while the other was for threats
analysis.

In order to ensure the active participation of multiple stakeholders, local

informants from various stakeholder groups are identified. The target informants for the
interview are the ECAN planners and stakeholders. The following are the identified
informants for the interview:
a. Women
b. Children and Youth
c. Indigenous People
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d. Religious Community
e. Scientific and Technological Community
f. Business and Industry
g. People‟ s organizations (Workers, Farmers, Trade Union)
h. Non-government Organizations
i. Small Forest Landowners
j. Local Authorities (department heads of MAO, MTO, MPDC, PAO,
MEDO, MEEDO, MSWD, and Office of the Mayor)
Aside from conducting the interview, the plans available in the municipality are
reviewed. The threats presented in these plans are also listed. After listing down these
threats, these are combined with the threats identified in the interview. These threats are
later on categorized into three sectors: socio-institutional, economic and environmental.
In categorizing the threats, it is better that no threats should repeated twice. The identified
threats are later on divided into different sub-sectors.
In order to support the threats being identified, baseline data is needed. The
baseline data is gathered from the different offices. And through the ECAN workshop,
these threats and the baseline are validated. The inputs made were also used for revising
the data gathered.

5.4 Results and Discussion
In Figure 38, it shows the summary of the identified major problems, issues, and
threats identified. Data were gathered through key informant interviews and conduct of
ECAN workshop participated in by stakeholders that serve who are representative of El
Nido municipality. These identified problems, issues, and threats have been categorized
as follows: socio-institutional, economic and environmental sectors.
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Figure 38. Interrelationship of Threats in El Nido Municipality
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5.2 Sectoral Threats
5.2.1 Socio-Institutional Sector
(1) Limited access to power supply. Eight barangays (Maligaya, Buena Suerte,
Corong-Corong, Masagana, Villa Libertad, Pasadeña, Barotuan and Bucana) were found
to have 24-hour power supply. Meanwhile, 10 barangays (Aberawan, Bagong Bayan,
Bebeladan, Mabini, Manlag, New Ibajay, San Fernando, Sibaltan, Teneguiban, and Villa
Paz) could only access a 12-hour power supply through alternative energy sources such
as solar power and generators.
(2) Insufficient supply of potable water. This is considered to be one of the major
problems since 983 households do not have access to clean water source (CBMS, 2011).
The lack of potable water has resulted in high recorded incidents of Hepatitis A and
diarrhea in the municipality.
(3) Limited access to health care services and personnel. Although there are 15
barangay health stations, 5 satellite clinics, and 1 rural health unit, these are still
insufficient in treating more serious and complex medical cases due to lack of advanced
medical facilities, few medical personnel, and limited availability of medicines. Thus,
patients are advised to go to the North District Hospital in Taytay municipality or to
Puerto Princesa for proper medical treatment.
(4) Limited communication facilities. SMART and Globe are the only service
providers in El Nido. Although communication satellites have been set up, the signals
tend to be weak due to the rough geography of the area. Because of poor signals, access
to communication is limited in some barangays.
(5) Limited educational facilities and personnel. The municipality has 1 central
elementary school, 26 barangay schools, 8 national high schools, 2 private schools, and 2
universities located in the Poblacion. Nevertheless, most of the schools are still in need of
additional teachers and facilities such as classroom, computer, library, functional canteen,
multi-purpose hall, and gym. By addressing these issues, school performance can be
enhanced and teacher to student ratio can be improved. Consequently, better student
learning is achieved.
(6) Limited security. Only 23 police personnel operate to ensure people‟s safety
and security in the whole municipality. Police headquarters are located in the Poblacion
area. The police-to-population ratio of 1:1,820 is markedly insufficient as compared with
the required standard ratio of 1:1,000. As a result, a number of cases of drug trafficking,
prostitution, and rape have been recorded. In addition, cases of students engaged in
gambling, drinking, alcohol, cigarette smoking, and gang-related activities have been
increasing. There is a need to improve police visibility in the municipality for security of
both residents and tourists. In addition, El Nido has only one fire station and one fire
truck to service the entire municipality. As such it is necessary to build additional fire
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stations and acquire more firefighting equipment for greater security of El Nido
municipality.
(7) Limited benefits for IPs. Although El Nido is experiencing economic boom, the
benefits to indigenous people are little or almost nil. Community-based tours operated by
locals should be developed as source of livelihood for IPs. These tours can boost income
for IPs. Furthermore, such tours can raise awareness about the culture of IPs in El Nido.
(8) Increasing number of informal settlers. About 335 households have been
recorded as informal settlers in El Nido (CBMS, 2011). The number of informal settlers
has been increasing in 8 barangays, particularly in Barotuan, Pasadeña, San Fernando,
Bucana, New Ibajay, Bebeladan, Buena Suerte, Maligaya, and Masagana. The growing
population of informal settlers is alarming and potentially a recurring problem. As the
number of informal settlers continues to increase, more and more people will need
relocation from hazardous and/or restricted areas.

5.2.2 Economic Sector
(1) Threatened food security due to low agricultural and fisheries production.
(a) Land conversion. Based on the existing land use of El Nido, 86.91% of the
total land area is devoted to agricultural land. While the municipality is largely composed
of agricultural areas, not all of these are utilized for agriculture. In fact, private
companies are keenly interested in these agricultural areas. Some of the agricultural areas
have been converted into urban areas or plantation sites. Such conversion has resulted
into cases of illegal expansion. If this situation is not addressed, El Nido will lose its
agricultural lands.
(b) Lack of irrigation system. This was considered as the primary reason for
low agricultural productivity in the area. El Nido has limited water supply due to drying
up of its water sources. The municipality has only 5 functional irrigation systems. These
are found in Barangays Mabini, Sibaltan, Teneguiban (SitioMarandao), Barotuan (Happy
Valley), and Aberawan (Langib-langiban). These irrigation systems are insufficient to
support the 14 farming-dependent barangays of El Nido.
(c) High cost of farm inputs. Due to poor soil condition, the application of
fertilizers has been necessary to achieve maximum yield of farm crops. But farmers can
barely afford the high cost of fertilizers. Hence, soil fertility is not properly maintained.
This results in low agricultural productivity. Discouraged by poor soil fertility and low
crop production, farmers tend to engage in tourism-related activities or businesses that
can provide higher income.
(d) Crop infestation due to invasive or problematic species. Pests such as rice
bugs, rice black bugs, rats, and borers are common problems in the municipality of El
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Nido (MAO, 2015). These pest species, which are most abundant during the rainy season,
usually attack rice and corn crops. With pest infestation of crops, productivity is reduced.
(e) Limited financial institutions for farmers. Due to low income caused by
declining agricultural productivity, an average farmer cannot afford high prices of farm
inputs. Most farmers tend to depend on farm inputs provided by government but these
inputs are not sufficient to support them. Other farmers source loans informally from
family members and friends to purchase farm inputs. Such loans add to their debts. To
assist farmers, the government should provide for a program on low interest loans that
farmers can avail themselves of and can afford to pay in due time.
(f) Decline of fish catch. In 2014, fish volume in El Nido was 261.40 metric tons.
This volume was quite low as compared with 432.23 metric tons of fish recorded in 2013.
Several factors account for the observed decline of fish catch. The main causal factor was
the proliferation in the use of dynamite and cyanide fishing methods. Other identified
factors were pollution from improper household waste disposal, chemical wastes, and
sediments from farmlands and kaingin areas.
(g) Lack of cattle breeding stock. To solve this problem, MAO and PCSD have
implemented programs on cattle dispersal and import of cattle sperm cells from the
Animal Science Division of the University of the Philippines Los Baños. However, these
attempts have failed due to a variety of reasons. Lack of cattle breeding stock continues
to be a prevalent problem in El Nido and needs to be seriously addressed.
(2) Insufficient production of basic goods. The municipality of El Nido is hardly
self-sufficient in provision of basic commodities. It mostly depends on outside sources
such as Metro Manila, Puerto Princesa, and other nearby municipalities for basic goods.
Certain physical and topographical factors and local cultural practices hamper the
production of basic commodities. In addition, farmers produce goods mostly for home
consumption. Farm production supplies some of the family‟s basic needs. Only a small
surplus goes to the local market.
(3) High prices of basic commodities.

Dictated by the theory of supply and

demand, basic commodities in El Nido have relatively high prices due to greater amount
demanded than amount supplied. Also, imported goods incur additional costs for
transportation. This results in low purchasing power among households. Household
incomes can hardly cope with high prices.
(4) Lack of alternative livelihood. Northern Palawan has been the target of
impoverished migrants from Visayas and Mindanao the last three decades (PCSD Ecan
Zones Management Plan of El Nido Municipality, 2006). To survive, these migrants
engage in extraction activities such as kaingin farming, illegal fishing, and petty trading
in El Nido. Alternative and sustainable livelihood programs are needed. Factors such as
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household conditions, commercial systems, basic infrastructures, and current policies
should be considered in livelihood development.
(5) Limited infrastructure support and market linkages. Lack of farm-to-market
roads adds to production expenses. The high prices of products ultimately end up in the
hands of consumers. Likewise, poor linkage exists between local producer units and
tourism industry for marketing of local products such as handicrafts, cashew nuts, and
rice.
(6) Limited space in urban center. The Poblacion is near the Bacuit Bay area.
Despite narrow road spaces, tourism-related establishments aggregate in the area. This
leads to overcrowding of establishments and congested roads. To address these problems,
the LGU has developed Special Development Areas which shall serve as new towns
where basic social and physical infrastructures are provided. These areas comprise 150
hectares which include the new government center in Barangays Villa Libertad and
Pasadeña where lands are currently utilized for marginal agricultural production and
other portions are brush land. Moreover, the LGU will designate the entire urban core as
tourism-commercial areas except those occupied by institutional structures and those
physically restrained to develop as such.
(7) No permanent one-stop-shop business center.

Together with the Zoning

Office, the MHO, MEO, and MTO temporarily open a one-stop-shop center in the
municipal lobby every January 2 to 20. However, some residents found it difficult or
tedious to acquire a permit. As a result they look for faster ways to process their
documents and do not go through the proper permitting procedure, which results in the
illegal use of public land. Consequently, the LGU faces a greater challenge on how to
regulate establishments in the municipality.
(8) Lack of tourism standards. Tourism standards are poorly met. For instance,
restaurants and hotels were relatively unhealthy and unsanitary. This has caused low
tourist satisfaction. In 2014, 21 restaurants, 5 hotels, and 5 boarding houses did not have
health and sanitation permits.
(9) Need for unique El Nido branding. El Nido has its unique souvenirs and
distinct cuisine that makes it a popular and attractive tourist destination. However, these
are not properly branded and showcased. Although buli bags, balinsasayaw or Nido soup
and wakwak are well-known, they are also available in other places. The lack of a
conservation center on archaeological materials and relics is also one of the concerns of
the municipality regarding its unique branding. The lack of a center to preserve cultural
artifacts causes limited opportunity to showcase the culture and history of El Nido to
tourists. Only 3 museums are found in the municipality: Sibaltan Archaeology Museum,
Baylay Cuyunon House Museum, and Pangko Maritime Museum. However, these are not
enough to showcase the history of El Nido.
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(10) Unregulated tour prices and sale of tour packages. Tour packages and prices
are apparently unregulated in the municipality. This lowers the municipal income and
profit of tourism agencies that offer regular tour price rates. El Nido tour packages in
Puerto Princesa are sold lower than the price floor ranging from Php 1,200 to Php 1,500
depending on the tour type. To address this, the municipal government has established 5
information centers in the Poblacion area: Kalitang Beach, Nacpan Beach, Barangay
Barotuan, Barangay New Ibajay, Sitio Calitang. These are viewed as insufficient in
regulating tour prices and selling of tour packages.
(11) Lack of tourism office staff.

This limits the execution of projects and

programs. Currently, the MTO has 33 tourism staff with 2 permanent staff. However, it
needs 12 additional staff – 6 personnel for reef watch, 2 auxiliary police, and 4
information officers. The lack of tourism office staff leads to unregulated construction of
tourism infrastructures which disrupts the natural ecosystem, reduces the aesthetic value
of small islands, and pollutes the environment. One example is the unregulated
construction of toilet facilities in the tourist destinations which causes pollution. In 2014,
4 public toilet facilities were constructed in Shimizu Island, Snake Island, Pasandigan
Beach, and 7 Commando Island.
(12) Exceeding carrying capacity.

The carrying capacity of the municipality for

tourists exceeded the normal level. Tourist arrivals increased by nearly 30% each year
over a three-year period. In 2011, the number of tourists was 37,233. It went up to
50,876 in 2012 and 64,896 in 2013. The high influx of tourists during day tours
aggravates pollution and degrades most of the tourism sites.
(13) Limited credit card and cash counters.

Only few establishments offer

payment via credit cards and there are only a limited number of cash counters in the
municipality. This limits the payment options of tourists. About 5 pawnshops and 1
bank are functional in El Nido as of 2015.
(14) Employment of locals in tourism below 70%. The tourism sector generates
low income for residents since less than 70% of tourism employees are actually residents
of the municipality. Simultaneously, the rate of employees who migrate to other areas is
going up.

5.2.3 Environmental Sector
(1) Illegal practices of resource extraction. Despite the efforts of the municipality
in combatting illegal practices, poaching and illegal logging are still evident. For
instance, the Protected Area Office reported several cases of illegal logging in timberland
areas in Sitio Happy Valley in Brgy. Barotuan and in Barangays Bagong Bayan, Bucana,
Manlag, New Ibajay, Pasadeña, Sibaltan, Teneguiban, Villa Libertad, and Villa Paz.
Illegal logging persists due to limited resources of lumber for local use. People who
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depend on fuelwood mostly resort to illegal activities. In 2014, authorities reported 4
cases of illegal chainsaw logging. The Protected Area Office confiscated around 4,817
board ft. lumber in 2014 and 3, 961 board ft. in 2013.
Illegal activities also occurred in mangrove areas. Based on reports filed in 2014,
illegal cutting affected about 2, 774 hectares of mangroves with 34 cases recorded.
Meanwhile, 26 cases of mangrove charcoal making were documented. These happened in
Barangays Barotuan, Bucana, Villa Paz, and Aberawan. Continuous illegal activities
hasten habitat destruction since mangrove areas are nesting ground for shrimps and other
aquatic organisms. Mangroves also serve as protection against tsunamis and storm
surges. While the local government is acting on illegal mangrove cutting, it should
prioritize strict implementation of laws.
(2) Kaingin. Slash and burn farming or kaingin is another major illegal activity in
the municipality. Specific forest areas are cleared out by burning in order to convert the
land forf other uses such as vegetation or charcoal making that result in loss of
biodiversity. In El Nido, kaingin is highly evident in the immediate terrestrial zones,
specifically traditional use zones in Barangays Barotuan, Bucana, Villa Paz and
Aberawan. In 2014, Protected Area Office reported 63 sacks collected from charcoalkaingin.
(3) Poaching of wildlife and non-timber products. Even though only 4 cases of
wildlife poaching were reported in 2012, its effects are still widely observed in El Nido.
The most commonly poached wildlife product is the balinsasayaw. Despite heavy
protection of caves from theft of bird‟s nests, production has declined due to
overharvesting. Gatherers and local environmentalists noted the appearance of mouth
sores in many of the swiftlets. Such mouth sores are symptoms of stress in birds forced to
replace nests in shortened nesting cycles. Besides the balinsasayaw, dugong, turtle eggs,
coral, sea horse, and abalones are poached, too. The major threats to marine mammals
and sea turtles were dynamite and cyanide fishing and accidental catch in fish nets
especially of dugongs and turtles. When caught, dugongs are often slaughtered while
turtles are mostly released.
A common threat in turtles‟ nesting sites comes from settlements near the shore.
The noise from settlement areas deters nesters from their egg laying while the lights
disorient newly hatched turtles from making it to the sea.
On the other hand, the municipality‟s secondary growth forests have been used
for upland farming and source of non-timber products such as honey, wild vines, palm,
and bamboo for handicrafts and cogon for shingle making. El Nido‟s tribal people, the
Tagbanuas and the Bataks, augment their farm incomes with honey and rattan gathering.
The forest is also a source of wild pigs and other animals for food.
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(4) Illegal quarrying.

This took place in some parts of Barangays Barotuan,

Pasadeña, Villa Paz, Sibaltan, New Ibajay, and Maligaya. In quarrying, certain parts of
the mountain are cut, dug, or blasted to extract gravel, sand, and minerals. In some
instances, individuals quarry parts of the buffer zone thus, degrading the archaeological
sites, specifically caves.
(5) Illegal fishing. Brgy. Pasadeña had the highest record of illegal fishing. In 2015,
authorities reported 60 cases of illegal fishing, 1 illegal entry within the coastal area, and
use of 12 compressors. Large commercial fishing vessels usually encroach in municipal
waters. They damage coral reefs and spill poisonous chemicals in water bodies. Dynamite
and cyanide fishing still occurs in the municipality. These practices damage the habitat of
marine resources and the coral reefs. The rate of degradation supersedes the recovery rate
of reef ecosystem in the municipality.
(6) Encroachment of settlements to watershed areas. These settlements cause
erosion, landslide, and mudslide. They also damage the natural habitat in watersheds.
(7) Unmanaged solid wastes.

Wastes continue to increase due to the presence of

households and tourism industries. Laws on proper solid waste management are not
strictly enforced in the municipality. To address unmanaged wastes, the local government
provides one pickup truck to collect wastes weekly. However, one truck is insufficient to
collect wastes in various barangays. As much as possible, one to two trucks per barangay
should be provided, depending on the size of the barangay. Aside from garbage
collection, people dump their wastes in pits, burn their garbage, or use composting.
(8) Lack of waste water treatment in establishments and households. Waste water
is directly disposed into coastal areas. As a result, coliform builds up in levels higher than
what humans can tolerate. This produces a high bacterial level which can cause serious
infection and illness. In addition, the presence of coliform negatively affects residents,
tourists, and visitors. Aesthetically, coliform creates an eyesore and poses health hazards
to tourists and local people. Consequently, coliform leaves a negative impact on the
tourism industry. To address this issue, the local government provided 1 dislodging
truck/tank to dislodge water from establishments.
(9) Low budget allocated for environmental management programs. The local
government has little budget for environmental management. Basically, the Eco-Tourism
Development Fee (EDTF) is the source of fund for environmental programs. In 2013, the
total ETDF collection amounted to Php10, 051, 450. From this ETDF amount, 50% or
Php5, 025, 725 supports tourism and environmental projects. However, this amount is
insufficient to sustain the various projects implemented in the barangay.
(10) Absence of permanent MENRO office. Currently, the Municipal
Environmental Desk Office of the LGU serves as the MENRO office. Since the MENRO
is not yet established, environmental law enforcement is weak; prosecution of
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environmental law violators is slow; personnel are lacking; and budget for environmental
programs and projects is low.
(11) Limited number of environmental management personnel.

The lack of

budget for environmental programs and projects compromises the appointment of
environmental management personnel. As a result, the number of rangers for terrestrial
protection and bantay-dagat for coastal/marine protection is inadequate. This weakens
the efficiency of law enforcement in El Nido.
(12) Non-compliance to local and national policies.

The national building code

and zoning ordinance, among other policies, are not strictly followed in El Nido. In 2015,
37 buildings were constructed without permits. Of this number, 13 are found in Brgy.
Maligaya; 10 in Brgy. Buena Suerte; 6 in Brgy. Masagana; 5 in Brgy. Corong-Corong;
and 3 in Brgy. Villa Libertad.

5.3 Current Initiatives in Environmental Governance
Table 58 gives a summary of the current initiatives of the local government of El
Nido, along with its ECAN Board and partners, in environmental governance.
Table 58. Current initiatives on environmental governance in El Nido
Aspect of Environmental
Current Initiative
Governance
1. Stakeholders‟ participation in the
 Confirm viability of land for commercial
protection, conservation,
use
development, exploitation, and
 Conduct surveys on septic tank
restoration of natural resources
performance and specifications
 Create Septage Management Committee
 Produce IEC materials on management
of septic tanks
 Coordinate with concerned agencies and
the community by providing necessary
information
 Address environmental planning related
concerns
 Establish nursery
 Organize clean-up, tree planting
activities, and tourism initiatives (e.g.,
adopt-a-reef)
 Provide agricultural infrastructure and
technology (e.g., farm-to-market roads)
 Regularly patrol and monitor protected
areas
 Evaluate environmental management
practices using management
effectiveness tool
2. Encroachment of commercial
 Conduct regular patrolling
fishing vessels on municipal
 Create reef watch team
waters
 Apprehend encroaching vessels
3. Treatment of protected areas
 Implement projects on coral
under the NIPAS (including
rehabilitation
114
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Aspect of Environmental
Governance
barangay/municipal declared PAs)

3. Treatment of protected areas under
the NIPAS (including
barangay/municipal declared PAs)

4. Inter-agency participation

5. Protection of coastal/marine areas
and enforcement of fishery laws

6. Monitoring and evaluation
schemes (includes coastal
pollution monitoring and control
to understand water pollution of
the area and to institute measures
complementary to PCSDS
environmental quality regulation)
115

Current Initiative
 Conduct water sampling for water
quality testing
 Establish checkpoints in protected areas
 Develop eco-friendly treatments to be
applied in protected areas
 Manage sanitation of protected areas
 Coordinate with PAMB for issuance of
zoning clearances
 Refer to NIPAS guidelines for zoning in
the municipality
 Conduct environmental advocacies such
as “Pista ng Kagubatan”
 Implement CLWUP through division of
protected areas into clusters
 Coordinate with Municipal Sewage
Management Authority, Anti-Peddling
Taskforce, Terminal Board, MEEDO
Board, Market Committee, Traffic
Management Group, World Wildlife
Fund, El Nido Foundation, PCSDS,
DENR, CENRO, PAO, PAMB, Palawan
NGO Network Inc., Task Force Bantay
Palawan, ECAN Board, PNP, Coast
Guard, Zoning Office, Engineering
Office, Sanitation and Inspection Office,
Municipal Tourism Council, MDRRMC,
ENELEC, Project Design Committee,
DSWD, NGOs, LPRAT, MESWMB,
and WATSAN
 Oversee the implementation of RA 550
in the municipality
 Establish enforcement team to protect
coastal areas and enforce fishery laws
 Provide additional manpower for
enforcement teams
 Conduct surveillance of fishery laws
 Ensure compliance on proper distance of
developed area to coastline
 Coordinate with DENR on mangrove
plantations
 Coordinate with El Nido Foundation
 Carry out IEC activities; evaluate
management plans
 Be involved in cleaning shorelines
 Assign informants for violators in each
barangay
 Conduct regular water quality
monitoring
 Update ECAN Board and adopt ECAN
zoning
 Conduct site inspection in tourism areas
 Make a proposal for waste water
treatment plant
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Aspect of Environmental
Governance
7. Regulatory measures or permitting
system

8. Application of resource rents or
use charges

9. Management of funds from
proceeds of license fees

10. Allowable activities for each
zone(CLUP land use zones and/or
ECAN zones)

11. Development activities in small
islands

Aspect of Environmental
Governance
12. Waste disposal and sewage (solid
and liquid waste)

13. Provision of alternative livelihood
116

Current Initiative
 Conduct IEC activities
 Collect boat management fees,
regulatory fishing fees, and special fees
 Issue PA permits, licenses, mayor‟s
permits, PCSD clearance, zoning
certifications, location clearances, and
tourism certification standards
 Conduct inventory of private land timber
permits
 Set up quarantines to prevent products
from being shipped out of the
municipality
 Allot general fund
 Implement eco-tourism development fee
 Collect environmental user fees

 Allot general fund
 Collect and disburse fees
 Provide for personal services and capital
outlay in the memorandum of expenses
 Manage accreditation for solicitations
and endorsements

 Ensure that projects have ECC
 Establish MPAs and mangrove areas
 Adhere to CLUP that is harmonized in
ECAN
 Propose activities go through public
hearings for approval
 Specify allowable activities for tourism
development in multiple use zones and
visitor‟s use areas
 Develop proposal for construction of
boat management facilities in small
islands
 Address issues and concerns on private
resort development in core zones in
small islands
 Maintain the condition of toilet facilities
and ranger stations
 Coordinate with other related offices

Current Initiative
 Encourage and promote waste
segregation in the municipality
 Make a proposal for centralized septic
tanks and waste water facilities
 Advocate use of waterless toilets
 Develop alternative livelihoods for
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projects






14. Protection of the access rights of
the community to the natural
resources






15. Migration and settlement within
the coastal areas





15. Migration and settlement within
the coastal areas





16. Appropriation of funds for the
implementation of the plan and
the management of the ECAN
zones

17. Other aspects identified to be
necessary and relevant

5.4 Opportunities
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garbage scavengers in the municipality‟s
dumpsite
Collaborate with BFAR for alternative
livelihood that utilizes seaweed
Conduct sustainable coral reef
environmental management program in
Barangay Buena Suerte
Promote sewage farming (e.g.,
mariculture and aquaculture)
Promote other forms of tourism (e.g.,
cultural tours, agri-tourism, archaeotourism) and farming system
Implement social services and social
protection programs
Follow proper zoning through ECAN
Establish MPAs
Conduct IEC activities
Issue permits in areas without good
access to roads
Advise settlers to leave and fence off
area
Monitor coastal areas
Look for safe relocation sites for
informal settlers
Advise settlers to leave and fence off
area
Monitor coastal areas
Look for safe relocation sites for
informal settlers

Allot funds for enforcement in
watersheds and for solid waste
collection
 Patrol core zones and prohibit human
activities in the area
 Allot 10% of environmental fees
collected for management of ECAN
zones
 Address problems such as sanitation and
management; special passes in
terminals; vendors that do not pay
permits; non-compliance with boat
management; illegal activities; wildlife
cutting; increase in tourism since it
affects carrying capacity and customer
satisfaction; limited number of staff;
need for women and child protection;
and poverty incidence
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(1) Presence of circumferential road that creates northern barangay cluster. This
circumferential road connects northern barangays and creates opportunity to form
northern cluster tourism circuit that involves upland areas to participate in diversifying
tourism industry in the municipality.
(2) Abundant and beautiful natural environment. El Nido is endowed with
astonishing natural environment covering ridge to reefs.

It has magnificent rock

formation made of limestone that can be viewed via motorboat or via land transport
coupled with a long stretch of white beaches. Caves with geologic value and waterfalls
are found in the upland barangay. Sunset by the bay is likewise, a unique experience in
El Nido. Both marine and upland areas have a great ecological and economic value.
(3) Currently identified to have low vulnerability to natural hazards.

The

geographic location of Palawan where El Nido is located was identified in various DRR
exercises as the safest place in the Philippines. According to Philvocs, Palawan is free
from volcanic hazard and less affected by earthquake. It is also located outside of the
Philippines‟ “typhoon path.”
(4) Direct Linkage to Metro Manila. Though a public airport is available in the
locality, a private airport provides Manila-El Nido direct connection and vice versa via
Inter-island Transvoyager Incorporated (ITI).
(5) Linkage to other neighboring tourist destinations. Boats going to Coron and
other neighboring municipalities are also available.
(6). Presence of active NGOs. Non-Government Organizations serve as a government
partner in Community Based Resource Management (CBRM) as main strategy with
support programs on primary health care and sustainable livelihood.
(7) Government support to environmental protection. El Nido has been included
in the declared mangrove swamps forest reserve by virtue of PD 2152 approved in 1981.
This issuance strengthens the legal mandate to safeguard the existing mangrove and
swamp areas which largely exist in the locality. The declaration of NIPAS Act, RA 7611SEP Law, Marine Turtle Sanctuary, and certain provision of Local Government Code of
1991 (Chapter I, Sec. 3 and 20) likewise provides the legal bases for the municipality to
preserve its natural resource for long term benefits.
(8) Institutionalized Eco-tourism Development Fee. This becomes the local source
of income to finance environment and tourism development programs.

.
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CHAPTER 6
ECAN Zones Management Plan

6.1 Goals and Objectives of the ECAN Zones Management Plan
Palawan‟ s economic potential hinges on several high-profit resource-based
industries such as tourism and fisheries. The increasing number of environmentally
critical projects puts pressure on the natural resources and this implies that regulation and
planning for sustainability must be institutionalized.
Through the SEP Law, the ECAN zoning is made the principal strategy on local area land
and water use planning. The strategy can be applied strategically over and above other
existing planning frameworks due to the adaptive and strategic nature of the ECAN
strategy itself.
The formulation of the ECAN Zones Management Plan is important in optimizing
the uses of Palawan lands and waters, as well as the maximization of benefits derived
from resources therein and the minimization of negative impacts from introduced
activities. At the municipal level, the plan can serve as a sustainable development master
plan or road map. It can delineate the options and strategies on land and water use and
can determine the most suitable industries in certain resource areas. To this end, the Plan
contains strategies for the proper allocation of assets, investments, and capital (social,
natural, and economic capital).

6.2 THE ECAN Zones of El Nido Municipality
6.2.1 Current Status of ECAN Zoning
At present, the Municipality of El Nido has adopted its latest terrestrial ECAN
Map in their updated CLUP. The following figure shows the ECAN Map (see Figure
39).
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Figure 39. Adopted ECAN Map of El Nido, Palawan (Source: PCSD, 2006a)
6.2.2 Municipal Breakdown of the ECAN Zones
The following table shows the land area and fraction of each ECAN zone in the
whole municipality of El Nido (see Table 59). The table shows that the ECAN of the
municipality contains equal opportunities for both land conservation and development,
with “protected zones” (Core zone and Restricted use) amounting to 45.9% of the land.
The remaining 54.1% can be devoted to a mix of development activities.
Table 59. Extent of ECAN Zones of El Nido, Palawan (Source: PCSD, 2006a)
ECAN Zone
Areas (has.)
Percentage (%)
Core Zones
16,898
30.66
Restricted Use Zones
8,398
15.24
Controlled Use Zones
970
1.76
120
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ECAN Zone
Traditional Use Zones
Multiple Use Zones
Total

Areas (has.)
16,908
11,929
55,103

Percentage (%)
30.68
21.65
100.00

6.3 Ridge-to-reef ECAN Management Framework and Land/Water Use Strategies
The ECAN zones management approach will be holistic and will follow the ridgeto-reef approach (see Table 60). The ridge-to-reef framework is a strategic approach to
the ECAN management and allows for cross-cutting strategies to be applied across the
ECAN zones on the ground. This means that the management options and strategies are
configured in such a way such that the sphere of influence of the upland includes the
lowland down to the sea.
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Component

Terrestrial

Coastal/
Marine

Table 60. Ridge-to-reef management framework of ECAN zones (Source: PCSD Municipality of
San Vicente ECAN Zones Management Plan, 2015-2020)
ECAN
Upland Areas
Buffer Zone
Lowland and Urban
Zone
(Upland and Lowland Management)
Biodiversity
Core Zone
conservation
Restricted use
Biodiversity
Watershed
area
conservation
management
Controlled use
Biodiversity
Watershed
Upland forest
area
conservation
management
management
Traditional use
Biodiversity
Watershed
Upland forest
Upland
area
conservation
management
management
stabilization
Multiple use
Biodiversity
Watershed
Upland forest
Upland
Lowland and urban
zone
conservation
management
management
stabilization
areas management
Coastal core
zone

Biodiversity
conservation

Watershed
management

Upland forest
management

Upland
stabilization

Lowland and urban
areas management

CRM + MPA
Management

Coastal
transition zone

Biodiversity
conservation

Watershed
management

Upland forest
management

Upland
stabilization

Lowland and urban
areas management

CRM + MPA
Management

Biodiversity
conservation

Watershed
management

Upland forest
management

Upland
stabilization

Lowland and urban
areas management

CRM + MPA
Management

Coastal
sustainable use
zone
Tribal ancestral Tribal ancestral
zone
lands
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The core zone will mainly use the strategy of biodiversity conservation due to its
limited activities. The strategy, however, is still flexible and not limiting because
biodiversity conservation still allows strategic activities and options that could be
introduces in the Core Zones (e.g., regulated ecotourism).
The Buffer Zone management strategies will range from biodiversity
conservation in areas that are pristine (as with core zones), watershed management (in
restricted use areas), upland forest management (in controlled use areas), and upland
stabilization (in traditional use areas). In addition to all these strategies, the Multiple Use
Zone will focus on lowland and urban area management.
The Coastal Zone will be managed through Coastal Resource Management and
MPA management in appropriate areas. Since the strategies in the upland will impact the
lowland and coastal areas, the whole gamut of strategies in the upland areas will be a
factor in managing the areas below it.
Note that some commercial activities (or projects) will require the SEP
Clearance. The following specific strategies are recommended to address general threats
to sustainable development in ECAN zones (see Table 61). These strategies can be
implemented across selected or all the ECAN zones.
Table 61. Recommended strategies to address general threats to
sustainable development of ECAN zones (Source: Municipality of
San Vicente ECAN Zones Management Plan, 2015-2020)
Threats to
Sustainable
Development
Inability to
provide for
basic needs
Threat to food
security

Livelihood
support

Biodiversity
loss

Protection and
preservation

Specific
Strategies

Conservation
and sustainable
use

Restoration
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Description

Target
ECAN
Zones
All ECAN zones

Remarks

All ECAN zones

Protection and
preservation of
resources in
areas highly
restricted to
human
activities
Restoration in
areas to be
“upgraded” or
reverted back
to
Core Zones

Core Zones (land
and water), but other
ECAN zones can
also allocate areas
for protection and
preservation
Buffer Zones (land
and water), but may
be expanded to
include the Core
Zone and Multiple
Use Zones

Restoration depends on
the ecological features of
the area being restored.

In Core Zones,
Limited restoration
activity only.
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Threats to
Sustainable
Development

Specific
Strategies
Rehabilitation

Natural
processes

Rehabilitation
in areas or
ecosystems
which are
degraded,
denuded, or
polluted and
require
intervention
such
as
reforestation,
replanting, or
adoption of
pollution
control
measures

Climate
Change
Adaptation

Disaster Risk
Reduction and
Management
Land-based
Conservation
stresses/
and suitable
use Law
pressures
enforcement
Unsound waste Solid waste
management
management
practices
Strong market Law
enforcement
demand for
resources
Permitting
system
Lack of
livelihood
opportunities

Description

Livelihood
support

Target
ECAN
Zones
Buffer Zone and
Multiple Use Zone
(land and water)

All ECAN zones,
especially geohazard areas

All ECAN zones,
but will depend on
existing
guidelinesCANnes
All ECAN zones

Quota system
to regulate
volume of
resource
harvesting

All ECAN zones

All ECAN zones

Reclamation or Reclamation or Multiple
conversion to
conversion to
Use Zone (land and
other uses
other uses in
water)
multiple use
zone (land and
water), or in
areas with less
productive
ecosystems
and where
existing land
uses are
irreversible
such that
restoration will
be costly,
and are
therefore best
124
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Threats to
Sustainable
Development

Specific
Strategies

Description

Target
ECAN
Zones

Remarks

suited for
conversion
into other uses
Lack of
industry
support

Industry
support

Uncertainty in
coastal/land
tenure
(property
rights)

Conflict
resolution

All ECAN zones

Market
creation

Low level of
IEC
sustainable
development
awareness
Political issues Capacity
building

Areas for
All ECAN zones
conflict
resolution are
those which
current or
proposed uses
under
approved
CLUWPs are
in conflict with
ECAN zoning.
Resolution
may involve
any
combination of
the following:
a) consultation
and
negotiation, b)
adjudication in
court, and c)
establishment
of
management
guidelines for
allowable and
prohibited uses

Land use situations that
may require conflict
resolution are as follows:
Built-up areas within
Core Zones or Restricted
Zones
• A&D lands within core
zones
• Settlements within
strict protection zones
of NIPAS
protected areas or thin
ECAN Core
Zones
• Communal
forest within Core Zone
• Agriculture and urban
development
in unclassified public
forest land
• Infrastructure s (roads,
power plants) within
Core Zones
• Fishponds in mangrove
areas
• Urban development
within Network of
Protected
Areas for Agriculture and
Agroindustrial
Development
(NPAAD)

All ECAN zones

All ECAN zones

Strategies can be cross-cutting and/or supra-zonal. This means they can be
applied across more than one ECAN zone. Examples of these strategies include Climate
Change Adaptation and Disaster Risk Reduction, livelihood support, law enforcement,
industry support, conflict resolution, IEC, and capacity building
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6.4 ECAN Zones Management Guidelines
6.4.1 Objectives of the ECAN Zones Management Guidelines
Each of the ECAN zones can be thought of as responding to basic needs and
sustainable development objectives of the ECAN zoning strategy explicitly defined by
the SEP Law (see last column of Table 62 below). With these objectives and in view of
the nature and criteria for delineation of each ECAN Zone, the applicable zonal goals and
management framework of the ECAN zones may be defined as in the following table.

Table 62. ECAN zones management goals and framework applicable to El Nido
Municipality (Source: PCSD, 2014- Municipality of San Vicente ECAN Zones
Management Plan, 2015-2020)
Zonal
Objectives of ECAN
ECAN Zone
Zonal Goal
Management
Zones Management
Framework
(SEP Law, Section 7)
• Biodiversity
1. Forest conservation
Core Zone (land
Ecological
conservation
and protection,
and water)
Integrity
2. Protection of
watersheds,
For coastal/marine
3. Preservation of
component:
biological diversity,
 Coastal Resource
4.
Protection of
Management
indigenous peoples
• MPA management
and preservation of
their culture
• Watershed
Buffer Zone:
Water
management
Restricted use area Sufficiency

Buffer Zone:
• Controlled use
areas
• Traditiona
l use areas

Food Security •
•
•

Upland forest
management
Upland
stabilization

5. Maintenance of
maximum sustainable
yield,
6. Protection of rare and
endangered species
and their habitat,
7. Provision of areas for
environmental
research, education,
and training, and
Provision of areas for
tourism and
recreation.

The ECAN as a whole aims to satisfy the above zonal goals for a particular area.
It is evident from this how the ECAN is conceptualized as a holistic strategy to achieve
human welfare since ECAN is a ridge-to-reef strategy.
Figure 40 illustrates the positive reinforcing outcomes of SEP-ECAN to
achieving societal well-being and holism. The balance of ecological stability and
economic development is the main driver of water sufficiency and food security, which in
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turn are driven by increased knowledge capacity and good governance. Thus, the
expected lasting benefit of SEP, through the management of ECAN Zones, is the
continuous build-up of necessary ecological, economic, and social infrastructures to
realize a self-sustaining green economy.

Figure 40. The positive reinforcing outcomes of SEP-ECAN (Source: PCSD, 2014Municipality of San Vicente ECAN Zones Management Plan, 2015-2020)
6.4.2 ECAN Zones Strategies and Use Prescriptions
The zones‟ use prescriptions define the allowable uses and prohibited activities in
the respective ECAN zones. It is guided by the management and use prescriptions
defined in the SEP Law and the Revised ECAN guidelines. Strategies and allowable
activities and sample strategies within the ECAN zones are summarized in the table
below (see Table 63). Details of these activities are provided in the succeeding sections.

Table 63. Activities allowed in the ECAN zones (based on PCSD Resolution 05-250
Resolution 06-270) vis-à-vis general and specific strategies in each zone (Source: PCSD
Municipality of San Vicente ECAN Zones Management Plan, 2015-2020)
Allowable activities
ECAN Zone
General Strategies Specific Strategies
within the
management zone
Terrestrial component
Core Zone

Biodiversity
conservation
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None, except for:
Protection and
preservation
 Traditional uses
Declaration of
of tribal
forest reserve
communities for
Conservation and
minimal and soft
sustainable use
impact gathering
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ECAN Zone

General Strategies

Specific Strategies


Allowable activities
within the
management zone

Livelihood
support



Buffer ZoneRestricted Use




Biodiversity
conservation
Watershed
management













Protection and
preservation
Declaration as
watershed
reserve
Restoration
Rehabilitation
Conservation and
sustainable use
Livelihood
support
Enforcement
Monitoring
Research
Capacity
building

Limited and nonconsumptive
activities which
include:











Buffer Zone –
Controlled Use
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Biodiversity
conservation
Watershed
management
Upland forest
management






of forest species
for ceremonial
and religious
purposes, and
Ecotourism
activities as per
PCSD
Resolution 06270.

Protection and

preservation
Restoration/
Reforestation

Rehabilitation
Conservation and

Gathering of
wild honey;
Almaciga
tapping;
Soft-impact
recreational
activities
(hiking, sightseeing, birdwatching);
Research;
Sustainable
activities of
indigenous
peoples;
Ecosystem
restoration or
rehabilitation;
and
Ecotourism
activities as per
PCSD
Resolution 06270.
Strictly
controlled
mining;
Strictly
controlled
logging which is
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ECAN Zone

General Strategies

Specific Strategies




Allowable activities
within the
management zone

sustainable use
Livelihood
support
Monitoring






Buffer Zone –
Traditional Use






Biodiversity
conservation
Watershed
management
Upland forest
management
Upland
stabilization










Multiple Use Zone







Biodiversity
conservation
Watershed
management
Upland forest
management
Upland
stabilization
Lowland and
urban area
management
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Protection and
preservation
Restoration
Rehabilitation
Conservation and
sustainable use
Livelihood
support
Upland
development
Agroforestry
Reclassification
and land titling



Protection and
preservation
Restoration
Rehabilitation
Reclamation or
conversion to
other uses
Conservation
Livelihood
support
Sustainable
development
activities
Agricultural
production



















not for profit
(i.e., communal
forest, CBFM,
etc.);
Almaciga
tapping;
Tourism
development;
Research;
Grazing;
Gathering of
honey, rattan,
and other minor
forest products.
Upland
stabilization
program;
Catchment
management;
Hillside farming;
Industrial tree
plantation;
Reforestation;
Integrated social
forestry;
Communitybased forest
management
Timber
extraction with
communitybased forest
management;
Grazing and
pastures;
Agriculture;
Infrastructure
and industrial
development;
Recreation;
Education;
Research; and
Other
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ECAN Zone

General Strategies

Specific Strategies

Allowable activities
within the
management zone
sustainable
activities.

Coastal/Marine component
Coastal/Marine
Core Zone

CRM + MPA
Management






Coastal/Marine
Multiple Use Zone
– Transition/ Buffer
Zone

CRM + MPA
Management












None except for:
Protection and
preservation
 Navigation
Conservation and
purposes of the
sustainable use
local fishing
Livelihood
communities
support
where there are
Capacity
no alternative
building
routes;
 Emergency
situations such
as navigational
routes to save
life and property;
 Researches
previously
authorized by
PCSD; and
 Ecotourism
activities as per
PCSD
Resolution 06270.
Protection and
preservation
Declaration of
mangrove
reserve
Ecosystem
restoration and
rehabilitation
Conservation
Livelihood
support
Regulation
Management
planning
Sustainable use
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Habitat
restoration,
rehabilitation
and
enhancement
activities;
Soft impact
activities
(swimming/
snorkeling; nonmotored boating
(row boats,
kayaks, canoes,
wind surfing,
etc);
Guided scuba
diving;
Fishing using
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ECAN Zone

General Strategies

Specific Strategies

Allowable activities
within the
management zone







Coastal/Marine
Multiple Use Zone
– Sustainable /
General Use Zone

CRM + MPA
Management



highly-selected
gears (i.e., hook
& line and gill
net) with
specification to
be determined by
studies;
Pre-approved
visit or
educational
activities;
Installation of
environmental
boards; and
Resource
enhancement
activities.

Protection and
preservation
Restoration
Rehabilitation
Reclamation or
conversion to
other uses
Conservation
Sustainable use
Livelihood
support
Sustainable use

All sustainable
human activities,
with certain
development
endeavors subject to
the EIA system and
to other policies
regulating
development
projects.

Management
strategies that may
be identified through
consultative
processes and culture
mapping

Activities based on
the material and
cultural needs of the
indigenous peoples.

Management
strategies that may
be identifies through
consultative











Tribal Ancestral Lands
Management
strategies that may
be identifies
through
consultative
processes and
cultural mapping
Tribal Ancestral Waters
Management
strategies that may
be identifies
through
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ECAN Zone

General Strategies

consultative
processes and
cultural mapping

Specific Strategies

Allowable activities
within the
management zone

processes and
cultural mapping



peoples (IPs)
according to
their religious
rites and heritage
IP activities
related to their
subsistence and
tradition

6.4.2.1 Strategies and Land Use Options in the Terrestrial Core Zone
Since the Core Zone showcases ecologically outstanding areas of El Nido, its
management will focus on Biodiversity Conservation, which includes conservation of
both natural diversity and cultural diversity of the area. There are no intensive activities
to be undertaken on Core Zones. Watershed management in the Core Zones should be in
consonance with the activities allowed therein. Only minimal and soft impact uses like
activities of tribal communities and highly regulated nature tourism may be allowed.
All allowable developmental activities in the Core Zone are subject to the EIA System,
the SEP Clearance System, and other laws and rules regulating development projects.
Any other proposed activity not allowed in the Core Zone must require conflict resolution
with the PCSD and other concerned stakeholders.
The land use options and activities in terrestrial Core Zones are as follows:
1. Ceremonial, religious, and livelihood support activities of tribal communities
The livelihood support activities for IPs include soft impact gathering of forest
species and NTFPs like almaciga resin, honey, and rattan. This may require the
application of SEP Clearance.
Indigenous knowledge systems and practices and indigenous rituals are also
allowed for IPs.
2. Ecotourism
As per PCSD Resolution 06-270, the allowed ecotourism activities in both land
and sea are:


Regulated botanical tours



Bird watching



Picture taking



Trekking



Mountaineering



Caving
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Dolphin and whale watching



Swimming



Scuba diving



Canoeing



Kayaking



Boardwalking



Tree climbing
All these activities are subject to strict restriction embodied in a code of conduct

to be formulated by the PCSD with the assistance of the Department of Tourism (DOT).
The SEP Clearance will also be required prior to the conduct of some of the
abovementioned activities
3. Research
While the ECAN guidelines do not explicitly include research-related activities in
core zones, such may be allowed provided the research is non-destructive and the
research proponent will secure the SEP Clearance from the PCSD.

4. Other possible activities
The building of telecommunication facilities (cell sites, towers, powerhouse) is
subject to application for the SEP Clearance.

6.4.2.2 Strategies and Land Use Options in the Terrestrial Buffer Zones
Certain developmental activities in the three terrestrial Buffer Zones may be
subjected to the EIA System, the SEP Clearance System, and other rules and regulations
governing development projects

Restricted Use Area
Since the Restricted Use Area delineates the critical watersheds of El
Nido, the management scheme for this ECAN zone will be watershed or
catchment management. As with the Core Zone, the biodiversity conservation
activities may be undertaken in this particular Buffer Zone and only soft impact
activities to be undertaken in the Restricted Use Areas.
The major activities here are watershed support and ecological restoration. The
enrichment of ecosystems through forest planting and regeneration in this zone and in
other downstream zones can serve as future sources of ecological goods and services.
This is a form of “restorative development” based in expanding resources and
improving existing assets, returning them to their previous condition, and transforming
them into a healthier and more functional condition (Cunningham, 2002).
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The possible activities in Restricted Use Buffer Zone area are the following:
1. Harvesting of NTFPs
NTFPs include wild honey and almaciga tapping.
2. Soft-impact recreational activities
This includes hiking, sight-seeing, bird watching, and the like.
As with Core Zones, the enumerated ecotourism activities cited in PCSD
Resolution 06-270 also apply to Restricted Use areas.
3. Research
The research in this zone is subject to the guidelines of the PCSD.
4. Sustainable activities of IPs
The activities include almaciga resin tapping. In addition, traditional indigenous
activities like rituals and the practice of indigenous knowledge systems are allowed in
restricted use area, just like in the Core Zone.
5. Ecosystem restoration and rehabilitation
Restoration will be the major watershed support activity in this ECAN zone.
Following the framework of the PalTRESS (Palawan Trees for the Restoration of
Ecology, Economy, and Society) Program of PCSD, restoration is defined as the “return
of an ecosystem to a close approximation of its condition prior to disturbance” (U.S.
National Research Council, 1992).
The specific kind of restoration called for is „ecological restoration,‟ defined as
“the process of assessing the recovery of an ecosystem that has been degraded, damaged,
or destroyed and is intended to repair ecosystems with respect to their health, integrity,
and self-sustainability.” In a broader context, its goal is “to recover resilient ecosystems
that are not only self-sustaining with respect to structure, species composition and
functionality but also integrated into larger landscapes and congenial to „low impact‟
human activities” (Society for Ecological Restoration (SER) International Science and
Policy Working Group 2004, in TEEB 2009).

6. Other watershed support activities
These proposed activities may require conflict resolution with the PCSD and
other concerned stakeholders. It may also require an ECC and SEP Clearance.
7. Other possible activities
Similar to the Core Zone, the construction of telecommunication facilities (cell
sites and towers) is subject to application for the SEP Clearance, evaluation by PCSD
Staff, and deliberation by the PCSD.

Controlled Use Area
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The Controlled Use Area is a critical Buffer Zone enveloping the “protected”
ECAN core and Restricted Use Zones. Ideally, it still contains a sizeable volume of forest
along a relatively steep gradient. Upland forest management will be the prescribed
strategy in this zone.
The activities here necessitate a rational and sustainable use of land. The forest
cover will be maintained; any harvested or utilized forest resources will be replaced.
The activities in this particular Buffer Zone, subject to existing permit regulations, are:
1. Strictly controlled mining
Following existing national, provincial, and local guidelines and issuances on mining,
strictly controlled mining may be allowed. This may include metallic and non-metallic
mining activities.
2. Strictly controlled logging which is not for profit
Subject to existing forest management guidelines, this logging activity may fall under
forest management schemes like communal forest and CBFM.
3. Almaciga tapping
4. Tourism development
5. Research
6. Grazing
7. Gathering of NTFPs (honey, rattan, and other minor forest products)

Traditional Use Area
The Traditional Use Area management strategy will be Upland Stabilization in
addition to the strategies for the upstream ECAN zones. As the outer buffer or barrier, it
will be devoted to land and livelihoods stabilization. The activities here center on forest
livelihood projects and agricultural food production. The following activities or tenurial
instruments may be allowed:
1. Upland Stabilization Program (USP)
2. Catchment management
3. Hillside farming
4. Industrial Tree Plantation (ITP)
5. Reforestation
6. Integrated Social Forestry (ISF)
7. Community Based Forest Management (CBFM)

6.4.2.3 Strategies and Land Use Options in the Terrestrial Multiple Use Zone
The Multiple Use Zone management strategy will focus on Lowland and Urban
Area Management. Where applicable, this outermost ECAN zone will also employ the
strategies of the other ECAN zones. Certain developmental activities in the terrestrial
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Multiple Use Zone may be subjected to the EIA System. Management and control shall
be strictly integrated with the support programs of the SEP and shall be in accord with the
LGU and community-indorsed CLWUP.
The activities in this zone will focus on urban and lowland development are:
•

Timber extraction with CBFM

•

Grazing and pastures

•

Agriculture

•

Infrastructure and industrial development

•

Recreation

•

Education

•

Research

•

Other sustainable activities

6.4.2.4 Strategies and Water Use Options in the Coastal/Marine ECAN Zones
Due to the critical nature of Coastal Zones, the SEP Law recognizes the distinct
management framework in these areas. The law prescribes “a simplified scheme of
management zonation […] due to its geographical characteristics, critical nature, and
patterns of resource use” (Sec. 10, SEP Law). Hence, the two management philosophies
in this component shall be:
i.

equity in access to resources, and

ii.

management responsibility by the local community.
The PCSD guidelines recognize the jurisdiction of the LGU over their coastal

areas. As such, PCSD Resolution 05-250 (Sec. 14) specifies that the LGU “shall exercise
general supervision and control over the management of their coastal/marine areas
subject to prior clearance from PCSD in accordance with their existing laws, rules,
regulations and agreements”.
The guidelines also provide that, in cases of areas whose management is awarded
to entities by virtue of agreements/contract, they shall be properly marked with buoys
provided by the grantees/awardees with the assistance of PCSDS. In addition, billboards
or signage regarding the management of the area shall be posted by the
grantees/awardees for public information.
Activities in Costal/Marine Areas
The activities that may be allowed in the Coastal Zone are the ones enumerated in
Table 63. These activities may be subjected to the EIA System and the SEP Clearance
System.
The development activities may be further supplemented by other programs,
project, and activities identified in any local Coastal Resource Management Plan,
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Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan, or Marine Protected Areas Management Plan,
subject to review of the PCSD pursuant to the ECAN Zoning guidelines.
Other activities that may be allowed in Coastal Multiple Use Zone shall be
governed or determined by the following:
i.

resource distribution patterns, and

ii.

appropriate uses and management strategies and/or restrictions for each

sub-zone subject to the review of the PCSD pursuant to the ECAN guidelines.

Other strategies and land/water use options in the coastal/marine zone may be
determined through participative and consultative processes such as Community-Based
ECAN Zones Management Planning which the PCSD Staff have piloted in selected CRM
Learning Centers throughout Palawan. In El Nido, this planning process has been
undertaken by the municipal government officials during the different series of ECAN
Planning Workshops.

6.4.2.5 Strategies and Land/Water Use Options in the Tribal Ancestral Zones
Selected areas in Palawan were declared as ancestral zones/domains for indigenous
peoples by virtue of any of the following instruments:
i.

Tribal Ancestral Zone (TAZ) through PCSD Proclamation

ii.

Certificate of Ancestral Domain Title (CADT) and Certificate of Ancestral
Domain Claim (CADC)

iii.

Certificate of Ancestral Land Title (CALT) and Certificate of Ancestral
Land Claim (CALC)

Although the TAZ is a component of the ECAN, its declaration and management
will have to follow the integrated/harmonized guidelines of the NCIP and PCSD.
The activities in these areas are primarily those based on the material and cultural
needs of the indigenous peoples. The management strategies in TAZ may be identified
through consultative processes and cultural mapping. The existing Ancestral Domains
Sustainable Development and Protection Plan (ADSDPP) must be able to take into
account these activities and management strategies.
6.5 Special Management Areas
Special Management Areas (SMAs) are areas that have a special use by virtue of
tenurial instruments through legal frameworks. They may have a separate planning and
regulatory guidelines, management, and administration arrangements that must be
harmonized with the ECAN.
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SMAs are still subject to ECAN zoning but their management may entail “special
treatment” owing to specific management plans and management authorities intended for
them. SMAs may include any of the following:
6.5.1 Habitats of rare and endangered species (Habitat SMAs)
Habitat SMAs are selected areas in Palawan that are designated as habitats of
endangered species by virtue of local resolutions. Management and activities in
Habitat SMAs will follow the guidelines on critical habitat specified in PCSD
Resolution 13-481.
6.5.2 Areas of cultural, historical, geological, and anthropological interest (including
significant caves)
These sites may be identified and declared as SMA by the LGU. Special
management scheme for the sustainable development of these areas may be drafted. The
ruins of the Spanish fortress located in the mainland can be part of this SMA.
If the SMA is a cave, the management of such area will have to follow the
guidelines specified in PCSD Administrative Order No. 08 “Implementing PCSD
Resolution No. 03-217, Adopting and Revising the DENR Rules and Regulations of the
National Caves and Cave Resources Management and Protection Act as Applicable in the
Province of Palawan”.
6.5.3 Tourism Development Areas (TDAs)
Areas declared or identified as TDAs by the local government will follow the
PCSD guidelines on ecotourism. TDAs will be guided by the strategies prescribed in
National Tourism Master Plan and the Municipal Tourism Master Plan. According to the
Municipal Tourism Master Plan, the tourism development areas in El Nido are San
Fernando, Sibaltan, Villa Paz, New Ibajay, Mabini and parts of Teneguiban. Excluding
Teneguiban, the area encompasses 19,099 hectares.
6.5.4 NIPAS areas
These areas will have to be managed under the NIPAS Law and in consonance
with the SEP Law. The whole municipality of El Nido is a protected area and part of the
El Nido-Taytay Managed Resource Protected Area under the NIPAS.It is being managed
by the Protected Area Management Board based at Taytay Municipality.
6.5.5 Other management units in the terrestrial zone
Other SMAs that exist or may be identified in El Nido are as follows:
i.

Watershed reserves or forest reserves

ii.

Municipal parks (terrestrial)

iii.

Community Based Forestry Management Area (CBFMA)

iv.

Communal Forest areas

v.

ISF and other forest-related tenurial instruments

vi.

Wildlife Eco-Parks
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6.5.6 Other management units in the coastal/marine zone
Marine Protected Areas (MPAs), marine parks, fish sanctuaries, or marine
ecosystem reserves – may cover different benthic habitats, such as coral reefs, seagrass,
and mangroves
i.

Communal fishing grounds

ii.

Municipal waters – covering the 15-km limit from the shoreline

iii.

Community Based Mangrove Forest Management Area (CBMFMA)

iv.

Sanctuaries of rare and endangered species – e.g., turtle nesting sites
Planning for these SMAs cannot be monopolized by one agency or one group of

stakeholder. A consultative and participative planning process is advised for SMAs in
order for the SMA Plans to gain acceptance by the affected communities and
management authorities.
Harmonization and integration of SMA Plans with the ECAN Plan shall be
pursued as much as possible.

6.6 ECAN Management Program (2015-2020)
The six-year ECAN-Management Program (ECAN-MP) for 2015-2020 will be
implemented by the Municipality of El Nido through the ECAN Board along with several
institutions. These include PCSD and stakeholders, other concerned government
agencies, NGOs, local community groups, and private sectors in the area. National and
international funding agencies (grant and lending institutions) will be approached to fund
selected program components.
The program will directly respond to major needs and problems identified in the
integrated threats analysis (Chapter 5) and in the participatory ECAN planning workshop.
Table 64 shows three ECAN-RMP components and 14 sub-components that address 10
major priorities in El Nido.

Table 64. ECAN management program components that address identified problems,
issues, or priorities in El Nido
ECAN-Management Major Problem, Issue, Need,
ECAN-Managemnt
Program Component or Priority to be Addressed
Program Sub-Component
HOLISTIC
ECAN Zoning
1. Threats to sustainable
1. ECAN mainstreaming
development
and institutionalization
2. Boundary delineation of
core zones on the
ground
3. Institutional capacity
building
4. Policy reforms
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ECAN-Management
Program Component

ECAN-Managemnt
Program Sub-Component
5. Sustainable financing
ENVIRONMENTAL AND INSTITUTIONAL
Environmental
6. Unmanaged wastes
6. Waste management
Management, Good
a. Lack of sewerage
Governance, and
system / poor
Stewardship
treatment of waste
water coming from
establishments and
household
7. Illegal practices of
7. Environmental
resource extraction in
management and law
land and sea
enforcement
a. Illegal cutting of forest
trees, slash and burn
farming and illegal
occupation
b. Unsustainable fishing
activities (commercial
fishing, compressor,
unauthorized fishing)
c. Illegal quarrying
d. Tourism infrastructure
development without
tenurial instruments
8. Limitations in effective
8. Participatory and good
environmental
governance
governance
a. Limited community
participation and
information education
awareness
b. Municipal zoning
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
Rights-based Economic 9. Low agricultural
9. Support to agriculture
Development
production or
threatened food security
a. Low agricultural
productivity due to
limited irrigation
systems and high cost
of farm inputs
b. Low agricultural
productivity due to
limited irrigation
systems and high cost
of farm inputs
c. Limited market outlets
d. Decline in fish catch
due to overfishing and
illegal fishing
practices
10. Unsustainable tourism
10. Sustainable tourism
development
development
a. Unplanned and
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ECAN-Management
Program Component

Major Problem, Issue, Need,
ECAN-Managemnt
or Priority to be Addressed
Program Sub-Component
unregulated tourism
development
b. Lack of infrastructure
for tourism
c. Limited credit card and
cash counter
11. Insufficient medical and 11. Support to health care
health services
12. Insufficient supply of
12. Water system
potable water system
development and
watershed management
13. Problems in security
13. Support to municipal
a. Insufficient number of
security
police officers
b. Lack of fire stations,
and the fighting
equipment and
personnel
14. Need to upgrade
14. Support to education
educational facilities
and personnel
a. Inadequate
educational facilities
b. Need for additional
teachers

Table 65 lists the actions for each ECAN-Management Program sub-component.
These are based on projects proposed by stakeholders during the KII and FGD and
validated during the planning workshop with ECAN members and other stakeholders. The
actions address critical needs and problems experienced in El Nido in a holistic and
integrated manner.
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Table 65. ECAN components and sustainable management actions for identified threats/issues/problems identified in El Nido
ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action
ECAN
Geographic
Timetable
Lead (LO) and Support
Zone
Coverage
(2015-2020)
Organization (SO)
1. ECAN MAINSTREAMING AND INSTITUTIONALIZATION
Main Objectives: To institutionalize ECAN-based management planning process in El Nido and adopt El Nido ECAN zoning plan and its
management guidelines
a. Reconstitution and regular meeting of ECAN Board
The membership of the Board should be carefully studied. A
balanced representation of stakeholders from marginalized sectors
should be considered. The Board should look into the inclusion of
“rights holders” and marginalized groups that include women, youth,
indigenous peoples and indigenous cultural communities (IPs/ICCs),
workers/ trade unions/people‟s organizations (POs), and farmers and
fishermen.
b. Passage of an ordinance on El Nido ECAN Zoning Plan which
includes the ECAN Management Plan and ECAN Zones
Management Guidelines

NZ

c. Build-up of land use decision-support system and database by the El
Nido LGU and barangay offices

NZ

d. Integration of ECAN Zoning Plan into the CLWUP and passage of
zoning ordinance that integrates ECAN zones into local land uses

NZ

e. This involves training LGU planners on how to integrate the ECAN
zoning into the CLWUP and zoning ordinance.
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NZ

LO: SB
SO: PCSDS
LO: MPDO
SO: PCSDS
LO: LGU
SO: MPDO PCSD
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action
f. Delineation and adoption of the Coastal/Marine component of the
ECAN map.

ECAN
Zone
NZ

Geographic
Coverage

Timetable
(2015-2020)

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)
LO: MAO MENRO
SO: PCSDS

g. Implementation and periodic updating of ECAN zoning plan

NZ

LO: LGU
SO: PCSDS

h. Integration of ECAN Management Program into the annual
investment plan

NZ

i. Packaging proposals to outsource funds to support ECAN zoning
project activities

NZ

LO: MPDO
SO: PCSDS
LO: LGU
SO: PCSDS

2. BOUNDARY DELINEATION OF CORE ZONES ON THE GROUND
Main Objective: To establish both land and water markers on the ground that will set the boundaries of core zones for monitoring and
compliance purposes
Conduct of ground surveys to verify and establish Core Zone boundaries
on the ground based on the adopted ECAN Map

All Zones

a. Assessment of viability (cost effectiveness, maintenance, and
practicability) and identification of various types of markers such as
distinctive tree or plant markers or both for “bio-fencing”

All Zones
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wide

2015
onwards

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

LO: LGU
SO: PCSDS
LO: LGU
SO: PCSDS
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action

ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage

Timetable
(2015-2020)

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)

b. Putting up billboards and signage near or going to the Core Zones
such as mangrove/ primary terrestrial forest areas in lieu of other
markers

All zones

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

Conduct of ground surveys to verify and establish Core Zone boundaries
on the ground based on the adopted ECAN Map

All Zones

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

c. Assessment of viability (cost effectiveness, maintenance, and
practicability) and identification of various types of markers such as
distinctive tree or plant markers or both for “bio-fencing”

All Zones

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

LO: LGU

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

LO: LGU

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

LO: LGU

This may require selection of a fast-growing tree species suitable to the
ecology of the area.

This may require selection of a fast-growing tree species suitable to the
ecology of the area.
d. Putting up billboards and signage near or going to the Core Zones
such as mangrove/ primary terrestrial forest areas in lieu of other
markers
e. Mobilization and hands-on training of barangay volunteers in
staking concrete markers or living markers in terrestrial core zones
and buoys in coastal/marine Core Zones or MPA Core Zones in a
pre-selected pilot area
f. Sourcing of funds, prioritizing of areas for ground marking, and
packaging of project proposals for funding by donor institutions
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LO: LGU
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LO: LGU
SO: PCSDS
LO: LGU
SO: PCSDS

SO: PCSDS
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action

g. Implementation of “Project on Ground Marking of El Nido Core
Zones”

ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage

Timetable
(2015-2020)

NZ

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)
SO: PCSDS
LO: LGU
SO: PCSDS

h. This requires mobilizing ideas, manpower, and funds to initiate the
project. Initially, the project will cover threatened Core Zone areas
and biodiversity hotspots and later expanded to other areas once
sufficient resources are generated.
3. INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING
Main Objectives: To strengthen the capability of established local organizations that will collaboratively implement ECAN zoning and its
guidelines and other environmental laws
To strengthen environmental governance and promote fiscal prudence and management
a. Conduct of IEC and social mobilization activities to gain
stakeholders‟ support to ECAN zoning and other environmental laws
 Conduct of information campaign in the barangay using
materials developed by the El Nido ECAN Board and PCDS
The multimedia materials will include ECAN zoning and how to
implement it, environmental laws, and duties of implementers.
 Holding periodic reforestation, coastal clean-up, environmental
fiesta with song, dance, poster making, and slogan contests
 Educating teachers on ECAN zoning and integrating it as well as
environmental education into elementary, high school, and
college curricula
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Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

LO: LGU
SO: PCSDS
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action
Implementing an IEC Plan prepared by LGU Information Officer with
details on IEC thrusts, IEC approaches, and messages
b. Capacitation through conduct of training of the ECAN Board, SB
Environmental and Natural Resources Committee, Barangay
Environmental and Natural Resources Committees, partner
organizations (DENR, PCSD, NCIP, and NGO) and forest rangers
 Concerned personnel who will implement the ECAN zoning need
to be trained to gain knowledge and develop skills on:
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GIS mapping and GPS handling
Alternative livelihoods
Agroforestry technology
Nursery management and operations
Surveillance, monitoring, and evaluation
Paralegal training
Wildlife enforcement
Assisted natural regeneration and enrichment planting
IEC Plan preparation and implementation
Reorientation seminar and workshop on SEP Law,
environmental and natural resources laws and PCSD
resolutions and guidelines
Seminar on basic environmental principles and

ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage

Timetable
(2015-2020)

NZ

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)

LO: PCSD
SO: LGU
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action

ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage

Timetable
(2015-2020)

NZ

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)

environmental ethics




Marine mammal rescue

Participatory assessment of coastal and terrestrial resources
c. Other trainings that may be deemed necessary
d. Support to reactivate and organize inactive POs and women‟s,
farmers‟ and fisherfolks‟ organizations

LO: MAO MCDO
MSWD
SO: LGU
PCSDS

4. POLICY REFORMS
Main Objective: To introduce policy reforms and new laws and regulations to improve the effectiveness of ECAN zoning and its management
programs
a. Introduction of changes in zoning guidelines to adapt to new laws,
regulations and local development needs and situation

NZ

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

SO: PCSD

The ECAN Board should first review new national environmental laws
that enacted technical assistance from PCSD Legal Unit and PCSD
DMO-North to determine how they affect the ECAN zoning before they
are passed by the SB.
b. Updating ECAN zones maps and information to capture changes in
the localities
The Barangay LGUS can use barangay maps to update changes in
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SO: PCSD
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action
their area. The PCSDS can verify and consolidate changes every
three years.
The guidelines answer questions commonly raised by resource
dependent communities and should be included in information
materials to be disseminated.


Building new houses in forested areas and mangrove areas is
disallowed.
 Families that occupy Core Zone areas will be resettled.
 Further expansion of kaingin areas in forested areas is disallowed.
Tillers should abandon kaingin areas within Core and Restricted
Use Zones for rehabilitation.
 Further expansion of orchards that will result in clearing of forest
trees is disallowed. Orchards established in >18% sloping areas
will not be cut.
 Removal of vegetation along river banks is disallowed.
 Collection and transport of wildlife will require a permit from the
PCSDS.
 Extraction of salvage timber will require a permit from DENR.
 Gathering of rattan in core zone is disallowed,
 Unless for use by IPs in their tribal ancestral zones.
 Gathering of rattan in commercial quantity in Controlled Use
Zone will require a permit from DENR.
Only those with permit from DENR will be allowed to tap almaciga
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ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage

Timetable
(2015-2020)

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action
resin. Licenses to operate almaciga concession areas located within
CADC or CALC areas will no longer be issued to non-ICC members.
On-going concessions owned by non-ICCs will no longer be
renewed.
 Exotic species of plants and animals will not be allowed to be
introduced in rivers and coastal waters for rehabilitation.
 Issuance of permits for live fish harvesting will be regulated
under PCSD Administrative Order No. 5.
 All development projects and undertakings affecting the
environment will require SEP Clearance, pursuant to PCSD
Administrative Order No. 6.
 Poaching of wildlife is illegal under the Wildlife Act (Republic
Act No. 9147).
 Caves and cave resources should be protected and managed
pursuant to Caves Act (Republic Act No. 9072).
 The use of chainsaws is strictly regulated pursuant to Chainsaw
Act (Republic Act No. 9175).
 Open pit dumping sites for wastes and burning of waste are
prohibited under the Ecological Solid Waste Management Act of
2000 (Republic Act No. 9003). Quarrying in beaches is
prohibited.
 Operation of mining without permits is prohibited.
 Easement and buffer zones shall be observed pursuant to the
Revised Forestry Code of the Philippines.
c. Establishment of setback areas along beaches and buffer zones in
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ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage

Timetable
(2015-2020)

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action

ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage

Timetable
(2015-2020)

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)

rivers is prohibited.
5. SUSTAINABLE FINANCING
Main Objective: To develop various schemes of financing the implementation of ECAN strategy and the management program of the ECAN
zoning plan
a. Establishment of sustainable financing mechanisms to fund
implementation of ECAN Zoning in partnership with PCSDS
This may require studies on visitors‟ willingness-to-pay and can be
used as a guide in setting user‟s fees on tourism sites.
Given the potential to generate funds to implement the ECAN Zoning
strategy and the El Nido ECAN Zoning Plan, the following activities
should be undertaken:
Conduct of resource valuation studies to: (a) determine
appropriate user fees and charges; (b) identify taxation targets
such as concessionaires, raw material buyers, and middlemen;
(c) devise policies and means to exempt IPs and subsistence
gatherers from taxation; and (d) determine modes of collection
and fund utilization.
 Set user charges and fees for ecotourism activities like SCUBA
diving, island hopping, and snorkelling
 Update user charges and fees for the use or extraction of the

•
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NZ

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

LO: Academe LGU
SO: SB
PCSD
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action

ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage

Timetable
(2015-2020)

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)

NZ

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

LO: LGU MPDO

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

LO: SB

following natural resources:
i. irrigation water
ii. docking and mooring
iii. non-timber forest products (almaciga resin, nipa, cogon,
honey, bamboo, pandan, buri, ornamental plants or orchids,
and medicinal plants)
iv. live reef fish catching
v. aquaculture (floating cages, fish cages, fish pens)
vi. pebble and sand quarrying
Cost sharing or counterpart funding with concerned government
agencies, NGOs, and private sectors in implementing ECAN zoning
programs
b. Preparation of financial plan and mobilization of potential sources of
funds to implement ECAN strategy and ECAN Plan administration,
particularly to support staffing, purchase of equipment and facilities,
capacity building, monitoring and research, rehabilitation,
enforcement, surveillance, and evaluation of performance
c. Development of a system of fines for all apprehensions whose
proceeds will be shared among the ECAN Board, the municipal
treasury, and the informant/apprehender
d. This system should be legalized through municipal and barangay
ordinances.
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NZ

SO: SB

SO: LGU
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action

ECAN
Geographic
Timetable
Zone
Coverage
(2015-2020)
COMPONENT 2: ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT, GOOD GOVERNANCE, AND STEWARDSHIP

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)

MAIN OBJECTIVE: To conserve biodiversity, protect life-support systems, and use resources of El Nido wisely
To encourage participation of and linkages among its people
6. WASTE MANAGEMENT
Main Objective: To adopt good environmental practices in ecological solid and water waste management
UNMANAGED WASTES
a. Operational dislodging of septic tank

MUZ

Town proper,
Barangays
Maligaya,
Buena Suerte,
Masagana,
CorongCorong

2015
onwards

LO: LGU
SO: PCSD
DENR-EMB Financing
institutions

b. Establishment of treatment facilities

MUZ

Barangay
Villa Libertad

2015
onwards

c. Budget allotment for maintenance and operation of waste water
treatment

MUZ

Town proper,
Barangays
Maligaya,
Buena Suerte,

2015
onwards

LO: LGU
SO: PCSD, DENR-EMB
Financing institutions
LO: LGU
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SO: Financing institutions
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action

d. Establishment of sanitary landfill

e. Strict enforcement of septic tank design in the households and
establishments

ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage
Masagana,
CorongCorong

Timetable
(2015-2020)

MUZ

Baragay New
Ibajay

2015
onwards

MUZ

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)

LO: LGU
SO: PCSD, NSWC,
DENR-EMB, PAMB,
PAO, NGO, Barangays
LO: LGU
SO: MEEDO, MEO,
DENR-EMB, financing
institutions, PCSD

7. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND LAW ENFORCEMENT
Main Objective: To encourage and motivate stakeholders at the municipal and barangay levels to comply with ECAN zoning and its guidelines
for the use of land and coastal and/or coastal marine resources
A. ILLEGAL CUTTING OF FOREST TREES, SLASH-AND-BURN FARMING, AND ILLEGAL OCCUPATION
a. Strengthening of multi-sectoral enforcement team (DENR, PAO,
MEDO, PCSD, and other concerned agencies)

b. Strengthen IEC activities/tree-planting
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2015
onwards

NZ

NZ

Barangays
Pasadeña,
Bagong

2015
onwards

LO: LGU
SO: PCSD
DENR Enforcement
agencies
LO: LGU
PCSD
DENR
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action

ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage
Bayan,
Aberawan,
Manlag,
Bebeladan,
New Ibajay

Timetable
(2015-2020)

SO: Barangays

c. Regular patrol and monitoring of illegal activities in the municipality

NZ

2015
onwards

d. Filing of cases against violators

NZ

As the need
arises

CZ, TUZ

2015
onwards

e. Strict enforcement of SEP Law, NIPAS, Chainsaw Act, PD 705, and
EIA

f. Provision of sustainable livelihood such as eco-tourism, aquaculture,
agriculture, agro-forestry, and tree farming

All zones

All barangays

All barangays

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)

2015
onwards

LO: PAO, PCSD, DENR
SO: PAMB, MEDO,
BLGU
LO: PAO, PCSD, LGUS
SO: BLGU
LO: LGU
SO: DENR, PAO, PCSD
MEDO
LO: LGU
SO: NGA

B. UNSUSTAINABLE FISHING ACTIVITIES
a. Strict enforcement of SEP Law, NIPAS, Philippine Fishery Code, and
Wildlife Act

CZ, MUZ

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

LO: LGU
SO: DENR, PCSD
PAO, CRM
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action
b. Provision of sustainable livelihood such as eco-tourism, aquaculture,
agriculture, agro-forestry, and tree farming
c. Increase penalties (fine and imprisonment) on environmental violators

d. Encourage community response and/or reporting system

ECAN
Zone
CZ, MUZ
CZ, MUZ

NZ

Geographic
Coverage
Municipal
wide
Municipal
wide

Timetable
(2015-2020)
2015
onwards
2015
onwards

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

Barangays
Barotuan,
Pasadena,
Villa Paz,
Sibaltan, New
Ibajay

2015
onwards

Barangays
Barotuan,
Pasadena,

2015
onwards

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)
LO: LGU

SO: NGA
LO: LGU
SO: MEDO, CRM,
DENR
PCSD, PAMB
LO: BLGU MLGU
SO: PO
Bantay Dagat, PAO,
PAMB

C. ILLEGAL QUARRYING
a. Regular monitoring of illegal quarrying activities in the area

b. Effective enforcement (patrol and IEC) through eco-guards
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TUZ, CZ,
MUZ

TUZ, CZ,
MUZ

LO: BLGU

MLGU
SO: PO, PAO, PAMB
MEDO/Admin
Office
LO: BLGU, MLGU
SO: PO, PAO, PAMB
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action

ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage
Villa Paz,
Sibaltan, New
Ibajay

Timetable
(2015-2020)

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)
MEDO/Admin Office
NCIP

D.TOURISM INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT WITHOUT TENURIAL INSTRUMENT
a. Close monitoring of the permitting system for tourism infrastructure
development

All zones

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

b. Apply a phase-out plan to illegal structures

All zones

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

c. Strictly enforce ECAN zones

All zones

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

d. Review of penalty of the zoning ordinance to deter future violations

NZ

2015
onwards

LO: LGU
SO: MPDO, MEO
Licensing Office,
PAO
PAMB, PCSD, MTO
LO: LGU
SO: MPDC, MEO
Licensing Office,
PAO
PAMB, PCSD, MTO
LO: LGU
PCSD
SO: MPDO, MEO
Licensing Office,
PAO
PAM, MTO
LO: LGU
MPDC
SO: PCSD, MEO, MTO
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action

ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage

Timetable
(2015-2020)

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)

8. PARTICIPATORY AND GOOD GOVERNANCE
Main Objective: To foster participation, ensure transparency, demand accountability, promote efficiency, and uphold the rule of law in economic,
political, and administrative institutions and processes
A. LIMITED COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AND INFORMATION EDUCATION CAMPAIGN
a. Institutionalize municipal information office

b. Enforcement of periodic information education campaign to
communities

MUZ

NZ

Municipal
wide

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

2015
onwards

LO: MLGU
BLGU
SO: DENR, PAO, MTO
PAMB, MEDO, CRM
LO: ECAN Board
SO: PO, CSO, PLGU,
Academe

B. NON-COMPLIANCE TO MUNICIPAL ZONING
a. Approval and implementation of E-CLWUP and E-FLUP

b. Involve community rangers in monitoring illegal constructions in the
area
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All zones

All zones

Municipal
wide

Municipal
wide

October
2015

LO: LGU, PCSD,
HLURB

2015
onwards

SO: MPDO, DENR, PAO
PAMB, MTO,
MEDO
MEEDO, CRM, MAO
LO: MLGU, PLGU
BLGU
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action

c. Establishment of monitoring and evaluation schemes

ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage

Timetable
(2015-2020)

All zones

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)
SO: PAO, PAMB, MTO
MEDO, CRM
LO: MLGU, PLGU
BFAR
PCSDS, BLGU
SO: DENR, MPDO, MTO
NGO, MEO
Licensing Office MEDO,
CRM

COMPONENT 3: RIGHTS-BASED SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
MAIN OBJECTIVES: To empower communities and develop their capacities
To achieve local sustainable economic growth
To ensure entity and resource access and benefits
9. SUPPORT TO AGRICULTURE
Main Objective: To attain maximum sustainable yield of agricultural produce
A. LOW AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY DUE TO LIMITED IRRIGATION SYSTEM AND HIGH COST OF FARM INPUTS
a. Coordinate with National Irrigation Administration in constructing
irrigation system

b. Provide agricultural support in terms of inputs, finance, and
infrastructure to make El Nido self-sufficient for basic commodities
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TUZ, MUZ

NZ

All
agricultural
barangays

2015
onwards

All
agricultural

2015
onwards

LO: LGU, MAO
SO: NIA, MPDO
MEO, DA
LO: LGU

2015
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c. Implement price control for basic commodities such as rice,
vegetables, meat, fish, and water

ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage
barangays

Timetable
(2015-2020)

NZ

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)
SO: MAO, DA
LO: LGU
SO: DTI

B. LIMITED MARKET OUTLETS
a. Establishment of market linkages

MUZ

Municipal
wide

b. Participation in and organization of trade fairs with product
competition and promotional schemes

2015
onwards

2015
onwards

LO: LGU, DTI
SO: MLGU, PLGU
BLGU, MEO, MAO
MEEDO
LO: LGU, DTI
SO: MLGU, MTO, PLGU
BLGU, MEO, MAO
MEEDO, DOT
PIA PALCOMNET
Private investors

C. DECLINE IN FISH CATCH DUE TO OVERFISHING AND ILLEGAL FISH PRACTICES
a. Establish full cycle fish hatcheries

CMUZ

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

LO: LGU
CRM
SO: DA, MAO
Private sectors
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ECAN Management Program Sub-Component/Action
b. Regular monitoring and patrolling of Bantay Dagat and rangers

c. Review and update the Municipal Fishery Ordinance

ECAN
Zone
CMUZ

NZ

Geographic
Coverage
Municipal
wide

Municipal
wide

Timetable
(2015-2020)
2015
onwards

2015
onwards

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)
LO: LGU, CRM
SO: DA, MEDO, PAMB
PAO, Private sectors
LO: LGU
SO: CRM, MEDO,
PAMB
PAO, SB, MPDC
MAO, Private sectors

10. SUSTAINABLE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
Main Objective: To retain the economic and social advantages of tourism development while reducing or mitigating any undesirable impacts on
the natural, historic, cultural or social environment
UNPLANNED AND UNREGULATED TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
Updating of Tourism Code and legislation of eco-tourism ordinance and
carrying capacity ordinance (including regulations on tour prices,
overcrowding of tourism sites, uses in tourism sites, compliance to the
70% local employment)
a. Hiring of staff to implement the ordinances

b. Logistical support
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NZ

NZ

NZ

Municipal
wide

Tourism
destinations

Tourism

2015
onwards

2015
onwards

2015

LO: LGU, MTO
SO: SB, PCSD, MPDO
NGOs
LO: LGU, MTO
SO: SB, PCSD, MPDO
NGOs
LO: LGU, MTO

2015
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ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage
destinations

Timetable
(2015-2020)
onwards

MUZ

Tourism
destinations

2015
onwards

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)
SO: Financing institutions

LACK OF INFRASTRUCTURE FOR TOURISM
a. Construction of ranger stations in the island

b. Establishment of information centers

c. Establishment of museum such as a conservation center that
showcases archaeological materials and relics

d. Construction of welcome signage that will also serve as a collection
point for ETDF

e. Construction of public toilets

MUZ

MUZ

MUZ

MUZ

Tourism
destinations

Tourism areas

2015
onwards

2015
onwards

Barangay
CorongCorong

2015
onwards

Tourism
destinations

2015
onwards

LO: LGU, MTO
SO: Financing institutions
PAO, PCSD, MPDO
LO: LGU, MTO
SO: Financing institutions
PCSD, MPDO
LO: LGU, MTO
SO: Financing institutions
PCSD, MPDO, MEO
MEEDO
LO: LGU, MTO
SO: Financing institutions
PCSD, MPDO, MEO
MEEDO
LO: LGU, MTO
SO: Financing institutions
PCSD, MPDO, MEO
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ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage

Timetable
(2015-2020)

MUZ

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)
RHU

LIMITED CREDIT CARD AND CASH COUNTER
a. Invite financial institutions to establish outlets/branches in El Nido

LO: LGU
SO: MEEDO

11. SUPPORT TO HEALTH CARE
Main Objective: To provide quality and efficient health care system that will improve health well-being of the community
INADEQUATE HEALTH CARE FACILITIES AND MEDICAL PERSONNEL
a. Provision of medical supplies, medicines, and additional health
professionals in RHUs and barangay health centers

NZ

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

LO: LGU
SO: DOLE, DOH, MEO
MHO, Licensing Office

12.WATER SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND WATERSHED MANAGEMENT
Main Objective: To sustain and enhance watershed functions to provide sustainable distribution of water resources in the municipality
LIMITED ACCESS TO WATER SOURCE
a. Immediate implementation of the municipal water system

MUZ

Municipal
wide

October
2015

LO: LGU
SO: MEEDO, MEO
MEDO, MPDO, Licensing
Office
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b. Protection of watershed and water source

c. Delineate boundary and stand inventory (monitor if it increases or
decreases)

ECAN
Zone
TRUZ,
TCZ

TRUZ,
TCZ

Geographic
Coverage
Municipal
wide

Municipal
wide

Timetable
(2015-2020)
2015
onwards

2015
onwards

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)
LO: MEDO, MEEDO,
MEO
SO: PAO, DENR, MPDC
PAMB
LO: MPDO MEDO
SO: PAO, DENR, PAMB
BLGU

13. SUPPORT TO MUNICIPAL SECURITY
Main Objective: To provide efficient and effective security system to ensure the safety of both locals and tourists in the municipality
A. INSUFFICIENT NUMBER OF POLICE OFFICERS IN THE MUNICIPALITY
a. Conversion of municipal police station into Municipal Tourism Police
Unit and creation of strategic police sub-stations
b. Creation of Municipal Auxiliary Police recruited from the barangay

NZ

NZ

Municipal
wide
Municipal
wide

2015
onwards
2015
onwards

LO: LGU
SO: MTO, PNP
LO: LGU
SO: MTO, PNP, BLGU

B. LACK OF FIRE STATIONS AND FIREFIGHTING EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL
a. Issue resolution from SB about construction of fire stations in all
barangays

NZ

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

LO: LGU, SB
SO: MEO, BLGU
Licensing Office
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b. Recruit and train firefighting personnel from local residents

ECAN
Zone
NZ

Geographic
Coverage
Municipal
wide

Timetable
(2015-2020)
2015
onwards

Lead (LO) and Support
Organization (SO)
LO: LGU
SO: DOLE, BLGU

14. SUPPORT TO EDUCATION
Main Objective: To provide quality education and proactive curriculum responsive to industry and community needs
A. INADEQUATE EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
a. LGU-provincial and municipal partnerships on the provision or
enhancement of educational facilities

NZ

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

LO: DepEd, CHED
SO: BLGU, PCSD
NGO, MLGU
Local school board

B. NEED FOR ADDITIONAL TEACHERS
a. Hiring of additional qualified teachers for schools in the municipality

b. Incentives packages to educators

NZ

NZ

Municipal
wide

Municipal
wide

2015
onwards

2015
onwards

LO: DepEd, CHED
SO: BLGU, MLGU
Local school board
LO: DepEd, CHED
SO: BLGU, PCSD
NGO, MLGU
Local school board
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Table 66 shows the other threats identified with corresponding actions that were
not prioritized.

Table 66. The other threats/issues/problems with corresponding actions and responsible
agencies identified in El Nido, Palawan
Responsible
Issues Identified
Actions (LGU)
Agencies
1. Presence of invasive or
Diversify farming
LO: LGU, MAO
problematic species
SO: DA, farmers
2. Limited financial
Provide farmers access to financing
LO: LGU
institutions for farmers
institutions
SO: DTI, GFI
3. Unsustained/ lack of
- Conduct livelihood needs
LO: LGU
alternative livelihood
assessment and develop sustainable
SO: Academe,
coastal livelihoods (including
NGO, DENR,
women and IP participation)
BFAR, OPA,
PCSD, IPs,
Provide funding for appropriate and
sustainable livelihood programs
LO: LGU
SO: NCIP, PO,
NGO, PCSD,
- Develop specialized skills, core
DENR
competencies, and centers of
excellence
LO: LGU
SO: DTI,
TESDA,
Academe,
business sector
4. Limited access to 24
Coordinate with NAPOCOR and
LO: LGU
hour power supply
PALECO to expand their coverage
SO: NAPOCOR,
to the whole municipality
PALECO
Provide alternative sources of power
that are capable of providing
electricity for 24 hours in barangays
where electricity is limited
5. Limited communication
facilities

Provide incentives for cellular
/internet service providers to expand
or strengthen their networks in the
municipality

6. Cascading benefits of
economic boom for IPs
is limited

Passage of a municipal ordinance
mandating that the majority of
tourism employees be residents/IPs
of El Nido

7. Lack of communitybased tours developed
and operated by locals
and IPs of El Nido

LO: Academe
Conduct livelihood needs assessment SO: IPs, PCSD
for IPs
Pass a municipal ordinance
LO:LGU, SB
mandating that the majority of
SO: MTO,
tourism employees be residents/IPs
DOLE, IPs
of El Nido
Train locals and IPs how to operate
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LO: LGU
SO: Different
service providers,
MEEDO,
Licensing Office
LO: LGU
SO: SB, IPs,
MTO
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Issues Identified

Actions (LGU)
local tours
Relocate settlements into multipleuse zones

Responsible
Agencies

8. Influx/increasing
number of informal
settlers
9. Low budget allocated by Increase and optimize the overall
the LGU to
budget for environmental
environmental
management programs
management programs
Allocate funds for the
implementation of LGU programs/
complementing tree planting
programs/ forest rehabilitation/
restoration
10. No permanent MENRO Establish a permanent MENRO
office
office, officers and staff with
logistical support
- Inefficient regulation
and enforcement of
Enactment of municipal
environmental laws
environmental code
- Weak enforcement of
forestry and wildlife
Establish database and develop
laws
standardized analysis of results of
- Weak fishery law
monitoring for comparison and inenforcement
depth analysis
- Lack of funds for
fishery programs

LO:LGU
SO:PAO, Vice
Mayor‟s Office
LO: LGU
SO: PCSDS and
DENR, MTO,
PAO, MEDO,
Accounting
Office

11. Limited manpower to
implement
environmental
protection activities
(lack of forest rangers,
PAO staff, forest and
fish wardens)

LO: LGU
SO: MEDO,
PAO, DENR,
CRM

Recruit more qualified personnel/
staff and prepare the necessary
mechanisms to ensure they are
compensated

LO: LGU, SB
SO: DENR,
PCSD, NGO,
NGA Academe

Involve the community in the
implementation of major activities
Create incentive schemes (in cash or
kind) for volunteer law enforcers
mainstream in LGU budget

Table 67 shows the summary of the initial action plan of El Nido to implement
CCA and DRRM on the ground. In some cases, the strategies outlined here are subsumed
in the above ECAN Management Program.
Table 67. Initial action plan on climate change adaptation and disaster risk management
(Extracted from the Municipal Disaster Risk
Reduction Management Report)
Key Strategies
Key Activities
A. Disaster Prevention and
1. Preparation of reports on the 5% Calamity
Mitigation
Fund of the local budget utilized for
DRRM purposes.
2. Building capacities to effectively
mainstreaming MDRRM and CCA in
development planning, investment
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Key Strategies

B. Disaster Preparedness

167

Key Activities
programming, project development and
evaluation.
3. Encourage membership in the
MDRRMCs to actively participate in the
BDCs
4. Conduct capacity vulnerability
assessment on a regular basis with the
implementing programs & projects
integrated in the plans.
5. Pass resolutions, executive order or enact
ordinances on DRRM & CCA.
6. Formulate policies and put into action on
environmental protection.
7. Enact Ordinances on prohibited acts.
8. Inclusion of funds for acquisition and
maintenance of equipment for ecological
management.
9. Update & conduct of inventory of critical
facilities and infrastructures in the
Barangays such as school buildings,
barangay halls and barangay health
stations
10. Conduct hazards mapping and assessment
at the Barangay levels
11. Printing of posters on hydro and
geological hazards.
12. Printing of Tarpaulin on What to do
during signal No. 1, 2, 3 & 4 of typhoon
and posted in the Brgy and Some Tips on
how to prepare for floods
13. Implement organic farming in the
Barangay.
14. IEC on recycling of household waste such
as plastic bottles that can be used as a pot
for planting vegetables and other edible or
ornamental plants.
15. Information dissemination through
coordination with MDRRMO & other
government agencies.
16. Preparation of Risk financing companies
directory.
17. Promote insurance schemes for
responders such as RED-CROSS and
HOMA (Housing Materials) accident
insurance.
18. Installation of equipment and establish
facilities for Early Warning System
(Floods, Typhoons, Land-slides, Storm
surge and Earthquake).
19. Development and institutionalization of
EWS.
1. Develop MDRRM and CCA IEC and
advocacy plan and program
2. Institutionalization of MRT
3. Establishment of partnership with the
private response team
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Key Strategies

C. Disaster Response

168

Key Activities
4. Conduct capability building activities /
training
5. Conduct of contingency planning
formulation and workshop
6. Revisiting of MDRRM and BDRRM Plan
7. Stock filing and prepositioning of
resources
8. Establishment of one Disaster Operations
Center
9. Construction of evacuation center
10. Develop and/or enhanced simulate
scenario-based, preparedness and
response plans
11. Develop and enhance ICS coordination
and communication system
12. Develop and/or enhance common and
integrated response assessment tools &
mechanisms (SOPs) for deployment and
RDANA Teams, SRR, Evacuation Team
13. Update of directory or database of key
players and stakeholder every year
14. Formulate coordination mechanisms &
guidelines for partnership arrangements in
the contingency plan
15. Implementation/Adaptation of National
and Local Laws and policies for the
Partnership with the Philippine Red Cross
16. Develop and/or enhance guidelines for
emergency response team
Conduct an inventory of existing
resources
1. Activate functional/operational Incident
Command System
2. Gathering of accurate initial information
for reporting purposes
3. Activation of relief distribution points in
the Municipality
4. Activation of assessment teams
5. Using the latest DANA assessment tool,
consolidate, analyze and disseminate data
6. Develop and implement a system for SRR
and proper disposal with concerned
agencies
7. Activate Committee on Evacuation
8. Identification of standard-based relief
shelters and sites
9. Establishment of child-friendly
spaces/temporary learning area in the
Evacuation Center for continuity of
education in coordination with DepEd.
10. Provide spaces for people‟s livestock,
poultry and pets in the ECCs (in
coordination with the MAO together with
the Committee on Agriculture)
11. Conduct livelihood-oriented activities for
internally displaced persons
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Key Strategies

D. Disaster Rehabilitation and
Recovery
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Key Activities
12. Medical consultation & nutritional
assessment (in coordination with
MDRRMC together with the BEANS &
BHW)
13. Assessment of water quality (in
coordination with MDRRMC together
with Voluntary Brgy. Sanitary Inspector
(VBSI), BEANS & BHW)
14. Determination of whether there are
enough clinics and hospitals including
number of beds to address casualties
15. Immediate restoration of lifelines
16. Coordination among heads of Mental
health psycho-social services for the
disaster victims (in coordination with
PDRRMC together with the Committee
on Health)
17. Conduct of traumatic and/or
psychological stress debriefings for the
disaster victims (in coordination with the
PDRRMC together with the Municipal
Committee on Health)
18. Conduct of Post Disaster & Needs
Assessment(PDNA) activities in the
municipality with the assistance of
Municipal Committee on Health,
Municipal Com. On Infra & Municipal
Committee on Environment with the
assistance of PDRRMC
19. Conduct Blood Letting Program together
with the MDRRMC
20. Develop partnership mechanisms with
utility providers and key stakeholders
thru MOUs/MOAs
21. Establishment Disaster/Emergency
Response Unit
1. Conduct field validation in the
Municipality together with the Provincial
PDNA teams together with the
Committee on Infrastructure,
Environment, Health, Appropriations,
Peace and Order, and Treasurer
2. Identify the needed assistance and
formulate/implement appropriate program
in coordination with the Social Welfare
and Municipal Agricultural Office
3. Lobbying for funds from the
Appropriation Committee for the
purchase of land intended for relocation
(at least 2 has.)
4. Construction of disaster resilient housing
following building code and
specifications standard(in coordination
with the MDRRMC together with the
Barangay Committee on Infrastructure)
5. Affected families provided with sufficient
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Key Strategies
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Key Activities
access to basic social services(in
coordination with MDRRMC)
6. Undertake the necessary rehabilitation or
repair of damaged infrastructure
7. Develop systems for appropriate risk
protection measures.
8. Provide psychosocial care to disaster
victims
22. Build capacities of psychosocial care
providers
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CHAPTER 7
Administration of the ECAN Resource Management Plan

7.1 Administrator and Implementer of the ECAN Resource Management Plan
The ECAN Resource Management Plan (ERMP) is a stand-alone document
prepared by the ECAN Board in order to attain the goals of the SEP law. The
implementation and administration of the ERMP is the responsibility of the LGU and the
PCSDS through the ECAN Board of the municipality (PCSD Resolution No. 05-250).
The Chairperson of the ECAN Board shall act as the ECAN Zoning Plan
Administrator; he/she has the power to appoint a Deputy Plan Administrator who must be
qualified for the job and whose nature of work is related to ECAN Zoning. The other
members of the ECAN Board such as the PCSDS representative, Municipal Environment
and

Natural

Resources

Officer,

and

Municipal

Planning

and

Development

Coordinatorshall form the ECAN Zoning Plan Advisory Body which will assist the
Zoning Plan Administrator and Deputy Plan Administrator in the implementation of the
ERMP.
The implementation of the ERMP may consist of the following steps:
1. Policy formulation
2. Legislation
3. Setting up of permitting system
4. Monitoring
5. Other related activities

Figure 41 summarizes the process of institutionalizing the ERMP in the
municipality of El Nido, it is focused around an ECAN-based CLWUP and the most
important factors to consider during the process are the experience and skill of land use
planners, the political support of the LGU, the maintenance of development programs and
a complete grasp of the of the various aspects of ECAN and the CLWUP that promote
sustainable development.
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Figure 41. Institutionalization of the ECAN
7.2 Immediate Activities
After the formulation and approval of the ERMP by the ECAN Board the
following activities are to be undertaken by the Board with the assistance of PCSDS:

7.2.1 Adoption of the ECAN Resource Management Plan
The following sequential steps shall be done for the adoption of the ERMP by the
LGU


ECAN Board‟s endorsement of the Plan to the Sangguniang Bayan



Public hearing in the Municipality of El Nido



Adoption of the Plan by the Sangguniang Bayan and endorsement to the
SangguniangPanlalawigan



Approval of the Plan by the PCSD

7.2.2 Integration of the ECAN Zoning with the Municipal CLWUP
The ERMP shall serve as the municipality‟s basis for other planning activities
such as land use planning, tourism master planning, and resource management planning.
The recommended process to harmonize the ERMP with the Municipal CLWUP is called
INTEGRATE (Integrating the SEP and ECAN into Local Land Use Plans), the process
has six steps (outlined in Annex L) and four integration stages: physical integration,
strategic integration, plan integration and institutional integration.
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7.2.3 Adoption of the ERMP for the Coastal/Marine Component
In order to adopt the ERMP for the Coastal/Marine component the following steps
may be done:


Compilation of results of Coastal Resource Assessments (CRA) and
Participatory CRA (PCRA) studies by the PCSDS and other institutions



Compilation of existing functional and proposed MPA maps as candidates
for coastal/marine ECAN Core Zones and Multiple use zones



Consultation of major stakeholders (LGU, MAO, MFARMC, BFARMCs)



As needed, further conduct of Coastal Resource Assessments (CRA) and
PCRA in proposed/priority sites



Public consultation on areas affected by Coastal/Marine ECAN Maps
(priority on barangays with coastal Core zones)



Presentation of the Coastal/Marine ECAN Map to the ECAN Board who
will deliberate and endorse the map to the Sangguniang Bayan



Adoption of the Coastal/Marine ECAN Map by the Sangguniang Bayan
(with public hearing) and endorsement to the Sangguniang Panlalawigan



Approval of the Map by the PCSD

7.3 Possible Sources of Funds
Funds for the implementation and maintenance of the programs and projects in
the ERMP will not solely come from the LGU; other sources of funds such as
government agencies (DENR, DA, etc), NGOs, and the private sector can also be tapped
to contribute their share for the ERMP. Table 68 summarizes a list of bilateral and
multilateral funding agencies that can be approached for funding environmental and
sustainable development programs and projects

Table 68. Potential foreign funding organizations
Bilateral
Multilateral
Australian Agency for International
Asian Development Bank (ADB)
Development (AusAID)
Canadian International Development
European Union (EU)
Agency (CIDA)
Danish International Development
Agency (DANIDA)
Development Fund for International
Development (DFID)
German Society for International
Cooperation, Ltd. (GIZ)
Japan International Cooperation Agency
(JICA)
New Zealand Agency for International
Development (NZAID)
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Global Environment Facility (GEF)
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (IBRD-World Bank)
International Financing Corporation
(IFC)
International Fund for Agricultural
Development (IFAD)
United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP)
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Bilateral
Swedish International Development
Agency (SIDA)
United States Agency for International
Development (USAID)
Netherlands Embassy
British Embassy

Multilateral
United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (UNFAO)
United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP)

Activities that require large amounts of funds such as ecosystem rehabilitation or
sustainable livelihood projects may also apply for foreign funding through NEDA‟s
Official Development Assistance portfolio or the Global Environment Facility (GEF)
fund. To avail of foreign funding support through Official Development Assistance
(ODA), the proponent LGU should identify the Country Program Priorities of the donor
agencies and match them with the needs of the locality. The next step is to prepare
project proposal for funding assistance in consultation and with the collaboration of
partner agencies such as DENR, DA, and others. The proposal is then submitted to
NEDA for consideration under its ODA program. On the other hand, given the status of
Palawan as a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve and the possible wider applications of ECAN
a proposal could be sent to the UNDP and World Bank to secure a grant from the GEF.
7.4 Monitoring and Evaluation
The monitoring and evaluation of the plans, programs, and projects in the ERMP
shall be done annually and will be the responsibility of the Sangguniang Bayan. In
addition, the ECAN Board shall perform a self-assessment (with assistance from PCSDS)
in order to gauge the efficiency, transparency, and overall management of ECAN
resources as well as the implementation of the ERMP.
The monitoring team shall also recommend or develop proper assessment tools in
order to evaluate the effectiveness of the ERMP. The monitoring team may also use
evaluation tools from other programs held in settings that are similar to Palawan such as
other UNESCO biosphere reserves. Furthermore, plans, programs, and projects under the
ERMP will also be evaluated based on the achievement of their targets and the following
aspects:
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Economic Viability



Ecological Viability



Technological Viability



Socio-cultural Viability



Political Viability



Institutional Viability
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CHAPTER 8
Recommendations

Aside from the actions provided and prioritized by the local officials to address
the threats presented in the ECAN Zones Management Plan, the following management
strategies are recommended.

8.1 Recommended Management Strategy
8.1.1 Unmanaged Waste
Action 1: Establish sanitary unit
A sanitation unit should be established with trained staff who will effectively
manage the sewerage or waste water system. The World Bank (2003) reports local
government officials or water district staff are, in most cases, managers of sewerage and
sanitation systems in the Philippines. Since current managers are local officials and water
district staff who have many other duties and responsibilities and have insufficient time
or incentive to improve the provision of sanitation services, it would be good if managers
of urban sewerage and sanitation systems are professionals and well-trained. In this way,
the sewerage and sanitation systems can be managed professionally by new, well-trained
staff.
Action 2: Seek political support for financing sewerage and treatment facilities
Political support is essential in getting financial support for new sanitation
facilities and keeping them functional. Local authorities and water districts do not have
the necessary capital to finance sewer networks or sewage facilities. Sewerage and
treatment facilities require government funding and external assistance, specifically
through private institutions. Funds and reforms are needed to manage the systems
sustainably. Local stakeholders should carefully negotiate and cooperate when seeking
funds for such facilities, especially when elected officials are sensitive to popular
concerns like tariffs (World Bank, 2003).

Action 3: Provide low cost sanitation facilities
In 2003, the World Bank reported that a large portion of the poor did not have
access to sanitation services. These disadvantaged people rarely had sufficient space or
legal tenure to allow the construction of private septic tanks. Furthermore, many people
lacked reliable water supply to flush wastes through a sewer network. This leaves little
options for improved sanitation unless people create the demand and are willing to pay
for communal toilets and manage them properly. Hence, government should aim to
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develop low cost, viable sanitation systems for the poor while simultaneously improve
water supply, land tenure, and microfinance options in low-income areas.

6.2.2 Illegal Practices of Resource Extraction in Land and Sea
6.2.2.1 Illegal Cutting of Forest Tress, Slash and Burn Cultivation, and
Illegal Occupation
To address these threats, the first action is to employ a rights-based management
approach and the second is to establish a sustainable fuelwood production.
Action 1: Adopt the rights-based management approach
El Nido can resolve the issue of illegal activities by adopting a rights-based
management approach. The IUCN (2009) states that the rights-based approach is useful
to organize and mobilize people in an area. The rights-based management approach also
seeks to reduce dependency on resources within the PAs, address local needs for forest
products, and conserve the forest. For instance, local people can promote eco-tourism in
their area which can reduce illegal cases since the people have an alternative livelihood.
Meanwhile, the indigenous peoples (IPs) who have resided a long time in the ECAN
Zones have inspired the rights-based management approach as they know first-hand how
to optimize and conserve resources.
Action 2: Establish a sustainable fuelwood production
Majority of the cut trees are used as fuel. In this case, the locals can establish a
sustainable fuelwood production to supply their needs while simultaneously preserve the
environment and resources inside the ECAN Zones. In Tanzania, the people established
forest plantations for commercial fuelwood production to meet their need for fuelwood
without harming their natural forests.
6.2.2.2 Unsustainable Fishing Activities
Unsustainable fishing poses a serious threat to everyone. Two suggestions to
minimize it are proposed: (1) adopt a rights-based management approach; and (2) create
adequate legal and regulatory guidelines.
Action 1: Adopt the rights-based management approach
Using the rights-based management approach in fisheries, clarified ownership of
fishery resources creates incentives to guard and protect an owner-occupied resource
against illegal fishing. Just like in forest management, the rights-based approach leads the
people to actively monitor fishery resources.
Action 2: Create adequate legal and regulatory regimes
The creation of adequate legal and regulatory regimes is one of the identified
actions that can effectively suppress illegal fishing. This includes legal frameworks that
define what constitutes illegal fishing, accurately classify various offenses and their
attendant penalties, distinguish between large-scale and subsistence activities, and
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contain penalties sufficiently high to act as effective deterrents like for instance prison
(Rosencrans, 2010). This action also includes the execution of effective investigations
and creation of specialized prosecutorial abilities and specialized judicial bodies. The
fines and penalties collected will be used to improve the management of the resource
and/or to assure affected stakeholders.
6.2.2.3 Illegal Quarrying
To resolve this threat, two actions are recommended. One is to regularly monitor
areas where illegal quarrying is evident through the use of GIS. Another is to introduce
alternative ingredients, specifically recycled materials, for cement-making instead of
natural resources.
Action1: Regularly monitor quarrying areas through GIS
Baban and Ramlal (2007) used GIS to identify areas to be conserved, extent of
soil loss, and flooding in the watershed in the West Indies. By using GIS, they developed
mitigation strategies that addressed anticipated changes in the river basin. El Nido can
adopt similar GIS technology to monitor quarrying.
Action 2: Introduce alternative ingredients in cement-making
The purpose of quarrying is to extract minerals for making cement. Instead of
natural resources, cement-producing companies can use alternative materials and
minimize quarrying. They can utilize recycled materials such as fly ash, granulated blast
furnace slag, and silica fume. Meyers (2007) observed that owners and developers have
discovered that „„going green” is a source of intangible benefits and good publicity, but
also it is a way for them to improve their bottom line.
6.2.2.4 Tourism Infrastructure Development without Tenurial Instrument
If tourist infrastructures are built uncontrolled, then these can become a major
threat in El Nido. One recommended action to curb this threat is through public and
private consultation on proper use of ECAN zones.
Action 1: Establish consultation with public/private sectors and access to proper use of
zones
During consultation, public and private sectors view an updated digitized map of
ECAN Zones. They are informed about proper use of ECAN Zones. With the digitized
map, the MPDO can easily track illegal constructions in the area. Besides consultation
process, other means of access to digitized maps should be provided. The MPDO and
Licensing Office should work together to put up a website through which builders can
avail themselves of ECAN Zone maps using an online link. The maps can validate if a
planned building is in compliance with ECAN zoning. However, the MPDO and other
concerned agencies should regularly conduct field validation to monitor use of ECAN
zones and to gather community response.
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6.2.3 Limitations in Effective Environmental Governance
Environmental governance can be used to find solutions to issues or challenges of
the environment worldwide. It guides society to determine and act on goals or priorities
on how to properly manage natural resources. Environmental governance includes
informal and formal rules, policies, practices or institutions on how people interact with
and make decisions on managing the environment. Appropriate legal frameworks,
whether at the global, regional, national, or local levels, are crucial to environmental
governance (IUCN and UNEP, undated; Magallona & Malayang, 2010).
Informed by rules, policies, or institutions, people can properly act to preserve
and conserve environmental resources. To achieve impact and be effective,
environmental governance should be multisectoral, multilevel, and problem-focused. It
requires cooperation and participation of government, NGOs, private sectors, and civil
societies. It operates along a continuum from community to regional to national to
international levels of environmental actions. Additionally, it looks at environmental
problems from a holistic, interactive perspective, not separately (Magallona & Malayang,
2010).
Many environmental frameworks do exist and are operational. But, some nations
or communities still find themselves inadequate in environmental governance.
6.2.3.1 Limited Community Participation and Information Education
Campaign
When people hardly participate in managing natural resources and are not
informed or educated about environmental laws and practicies, environmental
governance becomes weak. To encourage and to educate more people to participate in
managing the environment, two things can be done: (1) improve basic services for
people; and (2) adopt the principle of co-management.
Action 1: Improve basic services
For people to participate effectively in environmental governance, they must be
physically healthy and mentally prepared. People should be provided basic services such
as health, nutrition, education, and even livelihood. Such services will sufficiently
strengthen them to participate in environmental governance. Thus, the local government
will gain more partners who will protect the natural resources and avoid environmental
penalties. A well informed and educated community acquires knowledge about
environmental laws, practices, and policies. Consequently, they become empowered to
solve issues or problems of the environment.
Action 2: Adopt principle of co-management of environment
The principle of co-management is not really new. Co-management implies that
various sectors undertake joint action to develop, properly use, and sustain forest or
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fisheries resources. Public agencies, private sector groups, and residents jointly set the
agenda and work together for environmental governance. They share the power to
influence decisions and actions on a specific environmental challenge or situation.
6.2.3.2 Non-Compliance to Municipal Zoning
Policy guidelines are formulated to guide people‟s behavior towards the right
direction. At some point, people may fail to comply for several reasons. To facilitate
compliance particularly on municipal zoning, the group recommends three actions.
Action 1: Establish a one-stop information center
El Nido should put up a one-stop information center. It should house materials
about municipal zoning and environmental planning. At the center, residents can easily
learn about the allowable areas for commercial and residential use. Thus, they can clearly
decide on where to locate their potential business or house. Printed and visual materials,
even video, should be available, too, on building permits, certificates of occupancy, and
new tourism infrastructures in the municipality.
Action 2: Conduct regular building inspection
Regular building inspection is necessary to check and verify if the structure
conforms to ECAN Zones. Requests for permits should comply with laws and ordinances
for buildings. Accredited inspectors should check new constructions in the areas. It is
important to assess, monitor, and validate that the information in the permit is correct.

Action3: Formulate a detailed and up-to-date zoning plan
El Nido needs to update its municipal zoning plan. A detailed and up-to-date
zoning plan will facilitate the necessary action to be done. Barangays should integrate
their plans into the municipal zoning plan. Public hearings should be conducted and must
be attended by all stakeholders (i.e., department heads, barangay captains, sector
representatives, and organization heads) to allow greater participation.

6.2.4 Low Agricultural Production or Threatened Food Security
6.2.4.1 Low Agricultural Productivity due to Limited Irrigation Systems and
High Cost of Farm Inputs
Two suggested actions to increase agriculture production in El Nido include
promotion of efficient agricultural practices and construction of reservoirs and rain
catchments.
Action 1: Promote efficient agricultural practices
Schneekloth, Bauder, and Hansen (2009) explained that changes in agricultural
practices can increase precipitation which reduces the need to irrigate. No-till is a farming
practice that minimizes soil disturbance by leaving only a small groove to plant the crop
seed. This method leaves crop residue which increases water infiltration and reduces
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water run-off. It also limits chemical run-off from farms to minimize pollution. As rain
seldom hits El Nido and irrigation is insufficient, no-till keeps the soil moist and yields
quality crops. The crop residue serves as food for local flora and fauna and enhances
biodiversity. Moreover, soil tillage requires less labor (Huggins & Reganold, 2008).
Action2: Construct reservoirs and rain-catching facilities
Singapore initiated the construction of reservoirs and rain catchments to ensure a
stockpile of water during drought. El Nido should also build reservoirs to diversify and
increase its sources of water.
6.2.4.2 Limited Market Outlets
Action 1: Improve market access
Limited physical access and market information lessen rural farmers‟ choices for
trading. To respond to limited market outlets, El Nido should improve its farm-to-market
roads and establish a system to disseminate market prices and related information. An
improved market system gives farmers options to sell their goods. Ultimately, an
environment that will empower and enable rural farmers to lift themselves out of poverty
will be created (International Fund for Agricultural Development, 2003).
6.2.4.3 Decline in Fish Catch due to Overfishing and Illegal Fishing Activities
Action 1: Create a fisheries management database
A fisheries management database can guide actions on overfishing and illegal
fishing. It can be utilized to enforce correct fishing practices. In their study, Nunoo and
Asiedu (2013) compared trends in Ghana‟s fish catch with those in the ERMP of El Nido
by using a database. A consistent and up-to-date database on fishery statistics should
include fish stocks and cases of illegal fishing. It will be fundamental in managing marine
resources in the municipality.

6.2.5 Unsustainable Tourism Development
6.2.5.1 Unplanned and Unregulated Tourism Development
Action 1: Set-up an accreditation process
El Nido faces difficulty on how to regulate its tourism. It should establish an
accreditation process to curb its tourist industry. The DOT Accreditation Process for
Primary Tourism Enterprises (2012-2016) requires travel agencies, tour accommodations,
transport operators, tourism estate management services, and convention organizers to
adhere to the accreditation instrument and team. The accreditation instrument includes
quality of: (1) facilities, products, and services; (2) safety and security; (3) human
resource training; and (4) affiliation. Meanwhile, the accreditation team consists of the
business licensing unit officer; LGU tourism officer; council in-charge of tourism
activities and programs; and independent private sector representatives.
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By using an accreditation system, the municipality gains the following: (1)
uniform and transparent classification; (2) annual accommodation directory; (3) better
facilities, products, and services; (4) higher revenue collection; and (5) greater
involvement of LGUs and DTI. To realize these gains, the LGU should constantly review
and benchmark its tourist industry and also develop and train a pool of accreditors.
6.2.5.2 Limited Credit Card and Cash Counter
Action1: Provide grant of fiscal incentives to bank and non-bank financial institutions
Based on results of key informant interviews, El Nido remains severely
underserviced in banking. To address this problem, the municipality should adopt
strategy of Autonomous Region for Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) to provide grant of
fiscal incentives to bank and non-bank financial institutions. Such incentives will bring in
finance investment projects in the region.
One section of the ARMM Organic Act states “that income taxes levied on banks
contribute to the autonomous regional government‟s source of revenue.” The inherent
power to tax income from these institutions allows the ARMM to give income tax
holidays to banks and other non-bank financial institutions.

6.2.5.3 Lack of Infrastructure for Tourism
The lack of tourism infrastructure was one of the major issues in El Nido. To
remedy this issue, coordination with government agencies and public-private partnership
are suggested.
Action 1: Coordinate with DOTC and DPWH
To improve transportation, El Nido should coordinate with DPWH and DOTC.
For instance, it should coordinate with DOT, DPWH, and DOTC on road construction
and repair. Various sectors such as the tourism industry, farmers, and traders will benefit
from such cooperation. The DOT has requested the DOTC to pursue a road and airport
development program which will serve as gateway to major tourism destinations.
Through the repair and construction of roads and airport in El Nido, the municipality can
expect an increase in tourist arrivals. Also, by expanding the El Nido airstrip in Villa
Libertad, tourists can directly avail themselves of tour promos in the municipality rather
than in Puerto Princesa airport.
Action 2: Establish a public-private partnership
A public-private partnership can resolve the lack of tourism infrastructure in El
Nido. Private institutions have the capital to fund infrastructure projects and generate
profit from these projects. The DOT is responsible in joining the hands of local
government and civic clubs to make tourist destinations attractive. With assistance from
private institutions, the LGU of El Nido can launch an IEC campaign to highlight
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significant contributions of tourism to the local economy, to the environment, and to
livelihood.

6.2.6 Insufficient Medical and Health Services
Action 1: Provide scholarships
To address inadequate health care and medical personnel, the establishment of
scholarship grants for those who will enrol in nursing and health-related courses is
recommended. The scholarships should stipulate the policy that beneficiaries should
work in and serve the municipality.
In the 2001, the US government provided $78 million to fund basic and advanced
nursing education, as well as scholarships and loans for disadvantaged and minority
students considering health careers. In return, the scholars should work in a public or
private hospital for a specific time frame before seeking for jobs in other places.

6.2.7 Insufficient Supply of Potable Water System
Action 1: Adopt proactive approach in managing water resources
To address limited access to water source, the municipality should adopt a
proactive approach to manage current and future water resource developments and to
anticipate future water demands (UNESCO, 2012).
One approach is to anticipate future water demand through simple research and
survey in the context of El Nido‟s environment and thrust to become a major tourist
destination. A proactive approach takes into account the municipality‟s future water
demand as essential in planning how to supply water in a particular area.

6.2.8 Problems in Municipal Security
6.2.8.1 Insufficient Number of Police Officers in the Municipality
Since there is a need for additional number of police officers, the BLGU should
take the necessary action to address this issue.
Action 1: Implement neighborhood watch
The BLGU should establish a “neighborhood watch” as it is essential in police
programs. First, it aims to increase surveillance by the locals. Second, it increases
awareness among members to guard against suspicious people or activities.
Action 2: Mainstream police hotlines
Another action is to mainstream the hotlines of the police department in the
barangays so that residents can easily call and notify them of any potential crime.
Action 3: Monitor the number of barangay tanods
The BLGU should monitor the number of the barangay tanods who patrol the
boundaries of their barangays.
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6.2.8.2 Lack of Fire Stations, Firefighting Equipment, and Personnel
Action1: Train local volunteers
To solve this threat, the LGU should recruit residents as volunteers and train them
on the basics of how to avoid and fight fires. Also, the LGU should conduct training on
how and what to do in case of an emergency.
6.2.9 Insufficient Educational Facilities and Personnel
6.2.9.1 Inadequate Educational Facilities
Action 1: Increase budget allocation
An increase in educational budget will help reduce this threat. Because the
educational system does not receive sufficient budget, school facilities are usually poor or
lacking. Educational facilities in rural areas are most affected by the low budget. The
municipality should view the budget increase as an asset rather than a liability as it will
be used to improve educational facilities of El Nido. Consequently, the improved schools
can produce many future professionals.

6.2.9.2 Need for Additional Teachers
Action 1: Increase budget allocation
The budget increase will improve educational facilities and also address the issue
on insufficient number of teachers in El Nido. Hiring additional teachers to meet the
appropriate student-teacher ratio will require budget for salaries of additional personnel.
Action 2: Screen teacher applicants
The municipality should screen applicants for teaching positions. The current
teachers did not undergo screening or interview about their qualifications. In some cases,
principals, supervisors, superintendents, and division heads got hired because well-known
politicians recommended them. Such practice defeats the purpose of screening. Screening
and interviewing ensure the high quality of teachers.
Action 3: Transform value orientation of teachers
During screening, the teachers‟ value orientation should be examined, too, beyond
their teaching credentials. Teachers must act as role models or examples of good values
for students. Aside from books, teachers should involve students in class discussions and
role playing. Officials should find ways to transform the teachers‟ values through
innovative techniques such as participatory workshops, interactive video cases,
modelling, and others.
Action 4: Improve professional and personal development of teachers
The municipality should improve the professional and personal development of
the teachers such as support for graduate school education. It should search for and
allocate budget to advance teachers‟ professionalism, thus entice more teachers for the
municipality. While teachers already possess the necessary skills to teach, they also need
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advanced training to cope with educational technologies. By giving support for teachers‟
enhanced professional and personal growth, the municipality can ensure higher quality
education.
Table 69 summarizes the environmental threats identified in El Nido, the LGU‟s
actions, and the recommended actions for two ECAN Management program components.

Table 69. Summary of ECAN Management Strategy for two components
Identified Threats
LGU Actions
Recommended Actions
COMPONENT 1: ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT, GOOD
GOVERNANCE, AND STEWARDSHIP
Unmanaged Waste
a. Lack of sewerage
 Operational dislodging  Establishment of a
system/poor
of septic tank
sanitation unit with
treatment of waste
trained staff who will
water from
effectively manage
 Establishment of
establishments and
the sewerage or waste
treatment facilities
household
water system
 Budget allotment for
 Political support for
maintenance and
financing the
operation of waste
establishment of
water treatment
sewerage or waste
water treatment
 Establishment of
facilities
sanitary landfill
 Low cost sanitation
Strict enforcement of
facilities for urban
septic tank design in
poor
households and
establishments
Illegal Practices of Resource Extraction in Land and Sea
a. Illegal cutting of
 Strengthening of
 Adoption of rightsforest trees, slashmulti-sectoral
based management
and-burn cultivation,
enforcement team
approach
and illegal
(DENR, PAO, MEDO,
occupation
PCSD, and other
 Establishment of
concerned agencies)
sustainable fuelwood
production
 Strengthening of IEC
activities and conduct
of tree planting
activities in areas
where cases of illegal
cutting of forest trees,
kaingin, and illegal
occupation take place
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Regular patrol and
monitoring of illegal
activities in the
municipality



Filing of cases against
violators
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Identified Threats

LGU Actions


Recommended Actions

Strict enforcement of
SEP Law, NIPAS,
Chainsaw Act, PD
705, and EIA to
prevent extreme
extraction of natural
resources in the CZs
and TUZs



b. Unsustainable
fishing activities

c. Illegal quarrying

Provision of
sustainable livelihood
(eco-tourism,
aquaculture,
agriculture, agroforestry, and tree
farming)
 Strict enforcement of
SEP Law, NIPAS,
Philippine Fishery
Code, and Wildlife Act
Provision of sustainable
livelihood (eco-tourism,
aquaculture, agriculture,
agro-forestry, and tree
farming) so that violators
will stop illegally
extraction of resources


Increase of penalties
(fine and
imprisonment) for
environmental
violators



Encouragement of
community response
and/or reporting
system to monitor
presence of illegal
fishing activities
Regular monitoring of
illegal quarrying
activities in the area



Effective enforcement
(patrol and IEC) through
eco-guards

d. Tourism
infrastructure
development without
tenurial instrument
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 Close monitoring of
permit system for
tourism infrastructure
development
 Application of phase-

 Adoption of rightsbased management of
fisheries
 Creation of adequate
legal and regulatory
regimes



Monitoring through
the use of GIS

 Introduction of
alternative ingredients
specifically recycled
materials for cementmaking instead of
natural resources
 Development and
schedule of
consultation hours to
showcase proper use
of zones in the
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Identified Threats

LGU Actions
Recommended Actions
out plan for illegal
municipality among
structures; covers all
public and private
zones and applies to
sectors
the whole municipality
 Strict enforcement of
ECAN Zones
 Review of penalty of
zoning ordinance to
deter future violations
Limitations in Effective Environmental Governance
a. Limited community
 Institutionalization of
 Improvement of
participation and
municipal information
basic services to
information education
office
enhance community
campaign
participation and
IEC campaign
 Conduct periodic
information education
campaign in
communities
b. Non-compliance to
 Approval and
 Establishment of onemunicipal zoning
implementation of Estop information
CLWUP and E-FLUP
center on municipal
zoning, planning, and
process of obtaining
 Involvement of
building permits
community rangers in
monitoring illegal
construction in the
 Conduct of regular
area
building inspection
 Establishment of
monitoring and
evaluation schemes
Low Agricultural Production or Threatened Food Security
a. Low agricultural
 Coordination between
 Promotion of waterproductivity due to
LGU and National
efficient agricultural
limited irrigation
Irrigation
practices such as no
systems and high cost of
Administration for
till for farmers in El
farm inputs
construction of
Nido
irrigation system
 Provision of
 Construction of
agricultural support in
reservoirs and rain
terms of inputs,
catchments
finance, and
infrastructure to make
El Nido self-sufficient
in basic commodities


Implementation of
price control for basic
commodities (i.e., rice,
vegetables, meat, fish,
water)
COMPONENT 2: RIGHTS-BASED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
a. Limited market
Improvement of farm-to Establishment of
outlets
market roads for easy
market linkages
access to markets and
establishment of a system
Participation in and
186
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Identified Threats

b. Decline of fish catch
due to overfishing and
illegal fishing practices

LGU Actions
organization of trade fairs
with product competition
and promotional schemes
 Establishment of full
cycle fish hatcheries


Regular monitoring
and patrolling of
Bantay Dagat and
rangers

Recommended Actions
for dissemination of
market information such
as market price
Creation of a fisheries
management database
that contains information
to guide El Nido‟s
management of its
fisheries resources



Review and update of
the Municipal Fishery
Ordinance
Unsustainable Tourism Development
a. Unplanned and
 Update of Tourism
unregulated tourism
code and legislation
development
of eco-tourism
ordinance and
carrying capacity
ordinance (including
regulations on tour
prices, overcrowding
of tourism sites, uses
in tourism sites, and
compliance to the
70% local
employment)

b. Lack of infrastructure
for tourism



Hiring of staff to
implement ordinances



Provision of logistical
support
Construction of ranger
stations in the island




Establishment of
information centers



Establishment of
Museum or
Conservation Center
showcasing
archaeological
materials and relics
Construction of
welcome signage that
will also serve as
collection point for
ETDF
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Construction of public



Establishment of
accreditation process
in the municipality
with corresponding
accreditation
instrument and teams



Constant review and
benchmarking of
tourism development

Development and
training of a pool of
accreditors



LGU coordination
with DOTC and
DPWH to
provide/enhance
tourism infrastructure



Establishment of
public-private
partnership for
tourism infrastructure
development
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Identified Threats

LGU Actions
Recommended Actions
toilets
c. Limited credit card
 Invitation for financial  Grant of fiscal
and cash counter
institutions to establish
incentives to bank and
outlets/branches in El
non-bank financial
Nido
institutions
Insufficient Medical and Health Services
a. Inadequate health
 Issuance of resolution
 Provision of
care facilities and
from SB and SP for
scholarship to those
medical
construction of
who will take
personnel
hospital and medical
 up nursing and other
centers
health-related courses
with a condition that
beneficiaries will
 Provision of medical
supplies, medicines,
work in and serve the
and additional health
municipality
professionals in RHUs
and barangay health
centers
Insufficient Supply of Potable Water System
a. Limited access to
 Immediate
 Adoption of
water source
implementation of
proactive approach to
municipal water
managing current
system
and future water
resource
developments in the
 Protection of water
municipality and
source and watershed
anticipating future
water demands
 Delineation of
boundary and stand
inventory (monitor if it
is increasing or
decreasing)
Problems in Municipal Security
a. Insufficient number of  Conversion of
 Establishment of
police officers in the
municipal police
“neighborhood
municipality
station into Municipal
watch”
Tourism Police Unit
and strategically create  Mainstreaming of
police sub-stations
police hotlines


b. Lack of fire stations
and firefighting
equipment and
personnel



Creation of Municipal
Auxiliary Police
recruited from the
barangay
Issuance of resolution
from SB on
construction of fire
stations to all
barangays



Monitoring the
number of the
barangay tanods



Provision of trainings
for volunteer
residents



Increase of budget



Recruitment of
firefighting personnel
from local residents
Insufficient Educational Facilities and Personnel
Inadequate educational
 Establishment of
188
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Identified Threats
facilities

Need for additional
teachers





LGU Actions
partnerships for
provision or
enhancement of
educational facilities
(LGU-provincial and
municipal partnership)
Hiring of additional
qualified teachers for
schools in the
municipality

Recommended Actions
allotment for
educational system


 Increase of budget
allotment for
educational system
 Screening of
applicants for
teaching position
Provision of incentives
package for educators
Transformation of
teachers in values
orientation
 Improvement of
professional and
personal development
of teachers such as
graduate education

8.2 General Recommendations
El Nido is without a doubt a paradise known for its magnificent rolling hills,
dense green forests, clear waters, white sand beaches, and rich variety of flora and fauna.
However, human activities and interventions present in the municipality threaten these
conditions. To manage El Nido‟s abundant natural resources, Strategic Environmental
Plan is used as a legal basis for managing, protecting, and conserving its natural resources
through the strategy known as ecanization. Through ecanization, action plans were
identified in the previous discussions containing a wealth of information that can help the
local government of El Nido specifically the land use planners to make sound
development decisions and, conversely, be instrumental associates for implementing the
plans effectively in the coming years.
Based on the findings from this report and from the observations of the team with
working with both the PCSD and the LGU, a set of implementation recommendations for
the municipality of El Nido in initiating a comprehensive program to address
development threats present in the planning area was developed. These recommendations
were from the observed gaps that must be addressed before the identified action plans
will be realized, these include:

(1) Re-establish planning strategies
Given the nature of land use planning in El Nido, the team observed that the
threats present in the municipality were still not fully realized by the local planning
committee as well as the local residents. An example of this is the difficulty of
prioritizing the development of the municipality which can be cited in the discussion of
189
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the integrated threats analysis. To balance the development path of the municipality, it is
recommended by the team to address land use planning strategically by identifying core
threats and their cross-cutting effects. Through this, insight can be gained into the scope
of development threats and land use planners in the muncipality can overlay maps of
priority conservation and development areas with projected future development patterns
for the next 50 and 100 years. This exercise will identify both the most important and
threatened areas of the municipality. This information can then be used to develop
strategic relationships between land use planners and the local government, and this can
also be used to formulate conservation plans that can be integrated directly with
municipal level comprehensive or master plans.

(2) Disclose municipal information
Communication between the departments and the locals of El Nido is one of the
crucial things which must be addressed in the planning process. Different departments
have various amounts data which are difficult to access and consolidate in terms of
interpreting their relationship. Therefore, it is recommended to disclose municipal
information by formulating a central database that contains data and maps coming from
every department and office present in the municipality which can be viewed by the
public and especially the land use planners. This will not only help the planners but also
the whole LGU in accessing the necessary data that is needed for formulating projects
and programs for the municipality in convenient and timely manner. Through this,
planners and stakeholders will be able to better understand each other and cooperate
because they have access to the same information. Improved access to information also
helps facilitiate planning across all stakeholder levels.

(3) Upgrade education strategies
To implement the plans properly, it is necessary to empower the people by
educating the public about conservation and development impacts. At present, it can be
noted that Information Education Campaigns are widely implemented in the municipality
however, these are limited for the people to be involved hence, it is suggested that the
IECs would hit two way that would make them realize both the advantages of
conservation and development impacts at the same time show them the consequences of
not having these actions, and then how can they be a part of the development process.
Aside from the public, it is also necessary to target education towards the people
who make land use decisions, namely elected officials and land use planners or the
people composing the ECAN board. But it can be noted that officials in the municipality
are greatly aware of the strategy of ecanization however oftentimes, local land use
planners are concerned only with the character of their municipality, but might not see
190
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the connections between quality of life and natural resource conservation. They cannot
make decisions responsibly without being fully informed of the trade-offs they are
making.

(4) Build municipal capacity
In order to address the challenging issues presented in the previous discussions,
the LGU will need to devote both physical and financial resources, sufficient qualified
staff, and their time to land use policy. The public-private partnership funding can
provide some money for working on land use planning issues and for the development of
the municipality, but it will not be enough. The municipality will need to seek out
additional creative and innovative funding sources to fully meet the required amount for
the implementation of planning programs in the municipality including the proper
allocation of budget for hiring qualified staff and for providing facilities and
establishments to realize the goals and vision of the administration.
However, it was observed by the team that one of the main problems of the
municipality is its lack of personnel for every department, meaning most departments and
offices have limited manpower and do not have staff with sufficient experience or even
exposure to land use planning policy. Even if the LGU takes a strategic approach to this
issue, it will still need to devote more resources to address their lack of manpower.
Most importantly, the LGU will need either to identify new funding sources or to
shift their existing resources to match the identified new priorities based on the ECAN
Zone Management Plan. The Action Plans clearly state that development is among the
most significant issues that must be addressed. The strong statements regarding
development threats in many of the plans clearly justify adding efficient personnel and
proper allocation of budget towards tackling this issue.
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ANNEX A
Work Plan and Schedule

Phases

Orientation
and Project
Presentation

Location

PersoninCharge

Duration

Time
Frame

PCSD Staff
headed by Sir
Ryan Fuentes

Puerto
Princesa

Practicum
Team

1 Day

March 21
(Monday)

PHO

Puerto
Princesa

Practicum
Team

1 Day

March 23
(Tuesday)

Puerto
Princesa

Practicum
Team

1 Day

March 23
(Tuesday)

Municipality
of El Nido

El Nido
Team

1 Day

March 24
(Tuesday)

Municipality
of El Nido

El Nido
Team

36 Days

March
24-April
29

El Nido
Team

20 Days

March
24-April
13

El Nido
Team

2 Days

April 1314

El Nido
Team

2 Days

April 15

Integrated Threats
Analysis

El Nido
Team

3 days

April 1720

Formulation of
ECAN Zone
Management Plan
(in accordance to

El Nido
Team

5 days

April 2126

Institutions
Involved

Initial TPP
Presentation
Orientation with
PHO

Specific Tasks

Formal Courtesy
call and TPP
Presentation
Courtesy Call –
LGU

Secondary data
gathering

Fieldwork
(Data
Collection)

Data
Integration
and Analysis
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PCSD Staff
headed by
Director
Devanadera
Local
Government
Unit (LGU)
MAO, MTO,
PAO, MPDO,
CRM, MEDO,
MEEDO,
MSWD, MEO,
MDRRMC,
PNP, Municipal
Assessor‟s
Office, RHO

Key Informant
Interview

LGU and
sectoral
representatives

Preparation for
ECAN Planning
Workshop

PCSD Staff

Participatory
ECAN Planning
Workshop

Local
Government
Unit (LGU);
PCSD Staff;

Municipality
of El Nido

Municipality
of El Nido
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Phases

PersoninCharge

Duration

Time
Frame

ECAN Planning
Workshop
Documentation

Irene
Gapay

28 Days

April 17May 1

Municipal Profile

El Nido
Team

17 days

March
27- April
13

El Nido
Team

14 days

April 26May 10

Puerto
Princesa

El Nido
Team

3 Days

May 1114

Puerto
Princesa

Practicum
Team

1 Day

May 15

Practicum
Team

4 Days

May 1619

El Nido
Team

18 Days

May 6-24

UPLB

El Nido
Team

13 days

May 1124

DCERP

Practicum
Team

1 Day

May 26

UPLB

El Nido
Team

8 Days

May 26June 8

Specific Tasks

Institutions
Involved

Location

the PCSD‟s
Sustainable
Development
Framework)

Initial
Report
Writing
(ECAN
Resource
Management
Plan)

Field
Presentation

Integrated Threats
Analysis and
ECAN Zone
Management Plan
Preparation of
Presentation
Materials
Final Field
Presentation

PCSD Staff

Integration
Period and
Departure
Team Report
Report
Writing

Technical Report

Final
Presentation

DCERP faculty
Team Report

Revisions
and
Submission
of Final
Report
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ECAN Resource
Management Plan
Technical Report
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Phases / Tasks

ANNEX B
Gantt Chart
Feb
Mar

Duration

Post Fieldwork

Fieldwork proper

Pre-Fieldwork

9

Preparation of
Terms of Reference
(TOR)
Preparation of
Technical Project
Proposal (TPP)
Social Preparation
Primary and
Secondary data
gathering
Participatory
ECAN Planning
Workshop
Data integration
and Analysis
Initial Report
writing of
Municipal Profile
Initial Report
writing of
Integrated Threats
Analysis and
ECAN Zone
Management Plan
Preliminary
presentation
Revision of drafts
Final Presentation
and submission of
final outputs
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3weeks

3 weeks

3 days
4 weeks
1 Day

4 weeks

4 weeks

3 weeks

1 day
2 weeks
3 weeks

1
6

2
3

2

9

1
6

Apr
2
3

1

6

1
3

May
2
0

2
7

1

4

1
1

Ju
ne
1
8

2
5

1

8
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ANNEX C
Budgetary Requirement

Expenses

Individ
ual Cost
(PHP)

Team
Cost (6
membe
rs)
(PHP)

Allocation
Total Cost (8
weeks/ 40 working
days) (56 Actual
Days) (PHP)
Individ
Team
ual

Source of Fund

A. Personal Requirements
1. Food

150.00

900.00

8,400.0
0

2. Lodging
3. Transportation
a. Los Baños –
5,000
30,000
5,000
Puerto Princesa
(roundtrip)
b. On-site
B. Maintenance and Operating Expenses
1. Workshop
Materials (baseline
maps, cartolina,
Manila paper,
pentel pen, masking
tape)
2. Workshop venue
and LCD projector
3. Reproduction of
materials
4,000.0
4. Report Printing
670.00
670.00
0
1,500.0
5. Binding
250.00
250.00
0
6. Educational Poster
150.00
900.00
150.00
8,400.0
1,400.0
C. Contingency
1,400.00
0
0
Fund
15,870.
Total (PHP)
00

200

Practicum Team
(1 sack to be
50,400.00
shouldered by
PCSDs)
Provided by the PCSD
Practicum Team
30,000
PCSDs

PCSDs

-

PCSDS
PCSDS

4,000
1,500.00
900.00
8,400.00
95,200.00

Practicum Team
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ANNEX D
Summary of the Final Documentation of the Workshop
The ECAN Participatory Resource Management Planning Workshop in El
Nido was held last April 15, 2015 at the SB Session Hall, El Nido, Palawan. The
participants for this workshop were the ECAN Board, sectors consultation‟s
organizers, PCSD Staff, and other guests. The overall facilitator for the workshop
was Mr. Alex Mercaida from the PCSD.
The program started at 9:57am through a prayer followed by the opening
message from the Vice Mayor Nieves Rosento. According to her, in behalf of the Mayor
and the municipality, she is thankful that through the continuous efforts of the PCSD,
they would be able to finish the CLUP by integrating ECAN to it. After the opening
remarks, Mr. Marcaida introduced the set of participants then proceeded to the highlight
of the workshop – validation of the ECAN zones. There are 3 specific objectives in the
validation – to be able to present the results of the validation of the identified issues on
adopted ECAN map; to be able to develop the ECAN Resource Management Plan
(ERMP); and to be able to discuss the next steps in approving the ERMP and its uses in
the E-CLWUP and E-ZO. He also stated that the validation, the municipal profile,
stocktaking, and identification of threats would be presented by the interns from UPLB.
After explaining the things to do for the workshop, Director Josephine Matulac,
the Director for Operations in PCSD had a talk on how and why SEP ECAN matters to
the municipality of El Nido. She also emphasized the importance of ECAN in protecting
the natural resources and tourism will be nothing without it.
Program proper then proceeded to the presentation of results of field and
classroom validation which was conducted last October-November 2014. This was
presented by Ms. Janet Felizarte, the PCSD Staff in El Nido. For the presentation, slide
presentation of map validation was presented and there was also hardcopy of these maps.
The maps presented are the Western Barangay, Eastern Barangay, and Urban Center.
During the validation, questions and clarifications from the participants were recognized
and answered. Aside from the field validation, Engr. Maximo and the Vice Mayor also
presented the highlighted issues on some barangay with comments and responses from
the participants.
Lunch break was held at 12:16pm after the field validation. session resumed at
1:36pm. Mr. Marcaida ran down the sequence of presentations for the 2 nd part of the
workshop. For the first part of the afternoon workshop, interns from UPLB presented the
Municipal Profile, Municipal Stocktaking, and the identified priority threats/issues for the
municipality. They also requested the participants to validate the said presentations. In
the presentation of the identified issues/threats, the group also stated the
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implications/effects it would give to the municipality and the baseline data each threat.
Inputs and comments from the participants were noted.
After the presentation, Mr. Marcaida discussed the mechanics and objectives of
the breakout session that includes the input validation and recommendations. Four
sectoral groups were formed: Tourism and Infrastructure (Group 1), Agriculture and
Fisheries (Group 2), Socio-Institutional (Group 3); and Environment (Group 4). By the
end of the breakout session, it is expected that the group would assign one rapporteur to
report the findings of each sector.
In the breakout session, there are assigned facilitators, co-facilitators, and at least
2 to 3 documentors per sector. Also, there was a prepared matrix for the group to fill out
during the breakout session. The group first identified the threats that they think the
municipality should prioritize. Maximum of five prioritized threats were chosen per
sector. Each of the prioritized threats were given the necessary actions that they think
would help to address the threat. Also, they decided that the timetable they should use is
2015-2020. They were also able to identify the responsible and lead organizations for
each action.
The participants were gathered again to the SB Session Hall for the presentation
of the prioritized threats. First to present was Mr. Arvin Acosta, Tourism Officer, to
represent the economic sector. They were able to prioritize the top 3 threats that need to
be addressed immediately in the tourism and infrastructure – lack of tourism policies and
standards, lack of infrastructure for tourism, and limited credit card and cash counter. He
also discussed the top 3 priority threats for agriculture and fisheries – lack of tourism
policies and standards; lack of infrastructure for tourism; and limited credit card and cash
counter.
Second to present was Mr. Alex Mancio, Chief of PAO. He presented the top 5
prioritized threats for the environmental sector – poor treatment of waste water coming
from establishments and households; illegal cutting of forest trees, slash-and-burn
farming and illegal occupation; unsustained fishing activities; quarrying; and tourism
infrastructure development without tenurial instruments.
The last to present was Mr. Benjamin Adriano Jr from PCSDS to discuss about
the threats prioritized in the socio-institutional sector – limited community participation
and information education awareness; municipal zoning plan; insufficient medical and
health services; increasing number of informal settlers in timberland, watersheds, and
coastal areas; and insufficient number of police officers for the municipality.
After the presentation per sector, Mr. Mark dela Cruz from PCSD discussed the
next steps in the formulation of the ECANized Compehensive Land and Water Use Plan
(CLWUP) and ECANized Zoning Ordinance (E-ZO). After the revisions of the ECAN
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map, then the approval and adoption follows. Then it would be finalized through the
presentation of the LGU to the Council.
For the closing remarks, Ms. Cresencia Fernandez, the Municipal Assessor,
thanked PCSD for spearheading the 1-day workshop and is looking forward to the
success of it. She hoped that there would be an immediate final output that would be
produced. By 5:26pm, the workshop finally adjourned.
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ANNEX E
Workshop Design for ECANIZING El Nido:
Participatiry ECAN Resource Management Plan
I.

Rationale
The ECAN Resource Management Program (ERMP) is a stand-alone document

prepared by the Municipal ECAN Board with the assistance of Palawan Council for
Sustainable Development (PCSD) Staff pursuant to the Republic Act No. 7611 (SEP
Law) and its guidelines. Its primary objective is to guide the long-term sustainable
management of the municipally-adopted ECAN Zones. It uses the ridge-to-reef general
strategy of ECAN and applies it strategically over and above other existing planning
frameworks. It shall serve as the general physical plan of every municipality or city.
Thus, it shall be the basis of other planning activities, such as land use planning, tourism
master planning, and resource management planning as a whole. The implementation of
the ERMP is to be the joint responsibility of the local government unit (LGU) and PCSD
Staff through the ECAN Board which is created to act in its city or municipal jurisdiction
in the same way the PCSD governs SEP concerns at the provincial level.
The formulation, implementation, and institutionalization of the ERMP, as well as
its integration into the Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP), requires the strong
support of the LGU and all concerned stakeholders. Its integration into the CLUP must be
a participatory process. The CLUP needs to be compliant not only to the policies
prescribed by the Housing and Land Use Regulatory Board (HLURB) and the rules and
regulations under the Local Government Code of 1991 (LGC or Republic Act No. 7160)
but to the SEP and its policies as well.
The LGC mandates the LGU to co-manage with the state the environment and
natural resources within the LGU‟s administrative boundary. One important function
devolved by the state to LGUs is the enactment of municipal or city zoning ordinance
based on the formulated CLUP. The zoning ordinance and the CLUP are the primary
bases for the future use of land resources. The formulation of the ERMP is a major step
toward harmonizing and aligning the provisions of the SEP into the CLUP.
As highlighted, the implementation of ERMP is a joint responsibility of local
government unit (LGU) and PCSD Staff through the ECAN Board. The composition of
the ECAN Board is practically the LGU with some representatives from other sectors. Its
operationalization in the whole province had been signaled since 1994 with the issuance
of PCSD Res. 94-144, the Guidelines of the ECAN implementation and later on, in 2005
amended via PCSD Res. No. 05-250.

II.
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In the 1-day municipal workshop for ECAN Resource Management Program,
stakeholders, particularly those from local government units, civil society organizations,
indigenous peoples‟ organizations, business, and the academe, will:
1. Present the results of validation of the identified issues on adopted ECAN Map
2. Develop the ECAN Resource Management Program (ERMP); and
3. Discuss steps in formulating Ecanized Comprehensive Land and Water Use Plan
(E-CLWUP) and Ecanized Zoning Ordinance (E-ZO).

III. Participants
Participants will be ECAN Board members CLUP TWG and other identified
stakeholders. They represent the broad range of stakeholders including local executives,
heads of municipal agencies, SB Representatives, people‟s organization, business sector,
and enforcement officers, among other stakeholders.

IV. Program, Objectives and Methods
Time

DAY 1
Mornin
g
8:008:30
8:308:40

Session
Title

Method

Registration
of
Participants
Opening
Rites

8:409:00

Opening
Message

9:009:15

Introductio
n to the
workshop
and
the
participants

9:159:30

SEP: Why
it Matters to
us
(with
emphasis
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Objectives and Topics

Resource
Person/Facilitat
or
PCSD
District
Management
Office (DMO)

To formally open the 1day workshop with a
prayer
and
the
Philippine
National
Anthem
To
welcome
the
participants and give
the speakers‟ thoughts
on the significance of
the ECAN Resource
Management Program
in the municipality
 To explain workshop
objectives,
processes,
and
program
 To introduce the
consultation
organizers (PCSD)
 To introduce the
participants
and
sectors represented
To understand and
appreciate the SEP
framework, the ECAN
strategy, and their

Prayer and PCSD Staff
Philippine
National
Anthem
Talk

Mayor

Talk with
slide
presentatio
n

Alejandro
Mercaida
Overall
Facilitator

Talk with
slide
presentatio
n

Executive
Director Palawan
Council
for
Sustainable

S.
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Session
Title

Objectives and Topics

on ECAN
strategy,
ECAN
Board, and
ECAN
Zoning
Plan)

9:3011:30

11:3012:00

Method

importance to spatial
land use planning,
including:
 Overview situation
of
sustainable
development
and
biodiversity
and
ecosystem values in
El Nido;
 Importance
of
ECAN Board and
ERMP in relation to
critical ecological,
economic,
sociocultural
and
institutional
challenges
in
Palawan
To
present the results Slides
Presentatio
n of ECAN of validation (4 teams) Maps
Zones
30 minutes per team
920
minutes
validation
presentation per team +
10 minutes question
and answer)
Printed
Presentatio Participants will:
and
n
of  Understand
appreciate
the
Municipal
situational analysis
Profile
of San Vicente
Stocktakin
based on studies
g Results
and
plans,
Part I
specifically on:

Resource
Person/Facilitat
or
Development
Staff

Team Leader per
validation team

UPLB Interns

- Priority
Issues/Threats
and why these
were identified
as priorities
(What and Why)
- Recommended
Actions,
Responsible
Entities
and
Time Frame
(How, Who, When)
12:001:00
1:002:00
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LUNCH BREAK
Presentatio Participants will:
and
n
of  Understand
appreciate
the
Municipal
situational analysis
Profile
of San Vicente
Stocktakin
based on studies
g Results

UPLB Interns
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Session
Title
Part II

2:003:00

Action
Planning
Workshop

Objectives and Topics

4:004:30

Presentati
on
of
Results
and Open
Forum
E-CLUP
and E-ZO

4:30-

Closing
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Resource
Person/Facilitat
or

and
plans,
specifically on:
- Priority
Issues/Threats
and why these
were identified
as priorities
(What and Why)
- Recommended
Actions,
Responsible
Entities
and
Time Frame
(How, Who, When)
The participants will
validate inputs and
recommendations for
municipal
level
priorities and actions;
including current or
proposed
policies,
programs
and
projects that can be
integrated in these
actions.
Four sectoral groups
will
be
formed:
Environmental,
Economic 1, Economic
2,
and
SocioInstitutional
(see
Annex
D).
A
rapporteur will be
assigned to present the
findings of each sector.

3:304:00

Method

(see Annex E)
The participants will be
able
to
present
highlights of results in
each sector.
The participants will
discuss next steps in
formulating
the
ECANized
Comprehensive Land
and Water Use Plan
(E-CLWUP)
and
ECANized
Zoning
Ordinance (E-ZO)

Meta
cards,
Manila
paper,
markers

Sector
1
(Economic
1:
Tourism/
Infrastructure):
Facilitator
Documenter
Sector
2
(Economic
2:
Fisheries/
Agriculture):
Facilitator
Documenter
Sector 3 (SocioInstitutional):
Facilitator
Documenter
Sector
4
(Environmental
):
Facilitator
Documenter
Assigned
Rapporteur per
sector

Planning Officer,
PCSD

Members

of
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Session
Title

Objectives and Topics

Method

Resource
Person/Facilitat
or
ECAN Board

Messages

Participants by Sector
(Needs, Threats, and Opportunities validation)
Sector
Office
Economic
1 Zoning Officer
(Tourism
and
Infrastructure)
Sangguniang
Bayan
Tourism
Municipal Engineer
Tourism Officer
MEEDO

Name
Mr. Ferdinand Garcellano

SB Nicole Lim
Engr. Ronnie M. Alcantara
Mr. Arvin Acosta
Mr. Rene Acosta

Economic
2 Municipal Vice Mayor
(Fisheries
and
Agriculture)
Municipal Agriculturist
ENF
MFARMC Rep.
Farmers Association
SB on Trade and
Industry

Ms. Nieves Rosento

Environment

Municipal Mayor
Municipal Planning and
Development
Coordinator
ENF
Sangguniang
Bayan
Legal Committee
Park Superintendent
Administrative Officer
SB on Environment

Ms. Edna Lim
Ms. Myrna Gripon

MAO Staff
Municipal Assessor
Sangguniang Bayan
Municipal
Health
Officer
PSDS El Nido District,
DepEd
ABC President
MSWD
Youth Rep.
IPMR
Church
Women‟s Group

Mr. Leo Manlavi
Ms. Cresencia Fernandez
SB Benjie Gonzales
Dr. Cesar G. Rivera

Social
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Ms. Virginia Balderas

Louie Bunillo
Jun Mones

Mr. Lloyd Lumbadia
SB Rostum Vidal
For. Felizardo Cayatoc
Mr. Raffy Cabate
Hon. Ferdinand Batoy

Mrs. Corazon B. Ulanday
Cap. Bernardo Legaspi
Ms. Gloria C. Mones
Ms. Joy Planta
Hon. Prospero Castro
Fr. Nilo Ibuyan
Ms. Leonor Coral
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Palawan Council for Sustainable Development
Sustainable Action Planning Workshop
Breakout Group Discussion Guide
OBJECTIVES
For each Breakout Group (BG), the group participants will:
1. Validate the problem causal analysis and agree on the priority threats
for each sector with inputs and information from local contexts;
2. Recommend Actions, Applicable ECAN Zones and
Barangay/Sitio Coverage for Each Action, Timetable, and
Lead & Support Entities using the draft Results Framework.
PARTICIPANTS and BREAKOUT GROUPS
Member of ECAN Board representing indigenous peoples and nongovernmental organizations, local government official, academe,
business sector, mass media, and others.
Breakout Groups:
A-1 Economic Sector 1
(Tourism and Infrastructure)
A-2 Economic Sector 1
(Fisheries and Agriculture)
B

Socio-Institutional
(Education, Disaster Risk Preparedness, Governance, IP)

B

Environmental Sector
(Forest and watershed, Coastal and Marine)

Each breakout group will have:
 Facilitator
 Documenter
 Resource Person(s)

Time
(1.5 hrs)

Activity / Key Questions

Additional Notes on Process

1. Base on the list, what threats Metacards
(Technology
of
matter most or of high priority Participation)/ Digital editable
to your barangay? Are there slides and Open Discussions
other critical threats in your
Facilitator requests for a
barangay? Do they occur in
volunteer rapporteur for
other baragays too? Where?
plenary reporting, from
The documenter should be able
among participants.
to put the priorities into excel
format (see Matrix 1 below).

Participants are asked to validate the
identified threats based on KII and
recent studies. On meta-cards, write
other critical threats.
Discussion:
 Identify and Note the Source of
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2. Do you agree with the
suggested
Sustainable
Development
Actions
to
address these threats? If not,
what key actions should be
done to address the priority
issue/threat? Try to limit to 3
strategic and doable actions
for each priority threat.
NOTE: Actions should
sustainable
Criteria of SD Actions

be

A. High impact and cost-effective
B. SMART
C. Ecologically viable
D. Socially acceptable
E. Holistic in approach
3. Is the action zonal/spatial (can
be located on the ground) or
non-zonal (cannot be located
on the ground)?
3a. If the action is zonal, what is
zone under the ECAN system?
NOTE: Zonal actions are
actions that fall within any one
or several specific zones in any
of the three ECAN components:
terrestrial, coastal/marine, and
tribal ancestral lands. The
assignment of ECAN zones will
be based on allowable and
prohibited uses per ECAN zone
as specified in the ECAN
policies and guidelines.
4. What is the geographic
coverage of the action?
Note:
The coverage is
barangay; sitio; any special
management
areas
or
management unit (identify
specific
protected
areas,
mountain
range,
island,
wetland, cave, river, watershed,
etc.)
5. When is the appropriate time
for
the
action
to
be
implemented, within 2015210

Information – report, agency,
person, organization –for the
questions. These should help
the team to verify or follow-up
the information later.
 Identify priority threats for and
validate given priority actions

 Facilitator and Documenter use
prepared list of actions and
metacards if added actions are
necessary.
Facilitator
goes
through
each
Priority
Issue/Threat for the sector and
asks the Participants to give their
answers to the Questions 2 to 6
in sequence.
 One participant will start and
others will build on this or add a
new key action and target.
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2020? Identify Timeframe from
start to finish.
Note: The prioritized Actions
(and corresponding results) are
desired to be completed within
2015-2020 (the initial 6 years).
6. Who are the responsible and
lead entities for these Actions?
7. Note: An entity can be an
organization,
agency,
institution, or a stakeholder
group.
Facilitator summarizes the main
headings of the BG Discussion
(which will be a guide for the group
report in plenary).
Summary
and
Closing
Breakout Group Discussions

of

 Facilitator
thanks
all
participants, documenter and
resource
persons
for
a
productive
discussion.
Facilitator
announces
the
resumption of plenary session.

Matrix 1
Action

ECAN
Zone

Geographic
Coverage

Timetable

Lead and
Support
Organization

Priority Threat 1
Action 1
Action 2
Action 3
Priority Threat 2
Action 1
Action 2
Action 3
Workshop Materials
Materials
1. Presentation

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
211

Responsible
Validation Team (for the results of
validation)
PCSD Interns (for the stocktaking
and threats analysis)
PCSDS
4 Projectors and 4 Laptops
LGU (2 projectors), PCSD (2
projectors and 4 laptops)
Matrices (Needs, Threats and PCSD Interns
Opportunities) (LGU initiatives)
Venue
(Conference
Room, LGU
Multipurpose Hall and Mayors
Conference Room)
Food
LGU
Streamer
PCSD (c/o Sha design and
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7. Kits
a. Prescribed allowable and nonallowable activities
b. Pen
c. Paper

212

Supplies)
PCSD
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ANNEX F
Attendace Sheet (Participatory ECAN Planning Workshop)
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ANNEX G
Attendance Sheet (Final Presentation of technical report to DCERP)
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ANNEX H
KII Quesstionnaires
Field instrument 1: KII Threats questionnaire
ECAN Resource Management Planning
Key Informant Interview Questionnaire (ECAN Needs + Projects)
Questionnaire No. ___
The needs and priorities of the municipality often depend on the kinds of
problems and issues that occur in it. Before we are able to introduce new projects,
we must able to identify first the threats and opportunities in our area. Since the
problems and issues that confront us are often complex, we must also be able to
analyze what are the causes and the impacts of our major problems. The analysis
will help us prioritize our needs and also the resources we must apply to solve our
problems. For the identified needs/problems/issues/opportunities, we will specify
the solutions and actions that will address them.
Target Respondents for Municipal KII – Mayor, Municipal Councilor (committee
chair on agriculture, fisheries, environment and livelihood), MAO and staff,
MPDC and staff, MENRO and staff, Tourism Officer, NGO, PO representative,
Business and Industry (2), Church, School (principal or head teacher), IP leader,
Women, Children and youth, Workers and Trade Unions (MFARMC), Scientific
and Technological Communities, Farmers, and Small Forest Landowners
Municipality: _________________________
________________

Barangay:

Date & Time of KII: ____________________
_________________

Interviewer:

I. Personal Details of the Respondent
1. Name (Pangalan): ____________________________________________
2. Address (Sitio, Barangay): _____________________________________
3. Occupation (Trabaho): ________________________________________
4. Position and Agency (Posisyon at Ahensya): _______________ ___________
5. Number of years in position (Bilang ng taon sa kasalukuyang panahon): _____
II. Critical Sustainable Development Needs and Priorities of the Community
6.
What
do
you
think
are
the
3
critical
or
major
environmental/social/economic/institutional needs and priorities of your
municipality (El Nido)? These needs and priorities must be those that you think
have not yet been addressed orhave not been given attention.
(Ano sa palagay nyo ang 3 kritikal o pangunahing mga pangangailangan at
prayoridad pangkapaligiran/pangsosyal/pang-ekonomiya/pang-institusyonal ng
inyong munisipalidad na hindi pa natutugunan o hindi pa masyadong nabibigyan
ng pansin?)
7. Which entity/entities should provide support to address the identified needs and
priorities?
6.

Needs
216

and 7. Entities who 14.

Actions, Remarks
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should
support

provide Solutions
and (Cause/Effect)
New Projects

a.
b.
c.

8. What other critical needs are not yet being addressed?
(Meron pa po ba kayong gustong idagdag na mga kritikal na pangangailangan?)
9. Which entity/entities should provide support to address the identified needs and
priorities?
8. Other critical 9. Entities who 14.
Actions, Remarks
needs not yet should
provide Solutions
and (Cause/Effect)
addressed
support
New Projects
d.
e.
f.
(Note: Needs/priorities, problems/issues/threats, and opportunities can have more
than one action.solution/project.)
III. Critical Sustainable Development Problems, Issues, and Threats
(Note: Ang problema, isyu, o banta ay maaaring nangyayari sa kasalukuyan, nangyari
na sa nakalipas na tatlong taon, o maaaring mangyari sa susunod na tatlong taon. Ang
alamin lamang ay ang mga kritikal “threats” – ang mga pinakaimportanteng dapat
bigyan ng pansin)

10. What do you think are the 3 critical or major problems, issues, or threats in
environment/society/economy/institutions in your municipality?
(Ano sa palagay nyo ang 3 kritikal o pangunahing problema, isyu, o mga banta sa
kapaligiran/lipunan/ekonomiya/institusyon dito sa bayan ng El Nido?)
10. Problems, Issues, and 15. Actions, Solutions, Remarks
Threats
and New Projects
a.
b.
c.

11. Do you have other major problems, issues, or threats in your barangay (or
municipality)?
(Meron pa ba kayong iba pang kritikal na problema, isyu, o banta dito sa inyong
lugar?)
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11. Problems, Issues, and 15. Actions, Solutions, Remarks
Threats
and New Projects
a.
b.
c.

IV. Opportunities (in some cases, the opposite of a threat)
12. What do you think are the 3 opportunities (or factors that have a positive
effect on the community) that can assist in the sustainable development and
livelihood of your municipality once these are developed or utilized?
(Ano sa palagay nyo ang 3 oportunidad (o mga bagay na may positibong epekto
sa komunidad) a pwedeng makatulong sa pangmatagalang kaunlaran at
kabuhayan ng inyong munisipyo sakaling ito ay ma-develop o magamit?)
12. Opportunities

16. Actions, Solutions, Remarks
and New Projects

a.
b.
c.

13. What other opportunities do you have here?
(Bukod sa nabanggit, meron pa ba kayong iba pang oportunidad dito sa lugar
nyo?)
13. Opportunities

16. Actions, Solutions, Remarks
and New Projects

a.
b.
c.

V. Sustainable Development Actions, Solutions, and (New) Projects
14. What do you think are the most effective actions, solutions, or new projects
that can answer/address the needs that you have mentioned?
(Ano sa palagay nyo ang mga pinaka-epektibong aksyon, solusyon, o bagong
proyekto na tutugon sa mga pangangailangan na inyong nabanggit?)
15. What do you think are the most effective actions, solutions, or new projects
that can answer/address the problems and issues that you have mentioned?
(Ano sa palagay nyo ang mga pinaka-epektibong aksyon, solusyon, o bagong
proyekto na tutugon sa mga problema at isyung inyong nabanggit?)
218
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16. What do you think are the most effective actions, solutions, or new projects
that can take advantage of the opportunities that you have mentioned?
(Ano sa palagay nyo ang mga pinaka-epektibong aksyon, solusyon, o bagong
proyekto na makakapagsaalang-alang ng mga oportunidad na inyong
nabanggit?)
VI. Additional Actions and Projects
17. Other than those mentioned, what in your opinion are other actions and
projects that can assist the municipality of El Nido once they were undertaken
here?
(Bukod sa mga nabanggit, ano pa sa palagay nyo ang mga aksyon at proyektong
maaaring makatulong kapag naisagawa (o naisakatuparan) dito sa bayan ng El
Nido?)
17. Additional Actions, Solutions, and New Projects
a.
b.
c.
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STOCKTAKING OF MUNICIPAL
ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES
(for ECAN Zones Management Plan)
Field instrument 2: Stocktaking
For Head/Staff of MENRO, MAO, MEEDO, MCDO, MTO, MSWD, and
MPDO offices:
PCSD Resolution No. 05-250, Section 25. Preparation of the ECAN Zoning Plan. After the
approval of the ECAN Map, the LGU through its ECAN Board and the assistance of the PCSDS
shall prepare an ECAN Zoning Plan taking into consideration of the following:

Municipality: ________________________
_____________________

Barangay:

Date & Time of KII: ___________________
_____________________

Interview:

I. Personal Details of the Respondents
1. Name (Pangalan): ______________________________________
2. Address (Sitio, Barangay): _______________________________
3. Occupation (Trabaho): __________________________________
4. Position and Agency (Posisyon at Ahensya): ______________ ____________
5. Number of years in position (Bilang ng taon sa kasalukuyang panahon): _____
What are the efforts of the municipality in addressing the following
development issues?
1. Stakeholder‟s participation in the protection conservation, development,
exploitation and restoration of natural resources in the area;
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________________
2. Encroachment of commercial fishing vessels on municipal waters;
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________________
3. Treatment of protected areas under the NIPAS; [include barangay/municipal
declared PAs]
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
______________________
4. Inter-agency participation;
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
5. Protection of coastal/marine areas and enforcement of fishery laws;
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________________
6. Monitoring and evaluation schemes [to include coastal pollution monitoring
and control to understand water pollution of the area and to institute measures
complementary to the PCSDS environmental quality regulation];
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________________
7. Regulatory measures or permitting system;
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________________
8. Application of resource rents or user charges;
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________________
9. Management of funds from proceeds of license fees;
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________________
10. Allowable activities for each zone; [CLUP land use zones and/or ECAN
zones]
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________________
11. Development activities in small islands;
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________________
12. Waste disposal and sewage; [solid and liquid waste]
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________________
13. Provision of alternative livelihood projects;
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________________
14. Protection of the access rights of the community to the natural resources;
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________________
15. Migration and settlement within the coastal areas; and
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__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________________

16. Appropriation of funds for the implementation of the plan and the
management of the ECAN zones;
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________________
17. Others identified to be necessary and relevant
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________
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APPENDIX I
ECAN Zones per barangay in El Nido Municipality

Barangays

Core Zone
Ha.
%

Urban Barangays
Maligaya
53.54
0.32
Buena Suerte
192.70
1.14
Masagana
0.00
0.00
Corong904.53
5.36
Corong
Rural Barangays
Aberawan
1, 326.04
7.85
Bagong
1, 093.20
6.47
Bayan
Barotuan
228.42
1.35
Bebeladan
2, 555.93
15.13
Bucana
181.25
1.07
Mabini
1, 242.19
7.35
Manlag
679.94
4.03
New Ibajay
11, 653.96
9.79
Pasadeña
1, 390.61
8.23
SanFernando
386.70
2.29
Barangays
Core Zone
Ha.
%
Sibaltan
952.93
5.64
Teneguiban
291.26
1.72
224

Controlled
Ha.
%

Restricted
Ha.
%

Traditional
Ha.
%

Multiple
Ha.
%

Total
Ha.

%

0.90
1.80
23.33
79.17

0.09
0.19
2.41
8.18

0.13
0.00
52.71
574.66

0.00
0.00
0.63
6.85

0.00
0.00
12.56
226.43

0.00
0.00
0.07
1.34

29.97
12.04
93.16
365.49

0.25
0.10
0.78
3.07

84.54
206.54
181.76
2, 150.28

0.15
0.38
0.33
3.91

0.00
79.82

0.00
8.25

0.00
170.04

0.00
2.03

687.94
704.49

4.07
4.17

366.33
1, 266.47

3.08
10.64

2, 380.32
3, 314.02

4.32
6.02

2, 845.88
5, 295.52
2, 222.91
3, 856.48
2, 053.13
6, 025.32
5, 056.22
2, 243.26
Total
Ha.
4, 207.75
4, 711.95

5.17
9.62
4.04
7.00
3.73
10.94
9.18
4.07

0.01
0.00
11.99
1.24
193.34 19.98
0.00
0.00
8.95
0.92
0.01
0.00
205.87 21.27
0.00
0.00
Controlled
Ha.
%
0.01
0.00
223.50 23.09

930.03
11.08
1, 005.01
11.98
154.75
1.84
349.74
4.17
50.86
0.61
747.19
8.91
1, 729.34
20.61
371.51
4.43
Restricted
Ha.
%
673.28
8.02
450.65
5.37

652.24
3.86
1, 156.63
6.84
531.03
3.14
1, 617.49
9.57
856.18
5.06
2, 495.87
14.76
1, 107.39
6.55
990.73
5.86
Traditional
Ha.
%
1, 631.38
9.65
2, 562.60
15.16

1, 035.18
8.70
565.96
4.75
1, 162.54
9.77
647.06
5.44
457.21
3.84
1, 128.29
9.48
623.01
5.23
494.32
4.15
Multiple
Ha.
%
950.15
7.98
1, 183.94
9.94

%
7.64
8.56
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Villa
Libertad
Villa Paz
Islands
Inambuyod
Island
Matinloc
Island
North
Guntao
Island
South
Guntao
Island
Tapiutan
Island
Total
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1, 569.11

9.29

51.92

5.36

569.28

6.78

538.61

3.19

827.28

6.95

3, 556.20

6.46

1, 305.32

7.73

0.00

0.00

561.31

6.69

1, 130.69

6.69

622.46

5.23

3, 619.78

6.57

110.11

0.65

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

110.11

0.20

411.45

2.44

23.99

2.48

0.00

0.00

1.80

0.01

0.00

0.00

437.24

0.79

0.00

0.00

22.28

2.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

31.52

0.26

53.80

0.10

0.00

0.00

40.28

4.16

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

42.66

0.36

82.94

0.15

360.74

2.14

0.71

0.07

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

361.45

0.66

16, 889.93

100.00

967.88

100.00

8, 390.49

100.00

16, 904.06

100.00

11, 905.05

100.00

55, 057.40

100.00

Source: PCSD ECAN Zones Management Plan, 2006
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ANNEX J
Computation for Ecological Footprint
A preliminary study of the ecological footprint of Palawan Province in terms of
basic needs resource requirements is undertaken to determine the sufficiency or
deficiency of resources at present and in the future. The objective of the study is to
determine whether there will be enough food, water, and wood for the population of
Palawan. Specifically, the study aims to:
1. Determine the current and future population consumptions for food, water, and wood

supply based on land use types (cropland, fishing ground, grazing, and forest lands) in
terms of global hectares.
2. Compare the population consumptions and the biocapacity based on land use types

(cropland, fishing ground, grazing, and forest lands) in terms of global hectare to
determine food and water sufficiency and wood supply.
In land use planning, the results of ecological footprint study are important in
allocating for certain areas of the land for specific land uses. It can also assist in making
decisions about selecting and prioritizing land development options. The conceptual or
consciousness-raising value of the EF analysis also has implications to policies that will
be crafted to mitigate factors that can contribute to non-sustainable trends of economic
activities and environmental deterioration.
The calculation of EF has the following general procedures (Wackernagel and Rees
1996):
1. Estimate of the average person‟s annual consumption of particular items from
aggregate regional or national data by dividing total consumption by population size. For
various categories, the national statistics provide both production and trade figures from
which trade-corrected consumption can be computed, using the following formula.
trade-corrected consumption = production + imports - exports
2. Estimate the land area appropriated per capita (aa) for the production of each major
consumption item i. This is done by dividing the annual consumption of that item as
calculated in #1 [c, in kg/capita] by its average annual productivity or yield [p, in kg/ha].
aai = annual demand / annual yield = ci / pi
3. Compute the total ecological footprint of the average person, the per capita footrpint

(ef), by summing all the ecosystem areas appropriated (aai) by all the goods and services
(n) consumed by the person.
∑

4. Obtain the ecological footprint (EFP) of the study population by multiplying the

average per capita footprint by population size (N).
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EFP = N(ef)
In cases where the total area used is available from statistics, the per capita footprint can
be computed by dividing by population.
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APPENDIX E
PHOTO DOCUMENTATION

Plate No.1 Courtesy Call with the PCSD
staff

Plate No.2 Presentation of ECAN 101
by Sir Mark Dela Cruz

Plate No.3 Courtesy Call with Executive
Director Nelson Devanadera

Plate No.4 Presentation of Technical
Project Proposal to the PCSDS

Plate No.5 Orientation with the
Provincial Health Offic

Plate No.6 Courtesy Call with Mayor
Edna Gacot-Lim of El Nido, Palawan
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Plate No.7 The Municipal Hall of El
Nido, Palawan

Plate No.8 Key Informant Interview
with Mr. Jenuel Casel of Protected Area
Office (PAO)

Plate No.9 Key Informant Interview
with Mr. Arvin Acosta, MTO Head

Plate No.10 Key Informant Interview
with Mr. Rene Acosta, MEEDO Head

Plate No.11 Key Informant Interview
with Ma‟am Myrna Gripon, MPDO
Head

Plate No.12 Key Informant Interview
with Mr. Prospero Dangan, IP
representative
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Plate No.13 Key Informant Interview
with Ma‟am Gloria Mones, MSWD
Head

Plate No.14 Key Informant Interview
with Vice Mayor Nieves Rosento of El
Ndo, Palawan

Plate No.15 The Team going to Villa
Libertad for Key Informant Interview
with the farmers representative

Plate No.16 Key Informant
Interview with Mr. Louie Bunillo,
Farmers Representative

Plate No.17 Preparation for the ECAN
Planning Workshop

Plate No.18 Classification of
identified threats from KII and
different plans
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Plate No.19 Classified Threats by sector

Plate No.21 Mock PresentationRaymund presenting the threats for
Socio-Institutional Sector

Plate No.23 Participatory ECAN
Planning Workshop held at SB Session
Hall
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Plate No.20 Mock Presentation- Irene
presenting the threats for Economic
Sector

Plate No.22 Mock Presentation- April
presenting the threats for Environmental
Sector

Plate No.24 Opening Remarks of Vice
Mayor Nieves Rosento during the
Participatory ECAN Planning Workshop
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Plate No.25 Dr. Jo Matulac discussing
the objective and purpose of ECAN

Plate No.26 Presentation of ECAN
Zones and Map

Plate No.27 Discussion of the ECAN
Map and Zones

Plate No.28 Participatory ECAN
Planning Workshop- Irene presenting the
threats for Economic Sector

Plate No.29 Participatory ECAN
Planning Workshop- Raymund
presenting the threats for SocioInstitutional Sector

Plate No.30 Participatory ECAN
Planning Workshop- April presenting
the threats for Environmental Sector
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Plate No.31 Sir Mark Dela Cruz
presenting about ECAN during the
workshop

Plate No.33 The Team together with
some of the PCSD staff after the
Participatory ECAN Planning Workshop

Plate No.35 Formulating the
Interrelationship of Threats identified
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Plate No.32 The Team after the
Participatory ECAN Planning Workshop

Plate No.34 Formulation of the ECAN
Zones Management Plan

Plate No.36 Group picture after the
formulation of the interrelationship of
threats
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Plate No.37 Team El Nido with Sir Ef at
Nacpan Beach

Plate No.40 The Team at Las Cabañas
Beach Resort, El Nido, Palawan

Plate No.39 Jump shot at Nacpan Beach

Plate No.42 Group Picture together with
Team Roxas and Director Nelson
Devanadera

Plate No.41 Group Picture together with
some members of Team Taytay
Plate No.43 Strategic Environmental
Plan Forum-Workshop at Asturias Hotel

Plate No.38 Team‟s silhouette shot at
Nacpan Beach

Plate No.45 Team El Nido girls at the
Crocodile Farm
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Plate No.47 Preparation for the final
presentation of ECAN Resource
Management Plan

Plate No.44 Executive Director Nelson
Devanadera during the SEP ForumWorkshop at Asturias Hotel

Plate No.48 Professor Efraim Roxas
introducing the objective of Supervised
Field Experience during the final
presentation of technical report to
PCSDS

Plate No.49 Opening remarks of Mr.
Ryan Fuentes, Assistant Director, during
the final presentation of technical report

Plate No.46 Data gathering at the
Palawan Provincial Capitol
Plate No.51 Final Presentation of
technical report to PCSDS- Irene
presenting the introduction part
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Plate No.53 Final Presentation of
technical report to PCSDS- Raymund
presenting the Municipal Profile

Plate No.54 Final Presentation of
technical report to PCSDS- Camille
presenting the ECAN Zones
Management Plan

Plate No.50 Opening remarks of
Director Nelson Devanadera

Plate No.55 Final Presentation of
technical report to PCSDS-Ivie
presenting the ECAN Zones
Management Plan

Plate No.52 Final Presentation of
technical report to PCSDS- April
presenting the Municipal Profile

Plate No.57 The Team together with
Director Devanadera, Mr. Fuentes, Ms.
Janet and the Practicum Supervisors
after the technical report presentation
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Plate No.59 Practicum Teams together
with Director Devanadera, Mr. Fuentes
and the Practicum Supervisors

Plate No.56 Director Devanadera and
Assistant Director Ryan Fuentes together
with the Practicum Supervisors after the
technical report presentation

Plate No.58 Group Picture after the
technical report presentation
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Plate No.60 Radio Interview at Radyo
Mo Nationwide

Plate No.61The Team Leader at Radyo
Mo Nationwide

Plate No.63 The Team before the final
presentation of technical report to
DCERP
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presenting the first part of the Municipal
Profile

Plate No.65 Final Presentation of
technical report to DCERP- Irene
presenting the introduction part
Plate No.67 Final Presentation of
technical report to DCERP- Raymund
presenting the second part of the
Municipal Profile

Plate No.62 Opening remarks of Prof.
Efraim Roxas during the final
presentation of technical report to
DCERP
Plate No.68 Final Presentation of
technical report to DCERP- Camille
presenting the Component 1 of ECAN
Zones Management Plan

Plate No.64 “Titas of El Nido” before
the final presentation

Plate No.69 Final Presentation of
technical report to DCERP- Ivie
presenting the Component 2 of ECAN
Zones Management Plan

Plate No.66 Final Presentation of
technical report to DCERP- April
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Plate No.70 Final Presentation of
technical report to DCERP- Irene
presenting the recommendation part

Plate No.71 Closing remarks of Dr.
Raden Piadozo, Department Chairman,
after the final presentation of technical
report to DCERP

Plate No.72 Open Forum after the
presentation of the technical report to
DCERP
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Plate No.73 Team Palawan with
DCERP faculty

Plate No.74 Practicum Supervisors
(from right to left: Ma‟am Ayona, Sir
Arnold, Sir Ef, Sir Riki, Ma‟am Joan)

Plate No.75 Team El Nido with the
practicum supervisors after the final
presentation of technical report to
DCERP

